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INTRODUCTION 

The Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society [WTS] is about 135 years old. From the time of its creation, 

the organization has produced books, magazines and tracts, and later it ventured into audio and visual 

media. The organization thus provides a vast array of detailed documentation. This Study uses some 

of the written material to help provide an insight into the organization.  

The current leadership endeavours to link itself to its origins while at the same time distancing itself, 

using euphemisms such as “increased light”. Previous statements shine a light on the present. Whether 

the current leadership uses a new name for an old teaching or whether it openly contradicts a previous 

belief, it all helps to reveal the thinking of the current leadership. 

Scope and Structure 

Although this Study provides about 450 quotations from WTS publications, it barely touches the edge 

of the ocean, it exposes but the tip of the proverbial iceberg. On top of this, human stories lie behind 

the statements; these wait for objective investigations. 

For convenience, the quotations have been grouped under 9 headings, although a quotation can often 

overlap headings.  

 Divine Plan 

 High Calling 

 The Christ 

 The Mystery 

 The Mediator 

 The Memorial 

 The Theocracy 

 Language 

 Palestine 

Quotations within each group are listed chronologically. This enables the development of thinking to 

be tracked and the influence of a particular individual to be recognized. Placing them chronologically 

also helps cross-referencing between the subheadings. The sequence of the headings should help in 

this regard. 
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How to use this Study 

The following Section, “What The Watch Tower Reveals” provides a broad outcome from this Study.. 

Each of the following nine Sections provides a Summary and major headings of the nine main 

Chapters.
1
 

 

 

 

                                                      
1
 I spent countless hours hyperlinking to the major subheadings in each Chapter but Word worked with only half 

of the hyperlinks I set up. If anyone can help, please contact me. Doug 
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WHAT THE WATCH TOWER REVEALS 

When we understand what has gone before, we might be better able to make sense of the present and 

hopefully use that information to make better decisions. This Study presents an overview of the 

Watch Tower Society from its publications, hopefully creating a better insight into the present WTS. 

Note that underlining has been added to quotations throughout this Study. 

The Watch Tower Society had 3 leaders with strong ideas: Charles Taze Russell (1852-1916), Joseph 

Franklin Rutherford (1869-1942) and Frederick William Franz (1893-1992). 

Today, the organization is headed by a committee of senior men. Likely conscious that this brings a 

variety of different and conflicting ideas to the table, the committee (“Governing Body”) possibly 

attempted to assure their followers that they act in unity: 

This is a composite slave. The decisions of the Governing Body are thus made 

collectively.
2
 

Circumstantial evidence fails to support that contention. Whereas previous changes reflected the 

views of the single strong leader, the present arrangement with a number of heads appears to be 

creating frequent inconsistencies. This is shown, for example, with changes the perceived sequence of 

the last-day events. The mess of conflicting ideas resulting from the multi-headed leadership is 

exacerbated because its members are constantly being replaced. 

To protect itself, the committee makes Jehovah take any blame. “Obey us,” says the Governing Body 

committee, “and you are obeying Jehovah”, frequently bandying that Middle Ages name without great 

sensitivity or deep respect; certainly not acting “discreetly”. 

It is possible to speculate that the committee displayed unity when making the decision that it alone 

was to become known as “The Faithful and Discreet Slave” class, thus removing that privilege from 

more than 10,000 followers, hollow as it had been. 

The lack of intellectual rigor is displayed in the change of presentation in The Watchtower magazine. 

It has been dramatically reduced in size, scope and reasoning. The following page illustrates this 

change, showing two pages selected at random, dated precisely 70 years apart. 

 

                                                      
2
 The Watchtower announcing Jehovah’s Kingdom, July 15, 2013, page 22 
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CHANGING IDEAS 

During its short life, the WTS has reversed several key ideas. 

They castigate religious opponents, particularly the Roman Catholic and Protestant churches, as 

promoting error, while at the same time the constant state of flux of its own beliefs shows that its 

own teachings are suspect. 

1881: “New light cannot contradict a former truth” 

If we were following a man undoubtedly it would be different with us; undoubtedly 

one human idea would contradict another and that which was light one or two or six 

years ago would he regarded as darkness now: But with God there is no variableness, 

neither shadow of turning, and so it is with truth; any knowledge or light coming 

from God must be like its author. A new view of truth never can contradict a former 

truth. “New light” never extinguishes older “light,” but adds to it. …  

So is it with the light of truth; the true increase is by adding to, not by substituting one 

for another. … Our pathway has been one of increase of light in harmony with former 

light.
3
 

1967: Progress means changes 

Jehovah’s organization of his people is a moving one, a progressive one. Progress 

naturally means changes, adjustments, instruction.
4
 

1967: False prophets do not correct themselves 

Some have called Jehovah’s witnesses “false prophets” because, in times past, they 

have viewed things a certain way and, later, have made a change through their official 

publications. … False prophets do not correct themselves. God’s people do.
5
 

The Society is still not telling the whole truth. They do not say that up to now they 

have not admitted their mistakes, no wonder they were called ‘false prophets’. 

They are also very coy about how much they confess. … If possible, they sweep 

most of their past errors under the carpet of soothing historical generalisations. 

It is typical of the Society to use even their errors as evidence that they are right: 

‘False prophets do not correct themselves’. They are making a virtue out of their 

repentance, forgetting about the fact that they were wrong! Of course it is better to 

repent of error than not to repent, but I should have thought it was more typical of 

God’s·organization not to make errors at all.
6
 

1909: The “hidden mystery”; 
The “only key”; 
Changing views on the Divine Plan 

Twenty-nine years ago we were publishing some features of present truth respecting 

the second coming of our Lord, the time of harvest, the Millennial age, the times of 

restitution; but up to that time we had been in a measure of confusion, darkness, 

respecting the heavenly and the earthly promises. We saw that the church had promise 

of heavenly and spiritual nature and glory. We saw also that the promises to the world 

were seemingly of an earthly nature, that they would build houses and inhabit them, 

plant vineyards and eat the fruit of them, etc. We had not fully discerned why this 

                                                      
3
 Zion’s Watch Tower and Herald of Christ’s Presence, February 1881, reprints, page 188 

4
 The Watchtower announcing Jehovah’s Kingdom, June 1, 1967, page 330 

5
 The Watchtower announcing Jehovah’s Kingdom, June 1, 1967, page 330 

6
 Millions Now Living will Never die: A Study of Jehovah’s Witnesses, page 82, by Alan Rogerson (1969) 
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distinction of natures and were inclined to wonder why we could find nothing in the 

Scriptures to intimate that at the close of the Millennium the world would be granted 

the heavenly nature. 

It was about that time, 1880, that the Lord drew our attention to other features of his 

plan previously unseen by us and, so far as we are aware, unseen by others since the 

days of the Apostles. We realized that this further light was harvest light for the 

ripening of the wheat, and by no means an evidence of greater wisdom or ability in 

Bible interpretation on our part. The due time had come and the unfolding came with 

it. The Master who had already been serving us brought forth from the storehouse 

“things new and old,” respecting the Covenants and the Atonement sacrifices. We 

were astonished at the length and breadth and height and depth of the divine plan and 

set them forth in a pamphlet entitled Tabernacle Shadows of the Better Sacrifices. 

It was through those Tabernacle Shadow blessings that the Lord showed us how and 

why the church of this Gospel age has been called to heavenly glory while the divine 

purpose respecting mankind in general is restoration to human perfection with 

everlasting life to all the willing and obedient—to be granted to the faithful in the 

close of the Millennial age, when they shall have reached human perfection and the 

“paradise restored” shall have been extended to the whole earth. 

We then understood for the first time the meaning of the Apostle’s words respecting 

the ‘‘Hidden mystery,” namely that close, intimate relationship between Christ and 

his faithful followers, the “more than conquerors.” It was then that we understood the 

Apostle’s words, “God hath given Christ to be the Head over the church, which is his 

body,” and “We are members in particular of the body of Christ.” “This is a great 

mystery; but I speak concerning Christ and the church.” Oh, yes, this is indeed a 

hidden mystery—that the church is completely separated from the world and offered a 

great prize of glory, honor and immortality, the divine nature. But we came to see, 

also, that this prize was offered on certain sacrificing conditions—not merely upon 

condition of faith, though faith is the basis of all our hopes. This “high calling” 

proffered is justification from sin as the reward of faith, but it additionally held out 

the promise to the justified that if they would suffer with Christ as his members, they 

should also be glorified together with him in his heavenly kingdom and be with him 

and sit upon his throne and share his glory. 

Now we began to understand why the way during this Gospel age should be made so 

“narrow,” so difficult, while the Lord promised to make the way to eternal life a 

broad, “high way” during the Millennium. Ah, yes! all is clear from this  standpoint, 

and the Apostle’s words were full of meaning to us as we read, “I beseech you, 

therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living 

sacrifice, holy and acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service.” (Rom. 

12:1) Now we saw the two steps; first, justification by faith, and, secondly, an 

entrance into this grace of the “high calling” by being begotten of the holy Spirit. As 

expressed by St. Paul, “Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with God 

through our Lord Jesus Christ: by whom also we have access by faith into this grace 

wherein we stand, and rejoice in the hope of the glory of God,” which is to be 

revealed in our Lord and in us as his members in his kingdom. Now we know why St. 

Paul was so anxious to fill up a measure of the afflictions of Christ and we were 

stimulated also to follow his example, filling up a share of Christ’s afflictions, which 

he left for us. Now we know what St. Paul meant when he said, “Let us go forth 

therefore unto him without the camp, bearing his reproach.”—Heb. 13: 13. 

We perceived from this last text that he referred to the sacrifices of the Day of 

Atonement mentioned in the context and in which he says that the bodies of those 

beasts whose blood accomplished sin atonement were burned outside the camp. The 

type shows that the first of these sacrifices was the bullock and the second the Lord’s 
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goat (Levit. 16); that the priest first killed the bullock provided by himself, and 

afterward killed the goat provided by the congregation of the Children of Israel. We 

saw clearly enough that the bullock represented our Lord’s sacrifice and that the only 

other sacrifice burned outside the Camp was the goat, and hence that the Apostle must 

have referred to us, the church, the members of the body of Christ. 

This has been the basis of our presentations to the church for these twenty-nine years. 

We consider it the only key to all the wonderful harmonies of the divine Word, as 

they are now in our possession by the Lord’s favor.
7
 

At times, the Watch Tower Society changes in the name of a teaching while continuing the underlying 

ideas. Therefore, identifying what was initially understood reveals what the WTS really means today. 

A heading may have changed, sometimes explicitly, but the ideas and meaning have not changed. As 

Charles Russell wrote: 

We are not here pleading for a name, but what appears to be an important idea.
8
 

2015: Understanding of truth is “progressively clarified” 

Truth keeps changing, yet truth remains. 

We can also prepare for life in the new world by exercising patience regarding 

revealed truth. Are we studious and patient as our understanding of Bible truth is 

progressively clarified today?
 9
 

THE WATCH TOWER SOCIETY DOES NOT PROVIDE COMFORT 

Attempts may be made to ease any discomfort by arguing that the organization has now fixed the 

flaws of the past, that the light is now brighter. However, the Watch Tower’s ground is as unstable 

today as it ever has been. The organization’s adherents can have no confidence that it has settled 

down and that now it will provide stability. 

Changes have been made in recent times to “Generation”, “Faithful Slave”, “Blood”, eschatology 

(sequence of last-day events), and to the “Ten Virgins” and “Sheep and Goats” parables. 

In 2015, the organization threw out the basis for the reasoning they had been using when they ditched 

“type and antitype”, unless it was explicitly stated in the Bible. 

Many years ago, our publications stated that such faithful men and women as 

Deborah, Elihu, Jephthah, Job, Rahab, and Rebekah, as well as many others, were 

really types, or shadows, of either the anointed or the “great crowd.” However, in 

recent years we have not drawn such comparisons.
10

 

WTS URGES STUDY OF THE OLDER PUBLICATIONS 

Some – likely many – will complain about the number of WTS quotations contained in this Study. 

Some will be familiar with these quotations, while a few will not be aware of them. It would have 

been possible to provide just one or two examples, but the reader might have felt that these were 

selective quotations, rather than representing the thrust of the WTS’s firmly held positions at a 

particular time. These statements provided in this Study do accurately present the WTS at the time 

each statement was made. 

Look to even older publications. Remember, “the spiritual man examines [searches] 

indeed all things.” … 

How can all these people get the things they have missed? Only by studying earlier 

publications and digging back through previous issues of The Watchtower kept in the 

                                                      
7
 The Watch Tower and Herald of Christ’s Presence, July 15, 1909, reprints page 4434 

8
 Zion’s Watch Tower and Herald of Christ’s Presence, November 1879, reprints page 48 

9
 The Watchtower announcing Jehovah’s Kingdom, August 15, 2015, page 21 

10
 The Watchtower announcing Jehovah’s Kingdom, March 15, 2015, page 17 
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library at your local Kingdom Hall. There is much in the way of spiritual riches and 

aids toward mature knowledge in these earlier publications, and their study is most 

certainly worth your time. … Learn through continual review of these older 

publications. …  

We urge you to dig back through these earlier magazines to benefit from the material 

that they contain. … Make regular and continual use of the information in “This 

Means Everlasting Life” and “Let God Be True”, and in previous issues of The 

Watchtower and in other Society publications.
11
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 Changes made to Russell’s books in the light of his failed expectations: 
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 Complete writings of Pastor Charles T. Russell on DVD: 
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 Great Crowd before 1935 and since: 
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 The tower of sand (Great Crowd and the 144,000): 
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 References to the 144,000 in The Watchtower from 2000 to 2014: 

http://www.jwstudies.com/WT_magazines_from_2000_to_2015_on_144000_and_the_anoint

ed.pdf 

 Nelson Barbour: The Millennium’s Forgotten Prophet, by Schulz and de Vienne, Fluttering 

Wings Press (2009) 

 A Separate Identity: Organizational Identity Among Readers of Zion’s Watch Tower: 1870-

1887, by Schulz and de Vienne, Fluttering Wings Press (2014) 

 Pastor Charles Taze Russell: An early American Christian Zionist, by David Horowitz, 

Philosophical Library (1986) 

 People important to Russell: http://www.jwstudies.com/People_important_to_Russell.pdf  
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 The Watchtower announcing Jehovah’s Kingdom, May 15, 1957, pages 314, 315, 317 

http://www.jwstudies.com/The_List_from_Hourglass.pdf
http://www.jwstudies.com/Adjustments_to_the_July_15_2013_Watchtower.pdf
http://www.jwstudies.com/The_Truth_Changes.pdf
http://www.jwstudies.com/Changed_MD_and_SS_words.pdf
http://www.biblestudylibrary.net/index.php?id=4
http://www.jwstudies.com/The_Great_Crowd_before_1935_and_since.pdf
http://www.jwstudies.com/The_Tower_of_sand.pdf
http://www.jwstudies.com/WT_magazines_from_2000_to_2015_on_144000_and_the_anointed.pdf
http://www.jwstudies.com/WT_magazines_from_2000_to_2015_on_144000_and_the_anointed.pdf
http://www.jwstudies.com/People_important_to_Russell.pdf
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WHAT “THE DIVINE PLAN” REVEALS 

 

[Go to “The Divine Plan”, page 21] 

 

Russell created a structure named The Divine Plan of the Ages, but none of his expectations came to 

pass. Rutherford initially employed Russell’s dates but in time replaced them with his own. None of 

them came to pass. The Watch Tower Society is now more circumspect, having been severely 

damaged with false expectations for 1975. As with other eschatological groups, it sets out its plan of 

the structure of future events. As with Russell, Rutherford and Franz, the Society continues to adjust 

its ideas. 

Headings 

 Russell’s starting foundations [Go to page 21] 

 Russell’s portrayal of the course of history [Go to page 23] 

 Russell’s expectations [Go to page 24] 

 The symbolism provided by Nebuchadnezzar [Go to page 28] 

 Russell’s key dates of the Divine Plan [Go to page 28] 

 Russell was not original [Go to page 29] 

 Russell continues to predict dates and events [Go to page 30] 

 Rutherford continues with Russell’s dates [Go to page 32] 

 Rutherford’s evidence for Jesus’ Presence [Go to page 36] 

 Rutherford fulfilled the seven trumpets of Revelation [Go to page 37] 

 The second coming is moved to 1914 [Go to page 38] 

 Adjustments keep being applied to the Divine Plan [Go to page 39] 

 

 [Return to the Contents] 
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WHAT “THE HIGH CALLING” REVEALS 

 

[Go to “The High Calling”, page 42] 

 

From the outset, Charles Taze Russell believed that a small number was about to receive the “high 

calling”. Today, the WTS continues this belief. It has amended the name, using expressions such as 

“heavenly calling” and “heavenly hope”, but the features remain. Russell’s expectations spell out the 

features. 

Headings 

 The high promises for the 1881 “High Calling” [Go to page 42] 

 Only for the “little flock” [Go to page 43] 

 “High Calling” becomes “Heavenly Calling” [Go to page 43] 

 “High Calling” had been the focus for 1900 years [Go to page 44] 

 Women not resurrected as women [Go to page 44] 

 The expression “Heavenly Resurrection” introduced [Go to page 45] 

 End date of call to “heavenly hope” not known [Go to page 45] 

 Bodies disposed of like Jesus’ body was [Go to page 46] 

 

[Return to Contents] 
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WHAT “THE CHRIST” REVEALS 

[Go to “The Christ”, page 47] 

 

The WTS taught that the anointed little flock of 144,000 combined with Jesus to form “The Christ”. 

For a while, the terminology shifted to “the 144,001” and it then moved to “the anointed”. The 

terminology changes but the substance remains. “The anointed” is English for “The Christ”. 

Headings 

 “The Christ” is complex, Head and Body [Go to page 47] 

 The body and the head, the Everlasting Father [Go to page 48] 

 Jesus and the church are The Christ [Go to page 49] 

 “Christ” means “Anointed” [Go to page 51] 

 Jesus and the church, one body: The Christ [Go to page 51] 

 Evolution in the use of Isaiah 43:10, 12 [Go to page 53] 

 Initial references to Isaiah 43:10, 12 [Go to page 55] 

 Leap in references to Isaiah 43:10, 12 [Go to page 56] 

 “The Christ” company renamed as “Jehovah’s witnesses” [Go to page 57] 

 “The Christ” now known as “Jehovah’s witnesses” [Go to page 59] 

 “The Christ” still continues [Go to page 59] 

 Christ Jesus and apostles were Jehovah’s witnesses [Go to page 60] 

 Jesus is “The Christ”; not shared in by the anointed [Go to page 60] 

 From “The Christ” to “The 144,001” [Go to page 60] 

 Recent multitude of references to the “anointed” [Go to page 62] 

[Return to the Contents]  
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WHAT “THE MYSTERY” REVEALS 

 

[Go to “The Mystery”, page 64] 

 

Although the Watch Tower Society refutes the idea that it is a “mystery religion” (because it “tells the 

truth”), nevertheless every one of its key critical defining doctrines is identified as a “mystery”. In 

later years, the term morphed into “sacred secret”. Initially the terms overlapped but finally “sacred 

secret” displaced the word “mystery”. 

 

Headings 

 “The mystery” is the “little flock” [Go to page 64] 

 “The mystery” is that “The Christ is the church” [Go to page 65] 

 “The mystery” is that “Christ’s body” is not his flesh [Go to page 66] 

 “The mystery” is “kingdom of heaven” [Go to page 66] 

 “The mystery” is that Messiah includes the Little Flock [Go to page 67] 

 “Mystery” becomes “sacred secret” [Go to page 67] 

 The Watch Tower Society is not a “mystery religion” [Go to page 70] 

 All “sacred secrets” relate to the Messianic Kingdom [Go to page 70] 

 The sacred secret; an administration, not a government [Go to page 71] 

 

[Return to the Contents] 
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WHAT “THE MEDIATOR” REVEALS 

 

[Go to “The Mediator”, page 72] 

 

All mediation between God and mankind passes through the Watch Tower organization. Over time, 

the term “mediator” became “God’s channel”, but the meaning of “mediation” remains. 

 

Headings 

 The Christ, the body with Jesus, is the Mediator [Go to page 72] 

 Only those in the organization will survive [Go to page 74] 

 “Mediator” renamed as “God’s Channel” [Go to page 76] 

 God’s prophet [Go to page 77] 

 Jesus does not mediate for the “great crowd” [Go to page 78] 

 The organization hands out the benefits [Go to page 79] 

 Jehovah communicates only through his organization [Go to page 79] 

 Possible communications from resurrected ones [Go to page 81] 

 Jehovah takes care of his people through the organization [Go to page 81] 

 Jesus has judged the organization as being true [Go to page 81] 

 

[Return to the Contents] 
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WHAT “THE MEMORIAL” REVEALS 

[Go to “The Memorial”, page 83] 

 

For much of its history, the Watch Tower Society said that when Jesus spoke of his “body” at the 

institution of the “Memorial”, he meant The Church, The Christ, the “little flock”. A complete 

reversal saw the emblems as referring to Jesus alone. 

“Till he comes” initially referred to the time when the last of the 144,000 came to heaven, while later 

it was taken to mean “when Jesus came”. 

Thus there are significant inconsistencies with a religious ceremony that the Watch Tower Society 

emphasizes each year to reinforce its hierarchical system of a two-level future hope 

Headings 

 The communion of the “little flock” in Jesus [Go to page 83] 

 Immortality requires eating Jesus’ flesh, drinking his cup [Go to page 85] 

 Opportunity in the next age to eat the flesh [Go to page 86] 

 The emblems also represent his members [Go to page 87] 

 “Till he comes” refers to Jesus at the temple [Go to page 88] 

 “The cup” means more than Jesus’ death [Go to page 88] 

 “Till he comes” refers to the last member of the body [Go to page 89] 

 “My body” means The Christ, the Church [Go to page 89] 

 “Till he comes” refers to the last member of the body [Go to page 90] 

 The emblems refer to the congregation [Go to page 90] 

 The emblems refer to Jesus, not to the congregation [Go to page 92] 

 Eating the flesh during the 1000 years [Go to page 92] 

 “Until he arrives” refers to Jesus’ arrival [Go to page 93] 
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 Literal wine not drunk in heaven [Go to page 93] 

 Religious but not spiritual [Go to page 93] 

 The sacrifice by the Christians [Go to page 93] 

 The meaning WAS changed [Go to page 93] 

 Partaking constant for 40 years, now increasing [Go to page 94] 

 

[Return to the Contents] 
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WHAT “THE THEOCRACY” REVEALS 

 

[Go to “The Theocracy”, page 95] 

 

Under Russell, the Watch Tower Society was democratic, with positions determined through 

elections. Rutherford’s presidency depended on the outcome of voting while he was incarcerated in 

prison in 1919. From that time on, the Society gradually took control of the administration until 1938, 

when the organization was declared to be “theocratic”. Resistance continued for several years until the 

Society finally managed to impose its rule. 

Headings 

 A democratic institution [Go to page 95] 

 From a democracy to a theocracy [Go to page 96] 

 Russell is “The Faithful and Wise Servant” [Go to page 99] 

 “The Christ” is “The Faithful and Wise Servant” [Go to page 100] 

 Totalitarian religionists are intolerant [Go to page 101] 

 The Governing Body is “The Faithful and Discreet Slave” [Go to page 102] 

 The Religious Order [Go to page 103] 

 

[Return to the Contents] 
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WHAT “LANGUAGE” REVEALS 

 

[Go to “Language”, page 107] 

 

To prosecute its message, the Watch Tower Society needs to redefine words according to its 

predetermined needs. 

Heading 

 Redefining the meaning of words [Go to page 107] 

 

[Return to the Contents] 
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WHAT “PALESTINE” REVEALS  

 

[Go to “Palestine”, page 112] 

 

At its conception and at its birth, the organization held the Zionist hopes and aspirations at its core. 

The initial name of the organization, Zion’s Watch Tower Tract Society, did not include “Bible”, 

while its publication was Zion’s Watch Tower. The treading underfoot of Jerusalem was seen to refer 

to the literal city. 

This focus on the return of the Jews to Palestine was retained by Rutherford until 1931, when he 

officially bestowed the title “Jehovah’s witnesses” to his elect anointed “little flock”. At that time he 

said that the promises made to literal Israel actually related to his people, “spiritual Israel”. 

Headings 

 Russell, the Zionist Christian [Go to page 112] 

 Prophetic expectations for the Jews were fulfilled [Go to page 114] 

 Support continued for the Jews’ return to Palestine [Go to page 115] 

 The Jews’ return fulfilled prophecy [Go to page 118] 

 Reference to the Jews’ return wanes [Go to page 118] 

 Jews’ return to Palestine is not prophetic fulfilment [Go to page 119] 

 The Watch Tower Society rewrites its history [Go to page 121] 

 

[Return to the Contents] 
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THE DIVINE PLAN 

Russell’s starting foundations 

1876: The “Times of the Gentiles” and the “Treading of Jerusalem” are two 
parallel periods ending in 1914 A.D. (Lev. 26 and Daniel 4) 

Russell’s understanding of the significance of 1914 

The following is an excerpt from an article by Charles Taze Russell. It is cited favourably in The 

Watchtower magazine of June 15, 2015, page 22. 

He argued that 1914 was: 

 The end of the 40-year “Time of Trouble” that started with Christ’s Parousia in 1874. 

 The moment when God will have destroyed the violent Gentile Rule, that was depicted by 

the mad state of Nebuchadnezzar at Daniel 4. This would result in the outbreak of peace. 

 The moment when physical Jews under the Zionists would regain their favour with God, 

with Jerusalem no longer being downtrodden, as predicted by the “seven times” at Leviticus 

26. Russell was a strong advocate for Zionism, so the organization was named Zion’s Watch 

Tower Tract Society. 

In this respect, the current organization is consistent with Russell: both made a huge mistake. 

 

God has given the key. … Do we not find part of the key in Lev xxvi. 27, 33? … We 

learn that God has scattered Israel for a period of seven times, or until “He comes 
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whose right” the Government is, and puts an end to Gentile rule or government. This 

gives us a clue at least, as to how long until the Jews are delivered.  

Nebuchadnezzar … is recognized by God as the representative of the beast, or Gentile 

Governments. … God has … declared the Image, of which Nebuchadnezzar is the 

head, ruler of the world until the kingdom of God takes its place. … This is the same 

time at which Israel is to be delivered. …  

These two events … “Times of Gentiles,” and “Treading of Jerusalem,” are parallel 

periods, commencing at the same time and ending at the same time. As in the case of 

Israel, their degradation was to be for seven times; so with the dominion of the Image; 

it lasts seven times. …  

In his pride, the “Head of Gold” … took on its beastly character, which lasted seven 

times … until the time comes when they shall acknowledge, and “give honor to the 

Most High.” … All the ends of the earth shall remember and turn unto the Lord when 

He is the Governor among the nations. 

How long are seven times? … 2520 years. At the commencement of our Christian era, 

606 years of this time had passed, (70 years of captivity, and 536 from Cyrus to 

Christ) which deducted from 2520, would show that the seven times would end in 

A.D. 1914; when Jerusalem shall be delivered forever, and the Jew say of the 

Deliverer, “Lo, this is our God, we have waited for Him and he will save us.” When 

Gentile Governments shall have been dashed to pieces; when God shall have poured 

out of his fury upon the nation, and they acknowledge him King of Kings and Lord of 

Lords.
12

 

1880: The key dates of the 1870s 

The announcement and preaching that the Bridegroom was due to be here in 1874, 

was made, as is well known by many of our readers. (We understand that morning 

began to dawn in 1873, where the 6,000 years from Adam ended). It was made first 

among the Second Advent denomination.  

The evidences from scripture that the 6,000 years would end and the morning dawn in 

1873, and that, with the morning the Bridegroom was due, was preached upon by a 

brother of very marked ability as a prophetic student, who also published a series of 

articles on the subject in the leading paper of that denomination (“The World’s 

Crisis”) as well as afterward in a pamphlet, and finally as a monthly paper called 

“The Midnight Cry.” … 

It was first seen that the night (6000 years) would end with 1873. There, the 

Millennial morn began to dawn. … 

The coming of our Bridegroom. (1874.) The writer, among many others now 

interested, was sound asleep, in profound ignorance of the cry, etc., until 1876, when 

being awakened he trimmed his Lamp (for it is still very early in the morning.) It 
showed him clearly that the Bridegroom had come and that he is living “in the days of 

the Son of Man.” … 

But, when will our Lord be present as King? We answer that the parallels of the 

Jewish and Gospel ages, so perfect throughout, indicate this point also. It was just 

three and a half years after John had announced Jesus as the Bridegroom (Jno. iii. 29) 

to the typical house of Israel, that he came to them as their King. “Behold, thy King 

cometh unto thee,” was fulfilled the day Jesus rode into Jerusalem on the ass. 

The parallel point in the Gospel age shows him to have been due here as King in the 

Spring of 1878, just three and a half years after he came as Bridegroom, and some 
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time this parable must be fulfilled, and the King inspect the company assembled for 

the marriage supper. So at some time after 1878 we may look to see some (we wish 

there were none) cast out of the light into which all had come. As the light was on the 

time of the Bridegroom’s coming it would seem to teach that some would come to 

disbelieve the Bridegroom’s presence. Why! Because not clothed with the wedding 

garment. Probably they will trust in, and “go about to establish their own 

righteousness,” which is as “filthy rags,” and endeavor to “climb up some other way,” 

and win their way to eternal life. 

After inspection, we expect translation—to be “changed in a moment, in the twinkling 

of an eye”—to be “made like unto Christ’s glorious body,” and to be “caught up to 

meet the Lord in the air.” This will be our marriage-being made like and united to 

him.
13

 

1881: The bridegroom came in 1874 

Jesus says, “The Bridegroom came and they that were ready, went in with him to the 

marriage and the door was shut.” (Matt. xxv. 10). Our understanding of this is that the 

Bridegroom came in 1874 and since then the ready (consecrated) ones have been 

going into a condition of light with reference to his presence, and preparation for 

marriage, and that this fall, the door of opportunity to join this company will close.
14

 

1881: Jesus came in 1874; The “day of the Lord” is 40 years from 1874 to 1914 

We would like to correct this misapprehension once for all, by stating that we do not 

expect Jesus to come this year, nor any other year, for we believe that all time 

prophecies (bearing upon Jesus’ coming) ended at and before the fall of 1874, and 

that He came there, and the second advent is now in progress and will continue during 

the entire Millennial age. We believe that his presence will be revealed to the eyes of 

men’s understandings gradually during this “Day of the Lord,” (forty years-from 

1874 to 1914,) as it now is to ours; except that we, discern it through the word of 

prophecy revealed by the Spirit, and they will recognize his presence by His judgment 

upon Nominal Zion.
15

 

Russell’s portrayal of the course of history 

1886: The world’s history is an account of wars, intrigues, famines and 
pestilences—little else 

The History of Eighteen Centuries Briefly Foretold—Matt. 24:6-13; Mark 13:7-13; 

Luke 21:9-19—”And ye shall hear of wars and rumors [threats, intrigues] of wars: see 

that ye be not troubled; for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet. 

For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be 

famines and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places. All these are primary 

sorrows.” (Matt. 14:6-8) 

Thus briefly did our Lord summarize secular history, and teach the disciples not to 

expect very soon his second coming and glorious Kingdom. And how aptly: surely 

the world’s history is just this—an account of wars, intrigues, famines and 

pestilences—little else. 

Our Lord separates the history of the true Church and states it with similar brevity, 

thus: “Then [during that same period, the Gospel age] they shall deliver you up to be 

afflicted, and shall kill you: and ye shall be hated of all nations [peoples] for my 

name’s sake. And then [during that same period] many shall be offended, and shall 

betray one another, and shall hate one another. And many false prophets [teachers] 
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shall rise and shall deceive many. And because iniquity shall abound, the love of 

many shall wax cold.” Matt. 24:9-13 In the light of history would it be possible to 

portray the course of God’s true Church in fewer words? Surely not.
16

 

Russell’s expectations 

1886: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and all the ancient worthies resurrected in 1914 
at the beginning of the earthly phase of the Kingdom of God 

Not until the full end of Gentile Times (October, A.D. 1914) should we expect the 

earthly phase of God’s Kingdom. … The earthly phase of the Kingdom of God when 

set up will be Israelitish; for such is God’s engagement or covenant with Abraham 

and his natural seed. … Israelites in various stages of unbelief will be gathered back 

to Palestine under divine favour. …  

The beginning of the earthly phase of the Kingdom in the end of A.D. 1914 will, we 

understand, consist wholly of the resurrected holy ones of olden time--from John the 

Baptizer back to Abel--”Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and all the holy prophets.”  

These ancient worthies will be unlike the remainder of mankind … —they will be 

perfect men, having completely restored to them all that was lost in Adam of mental 

and moral likeness to God, and perfection of physical powers. … 

When Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and all the ancient worthies have been resurrected, and 

shall appear amongst the regathered Israelites, about the close of the time of Jacob’s 

final trouble with Gog and Magog, their superior mental powers will speedily 

distinguish them from others. Moreover, their perfect minds will quickly grasp 

present-day knowledge and inventions.
17

 

1889: The millennium began in 1872 

We present the Bible evidence which indicates that six thousand years from the 

creation of Adam were complete with A. D. 1872; and hence that, since 1872 A. D., 

we are chronologically entered upon the seventh thousand or the Millennium—the 

forepart of which, the Day of the Lord,” the “day of trouble.”
18

 

1889: A.D. 1914 will be the limit of Israel’s 2520 years of punishment and their 
return to their own land 

The world is witness to the fact that Israel’s punishment under the dominion of the 

Gentiles has been continuous since B.C. 606, that it still continues, and that there is no 

reason to expect their national re-organization sooner than A.D. 1914, the limit of 

their “seven times”—2520 years. But as this long period of their national 

chastisement draws near its close, we can see marked indications that the barren fig 

tree is about to put forth, showing that the winter time of evil is closing, and the 

Millennia1 summer approaching, which will fully restore them to their promised 

inheritance and national independence. The fact that there are now great preparations 

and expectations relative to the return of Israel to their own land is of itself strong 

circumstantial evidence corroborative of this Scripture teaching. As to the 

significance of such an event, see Vol. I., pages 286-298.
19

 

1889: Kingdom of God commenced in 1878 and the battle at Rev 16:14 will end 
in 1914 the with complete overthrow of man’s rulership 

The setting up of the Kingdom of God is already begun, that it is pointed out in 

prophecy as due to begin the exercise of power in A. D. 1878, and that the “battle of 
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the great day of God Almighty” (Rev. 16: 14.), which will end in A. D. 1914 with the 

complete overthrow of earth’s present rulership, is already commenced.
20

 

1891: Exact Bible Chronology points to 1872 and to 1874 

The exact Bible Chronology points to Ocober 1872 as the beginning of the seventh 

thousand years, or Millennium, while the Jubilee Cycles show October 1874 to be the 

date of our Lord’s return and the beginning of restitution times.
21
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Millennial Dawn, Volume 2, The Divine Plan of the Ages (1889) 
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Millennial Dawn, Volume 3, Thy Kingdom Come, page 131 (1891) 

 
Redrawn detail of the above diagram 

1891: The days of waiting for Christ’s presence are now in the past 

And now he has come! The Lord is indeed present! And the time is at hand for the 

setting up of his Kingdom, and the exaltation and glorification of his faithful bride. 

The days of waiting for his presence are now in the past, and the blessedness of the 

waiting ones, long foretold, is ours.
22
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The symbolism provided by Nebuchadnezzar 

1889: Nebuchadnezzar symbolised the beastly Gentiles, which rule will end at 
the end of the 7 Gentile Times, when God’s Kingdom will be established 
on earth, and Israel will be blessed 

The seven symbolic Gentile Times (2520 years) end at the exact point when mankind 

will have learned its own degradation and present inability to rule the world to 

advantage, and will be ready for God’s kingdom and dominion. … The period of 

[Nebuchadnezzar’s] degradation typified the entire period of Gentile dominion. … It 

was beastly from its very start, and its times are numbered: its boundaries are set by 

Jehovah, and cannot be passed. How refreshing the prospect brought to view at the 

close of these seven times! Neither Israel nor the world of mankind represented by 

that people will longer be trodden down, oppressed and misruled by beastly Gentile 

powers. The Kingdom of God and his Christ will then be established in the earth, and 

Israel and all the world will be blessed.
23

 

Russell’s key dates of the Divine Plan 

1904: The great time of trouble is now expected to end “very speedily” after 
1914 

We now expect that the anarchistic culmination of the great time of trouble which will 

precede the Millennial blessings will be after October, 1914, A. D. —very speedily 

thereafter, in our opinion—”in one hour,” “suddenly.”
24

 

1904: No flaw found in the prophetic testimonies 

Our readers familiar with the presentation of the subject given in MILLENNIAL DAWN 

will recall that the date, October, 1914 A. D., is very sharply defined by two lines of 

evidence: 

(1) The Times of the Gentiles-2,520 years from the overthrow of the government of 

Zedekiah, the last typical king of the Jews, in 606 B. C.; and  

(2) the Parallels, both the length and various features of the Jewish and Gospel ages. 

We have found no flaw in either of these prophetic testimonies, nor do we believe that 

fault can be found with them along Scriptural lines by anybody.
25

 

1904: Setting up of the kingdom in progress since 1878, since when the faithful 
are changed in the twinkling of an eye 

It was to be in the days of these last kings—represented in the toes of the image—that 

the God of heaven should set up his kingdom, which should break in pieces and 

consume all; but the setting up of that kingdom we understand has been in progress 

throughout this harvest time, especially since 1878, since which time we believe that 

all the overcomers of the church who die faithful are changed “in a moment, in the 

twinkling of an eye,” and are immediately constituted members of the set-up kingdom 

on the other side the veil.
26

 

1904: Probably ten years remain for some of the church, with the signs 
demonstrating the accuracy of our expectations 

Now, however, we see clearly that for some of the church there probably remain fully 

ten years of experience, opportunities, testings, victories, joys and sorrows. Each year, 
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however, we may expect that the signs of the times will more and more demonstrate 

the accuracy of our expectations both for the church and for the world.
27

 

1904: The only harvest dates from the Scriptures 

The harvest dates shown us in the Scriptures are October, 1874, as the beginning of 

the harvest; April, 1878, as the parallel to our Lord’s death; October, 1881, as the 

parallel to the termination of the special favor to natural Israelites in the sending of 

the Gospel to the Gentiles, Cornelius being the first; and October, 1914 A. D., as the 

end of the forty years’ harvest. 

Any other dates than these are purely speculative. We have never set forth any other 

dates as being presented by the Scriptures. We did indeed call attention to the date 

suggested by one of the measurements throe to the upper step of the Great Pyramid’s 

“Grand Gallery,” but in conjunction with the suggestion we particularly intimated that 

it was merely speculative.
28

 

1904: The “image of the beast” began in 1846 

The “symbolical image of the beast” began 1846. We are now anxiously looking for 

the vitalizing of that image as foretold in Rev. 13:15. Our expectation is that this 

causing of the image to have life, speech and power will have its fulfilment in some 

pact or union or agreement amongst so-called Protestant denominations, with a 

sympathetic alliance and cooperation with the church of Rome. … If this be not 

accomplished by 1910, or evidently be very near to accomplishment at that time, we 

shall feel a measure of disappointment.
29

 

1907: First cry of the “Ten Virgins” parable was heard in 1844; the second cry 
in 1874 

The Parable of the Ten Virgins is now in process of fulfilment—that its first cry was 

heard in 1844 and its second cry, “Behold the Bridegroom”—present—was in 1874. 

It is this chronology and none other which awakened us to trim our lamps.
 30

 

Russell was not original 

1907: Russell’s chronology was not original. It was a work of reconstruction, 
adjustment, harmonisation 

It should come as no surprise to know that Charles Taze Russell was a product of his time. His 

environment was full of prophetic speculators, and he sought and gathered their ideas. In the 

following quotation, he explicitly acknowledged his debt to others; all that he created was his own 

reconstruction. At times he expressed doubts, increasingly so as key dates loomed. 

When we say “our” chronology we merely mean the one we use, the Bible 

chronology, which belongs to all of God’s people who approve it. As a matter of fact 

it was used in practically the form we present it long before our day, just as various 

prophecies we use were used to a different purpose by Adventists, and just as various 

doctrines we hold and which seem so new and fresh and different were held in some 

form long ago: for instance—election, free grace, restitution, justification, 

sanctification, glorification, resurrection. 

The work in which the Lord has been pleased to use our humble talents has been less 

a work of origination than of reconstruction, adjustment, harmonization. God’s Word, 

the great harp from which now comes such wondrous music, was unstrung. One 

denomination had one string, another denomination had a different one—election, 
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free grace, baptism, second coming of Christ, time prophecies, etc. They had twanged 

away, each on his own string, until all were disgusted at the discord and about ready 

to quit for relief—as they since have done, practically. 

Then came the Lord’s time for putting the old harp in order again, for the use of his 

most faithful followers. To whatever extent the great Master has used any of us either 

in restringing and tuning the harp, or in calling to the attention of his “brethren” the 

harmony and the beauty of the melodious pæans therefrom in honor of the 

Almighty.
31

 

1907: Never claimed the calculations were infallibly correct 

We have never claimed our calculations to be infallibly correct; we have never 

claimed that they were knowledge, nor based upon indisputable evidence, facts, 

knowledge; our claim has always been that they are based on faith. … 

If our chronology is not reliable, we have no idea where we are nor when the morning 

will come. Bishop Ussher’s chronology, as we have pointed out (DAWN ii p. 51), puts 

the end of six thousand years nearly a century future and would destroy every 

prophetic application as we have seen and profited by it.
32

 

1907: Suppose that 1915 passes with the world’s affairs serene, the “very 
elect” not “changed”, and natural Israel not restored 

But let us suppose a case far from our expectations: suppose that A. D. 1915 should 

pass with the world’s affairs all serene and with evidence that the “very elect” had not 

all been “changed” and without the restoration of natural Israel to favor under the 

New Covenant. (Rom. 11:12, 15.) What then? Would not that prove our chronology 

wrong? Yes, surely! And would not that prove a keen disappointment? Indeed it 

would! It would work irreparable wreck to the parallel dispensations and Israel’s 

double, and to the Jubilee calculations, and to the prophecy of the 2,300 days of 

Daniel, and to the epoch called “Gentile Times,” and to the 1,260, 1,290, and 1,335 

days, the latter of which marking the beginning of the “harvest” so well fulfilled its 

prediction, “Oh, the blessedness of him that waiteth and cometh unto the 1,335 days!” 

None of these would be available [any] longer. What a blow that would be! One of 

the strings of our “harp” would be quite broken! However, dear friends, our harp 

would still have all the other strings in tune and that is what no other aggregation of 

God’s people on earth could boast. We could still worship a God so great and grand 

that none other could compare with him. We should still see the grandeur of his 

salvation in Christ Jesus—”a ransom for all.”  We should still see the wonders of “the 

hidden mystery,” our fellowship with our Redeemer in “his death” and also “in his 

resurrection” to “glory, honor and immortality”—”the divine nature.”
33

 

Russell continues to predict dates and events 

1914: The seven symbolic times, the 2520 years found to have reached down 
to October 1914 

Studying God’s Word, we have measured the 2520 years, the seven symbolic times, 

from that year 606 B.C. and have found that it reached down to October, 1914, as 

nearly as we were able to reckon. We did not say positively that this would be the 

year. We merely left everyone to look at the facts of history and reckon for himself.
34
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1914: The 1260 years ended in 1799 and this was marked by events 

The 1260 years ended in 1799. … The year 1799 marked the beginning of the” time 

of the end,” when various events were to occur. According to prophecy—”Knowledge 

shall be increased”; “the wise shall understand”; and” there shall be a time of trouble 

such as was not since there was a nation.” These various predictions, the fulfilment of 

which was to follow 1799, have been in process of fulfilment throughout the past 

century. … These wonderful inventions which characterize our day have come 

gradually since 1799. After the first part of the period came the increase of 

knowledge, which is reaching its climax.
35

 

1914: The 1290 days terminated in 1829 

The Prophet Daniel’s statement that “the wise shall understand” apparently refers to 

the end of the 1290 days mentioned in the same chapter. This period terminated in 

1829.
36

 

1914: More than 100 years after the beginning of the end 

We are now more than a hundred years from the beginning of the time of the end; and 

this development of Christian knowledge has been steadily progressing.
37

 

1914: The 2300 days culminated in 1846 

This work of cleansing the true church, the sanctuary class, from the defilements of 

the dark ages culminated, we believe, in 1846, the time of the fulfilment of the 2300 

days.
38

 

1914: The 1335 days culminated in 1875 

1335 days, which culminated in 1875. Of these days the Prophet had said, “Oh, the 

blessedness of him that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and thirty-

five days” (years)! (Daniel 12;12) At that time great blessings came to the people of 

God; for at that time our Master returned, preparatory to taking up his great power 

and commencing his long-promised reign of a thousand years. The time for his 

parousia had come, and he was here!
 39

 

1914: The Parousia began in 1874 

There is a time for the parousia, or presence of the Lord. That time, as far as we are 

able to calculate, began in 1874. Since that date we have been living in the parousia of 

the Son of Man. Is there anything to corroborate this? Yes.
40

 

Our Lord, present, but invisible, has brought us light along every feature of the divine 

plan. … All these things which were once confusing to us, but which are now brought 

to light, are evidences that the Lord is here serving his people. We know that we have 

received these things. We do not believe that we have received them from any human 

tongue or pen, but from the Lord, who is giving us “meat in due season.”
41

 

1914: The resurrection of the saints took place in 1878 

Through the testimony of God’s Word we understand that the resurrection began in 

1878; not that we saw anything by the natural sight of the eyes, but that through the 

eyes of our understanding we recognized that the time had come for that great 

transaction, the first resurrection, as far as the sleeping saints were concerned; and we 

understand that there commenced the time mentioned by the writer of Revelation 
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[14:13]. … That particular time came, we believe, in 1878; then, not only the apostles 

were awakened, but all the faithful in Christ Jesus, all the sleeping members of the 

body of Christ. That was the beginning of the resurrection of the body of Christ.
42

 

1914: We are living at the time of the seventh trumpet 

Each one of us who are of the Lord’s people, may at death be “changed in a moment, 

in the twinkling of an eye,” during the sounding of the last trumpet—the seventh. We 

are living now under the sounding of this great trump of God.
43

 

1914: Socialism will bring on the great time of trouble 

The next prophetic period is the time of trouble. In one sense, perhaps, this began 

back about 1872. That was the time when Communism began to be broached afresh, 

when Socialism began to spread itself. … This development of Socialism is connected 

with anarchy. The hopes and methods of Socialists will prove failures and then they 

will be so wrought up as to bring on the great time of trouble.
44

 

1914: Witnessing a conflict to the finish of the nations; the Lord is behind this 

September 20 of this year, 1914, probably marked the end of the Gentile times. If so, 

what we are witnessing now amongst the nations is a conflict to their finish. This is 

exactly what we should expect. Evidently the Lord is behind the matter.
45

 

1914: It has been a 40 year harvest since the Lord’s Parousia in 1874 

The harvest work of our Lord’s presence (parousia) has been a gradual work for forty 

years leading up to the present time. … We believe that the harvest of this age began 

with 1874 and ended with this fall, 1914.
46

 

1914: The nations did not wait for God’s wrath but brought it on two months 
early 

We see that God gave the lease of dominion to the Gentiles. … We think that the 

present distress amongst the nations is merely the beginning of this time of trouble. 

They did not wait for the time to come when they would be smitten. In their “anger” 

they got into trouble before their lease had expired. … The nations did not even wait 

for God’s wrath to come, but began to bring it upon themselves nearly two months in 

advance. They became so angry that they began to destroy each other even before 

their lease of power had expired.
47

 

1914: Divine plan shows that 1914 is the time for the Jews to get the land of 
Palestine 

A proper conception of the divine plan and arrangements shows that now is the time 

for the Jews to get the land of Palestine from the Turkish government. … The 

treading down of the Jews has ceased. Now it is merely for them to go up and possess 

their land.
48

 

Rutherford continues with Russell’s dates 

1914, 1918: Expected fulfilments did not take place 

The brothers did not yet understand what would take place in [1914]. They thought 

that in 1914, Christ would take his anointed bride class to heaven to rule with him 

there. Those hopes were not realized. Late in 1917, The Watch Tower announced that 
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a 40-year harvest period would end in the spring of 1918. But the preaching work did 

not end. It continued to prosper after that date passed. The magazine suggested that 

the harvest had indeed ended but that a period of gleaning remained. Still, many 

stopped serving Jehovah because of disappointment.
49

 

1919: The world-wide Gospel preaching has been fulfilled 

“Verily, verily I say unto you, this generation shall not pass till all these things be 

fulfilled.” In other words, when these events begin to take place the people or 

generation then on earth would be permitted to see a complete fulfilment of the 

prophetic evidences set forth in this great prophecy, proving conclusively the ending 

of the old world and the coming in of the new. 

As additional evidence in answer to the question, Jesus said: “The gospel of the 

kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations, and then the 

end shall come.” This has been fulfilled. The message of the kingdom, translated into 

every known tongue and language, has been carried to the four corners of the earth. 

This has not been for the purpose of converting the world, but, according to the 

testimony of Jesus, has been “as a witness,” that some of the world might know about 

it.
50

 

1919: People scoff at anyone who claims the world has ended 

At the present time of distress, when the people are greatly in need of comfort, the 

clergy as a class not only fail to tell the people the meaning of this terrible trouble, but 

they treat the subject with contempt and scoff at anyone who claims that the world has 

ended.
51

 

1919: Millions now living will never die 

There are millions now on earth that will never die.
52

 

1920: Suppose the kingdom will not be fully set up in 1925 

When this subject was first announced, the British brethren, following their usual 

course of conservatism, stated it thus: “Millions Now Living May Never Die”. But 

now you can hear every one of them say: “Millions Now Living Will Never Die”. 

Suppose we should be wrong in the chronology and that the kingdom will not be fully 

set up in 1925. Suppose that we were ten years off, and that it would be 1935 before 

restitution blessings began. Without a doubt there are now millions of people on the 

earth who will be living fifteen years from now; and we could with equal confidence 

say that “Millions Now Living Will Never Die”. Whether it be 1925 or 1935, 

restitution blessings must soon begin, as shown from all the evidence; and when that 

time cometh, all who respond obediently to the new arrangement shall be blessed with 

life, liberty, and happiness.
53

 

1922: The year 1799 marks the date of the “time of the end” 

The Lord showed Daniel that from the time of this union or formation of the “dreadful 

and terrible beast” to the “time of the end” would be 1260 years; thereby marking 

1799 again as the date of the “time of the end”.
54
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1922: The 1335 “days at Daniel brings us to 1874, when the Lord was due to be 
present 

Mark now that the second appearing of the Lord is the chief thing discussed in 

Daniel’s prophecy in the twelfth chapter. … The Lord gave to Daniel the key by 

which it could be determined when that blessed time should begin. … Blessed is he 

that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and thirty days”—

symbolic days, or 1335 literal years. Counting the time, of course, from 539 A. D., … 

forward 1335 years, brings us to 1874. … At this time the Lord was due to be 

present.
55

 

1922: Fulfilled prophecy and indisputable facts show beyond a doubt that the 
Lord was due to appear the second time in 1874 

Bible prophecy shows that the Lord was due to appear for the second time in the year 

1874. Fulfilled prophecy shows beyond a doubt that he did appear in 1874. Fulfilled 

prophecy is otherwise designated the physical facts; and these facts are 

indisputable.
56

 

Rutherford’s evidence for Jesus’ Presence 

1921, 1928: The increase in knowledge conclusively proves the 1874 presence 

The Lord’s illustration of the sun rising in the east and shining across to the west, 

which would occur at the time of his presence, is further proof of the increased light at 

the time of his presence; and true to prophecy, this has taken place. [Note that the 

preceding words do not appear in the 1928 edition of this book.] The laboring classes 

have always been down-trodden and kept in subjection to the financial, ecclesiastical, 

and political princes. It was in the year 1874, the date of our Lord’s second presence, 

that the first labor organization was created in the world. 

From that time forward there has been a marvelous increase of light and the 

inventions and discoveries have been too numerous for us to mention all of them here, 

but mention is made of some of those  that have come to light since 1874, as further 

evidence of the Lord’s presence since that date, as follows: Adding machines, 

aeroplanes, aluminum, antiseptic surgery, artificial dyes, automatic couplers, 

automobiles, barbed wire, bicycles, carborundum, cash registers, celluloid, 

correspondence schools, cream separators, Darkest Africa, disk ploughs, Divine Plan 

of the Ages, dynamite, electric railways, electric welding, escalators, fireless cookers, 

gas engines, harvesting machines, illuminating gas, induction motors, linotypes, 

match machines, monotypes, motion pictures, North Pole, Panama Canal, 

Pasteurization, railway signals, Rentgen rays, shoe sewing machines, smokeless 

powder, South Pole, submarines, radium, sky scrapers, subways, talking machines, 

telephones, typewriters, vacuum cleaners, and wireless telegraphy.
57

 

1923: The divine plan shows that our Lord’s second presence was due in 1874 

Every part of the divine plan is in exact harmony, and squares with the ransom 

sacrifice. We know that we have the correct understanding of the ransom; therefore 

we have a correct guide or measure by which we can square other doctrines. … The 

fact of our Lord’s second coming is definitely settled by the Scriptures. The 

Scriptures show that his second presence was due in 1874.
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1925: Michael present since 1874 

Michael, who is Christ the Lord, has been present since 1874, but he did not interfere 

with Satan. He remained silent until his right to rule had come. Satan’s right had 

expired in 1914.
59

 

The Lord returned in 1874.
60

 

1929: The second presence began in 1874 

The Scriptural proof is that the second presence of the Lord Jesus Christ began in 

1874 A.D.
61 

1930: Lord’s presence in 1874 

From the beginning of the Lord’s presence in 1874.
62

 

1930: Second advent dates from about 1874 

The second advent of the Lord Jesus Christ dates from about A. D. 1875.
63

 

Rutherford fulfilled the seven trumpets of Revelation 

1925: The 1260 days of Revelation 12 ended when Rutherford made an 
announcement in 1922 

If we find that almost all of the numbers of Revelation are properly interpreted as 

literal, why should we conclude that the days mentioned in the twelfth chapter are 

symbolic, and stretch them out over so many years? If we find that the physical facts 

are in harmony with a literal 1260 days, would this not be strong corroborative proof 

that the Lord intended the number to be taken as literal?
64

 

On the 26th day of March, 1919, the SOCIETY’s officers were released from prison. … 

The next day, the 27th of March, plans began to be laid to reorganize the work. … 

This date, as above stated, marks the flight of the woman into the wilderness. … 

March 27, 1919, to March 31, 1919 inclusive, 5 days; April 1, 1919 to Sept. 7, 1919 

inclusive, 160 days; September 7, 1919 to September 8, 1922, 1095 days. Total 1260 

days. Did anything happen on the 8th of September 1922? At that time the Cedar 

Point Convention was in session. The 8th day of September was designated on the 

program as “THE DAY”.
65

 

From 1878 to 1914 the people of Zion were expecting the birth of the new nation. … 

In 1914 the birth of the nation occurred. In 1914 the war in heaven began, and Satan 

and his official family were thrown out of heaven. … In 1918 [Satan] caused the 

imprisonment of the officers of the SOCIETY and others. On March 26th, 1919, these 

were released from prison; and the Church (representing the woman) there fled into 

the wilderness for 1260 literal days. From March 27th, 1919, to September 8th, 1922, 

inclusive was exactly 1260 days, at the end of which period the remnant of the 

Church on earth makes a bold proclamation.
66
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1990: The seven trumpets of Revelation: Questions from Readers 

When did the seven angelic trumpet blasts of Revelation begin to sound? 

In Revelation chapters 8, 9, and 11, we read of seven angels who blew seven 

trumpets, heralding plagues of great intensity on portions of mankind. These represent 

proclamations of Jehovah’s judgments that have been publicized by Jehovah’s people 

throughout the time of the end starting notably with the Cedar Point convention of 

1922. 

The first four trumpet blasts expose the spiritually dead state of Christendom’s 

portion of “the earth” and “the sea,” as well as the fallen condition of the clergy and 

Christendom’s spiritual darkness. … While all four of these judgment messages have 

been publicized by Jehovah’s Witnesses since 1922, each in turn received a powerful 

impetus from the adoption of four resolutions at conventions held between 1922 and 

1925. Tens of millions of copies of these resolutions were subsequently distributed in 

printed form, effectively exposing Christendom’s spiritually dead state. 

The final three trumpet blasts involve “woes.” … They relate to specific events. The 

fifth trumpet blast is related to the release in 1919 of God’s people from “the abyss.” 

The sixth has to do with the “cavalry” and the massive international preaching 

campaign that began in 1922. The seventh is linked to the birth of God’s Kingdom in 

1914. 

Each of these events brought woe to Satan and his world. … At the Cedar Point 

convention in 1922, all three “woes” became evident to the world at large. … 

The March 1, 1925, issue of The Watch Tower explained that events in 1914, 1919, 

and 1922 were foretold in Revelation chapter 12. … The announcing of this plaguing 

information received a major impetus from the adoption and subsequent distribution 

of powerful resolutions during conventions held from 1926 to 1928. Hence, the 

blowing of the seven trumpets began in 1922 and got well under way during the 

1920’s.
67

 

The second coming is moved to 1914 

1932: Kingdom’s birth in 1914 

From approximately 1875 forward Christ Jesus, the Chief Executive Officer of 

Jehovah, was ‘preparing the way before the Lord Jehovah’. In 1914 Jehovah placed 

his royal Son upon his holy hill in Zion, that is to say, made him the capital or head of 

his organization, and which marks the birth of the kingdom.
68

 

1933: The second coming took place in 1914 

When Jesus reached heaven he was told by Jehovah that he must sit and wait until 

God’s due time to put the enemy Satan under his feet. In the year 1914 that due time 

of waiting came to an end. Christ Jesus received the authority of the kingdom and was 

sent forth by Jehovah to rule amidst his enemies. The year 1914, therefore, marks the 

second coming of the Lord Jesus Christ, the King of glory.
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Adjustments keep being applied to the Divine Plan 

1970: The “great tribulation” did not begin in 1914 

The antitypical “great tribulation” did not begin in 1914 C.E. Rather, what took place 

upon Jerusalem’s modern antitype in 1914-1918 was merely “a beginning of pangs of 

distress” for her and her political allies. The “great tribulation” such as will not occur 

again is yet ahead, for it means the destruction of the world empire of false religion 

(including Christendom).
70

 

1994: Several adjustments have been made over the “Great Tribulation” 

Ever since the appointed times of the nations ended in 1914, God’s people have been 

keenly interested in “the great tribulation.” For years they thought that the modern-

day great tribulation had an opening part corresponding to the time of World War I, 

then an interrupting interval, and finally a concluding part, “the war of the great day 

of God the Almighty.” … . It seemed also that the foretold celestial phenomena could 

be expected during the interval after the opening phase in 1914-18. (Matthew 24:29; 

Mark 13:24, 25; Luke 21:25) Attention focused on literal things in the heavens—

space probes, rockets, cosmic or gamma rays, and landings or bases on the moon. 

However, The Watchtower of January 15, 1970 … concluded: “The ‘great tribulation’ 

such as will not occur again is yet ahead. … 

The Watchtower of May 1, 1975, suggested that here “the tribulation” meant the one 

that climaxed back in 70 C.E. …  

The Watchtower of November 15, 1966, said about the tribulation that befell 

Jerusalem in 70 C.E.: “That was certainly a ‘day of Jehovah’ with reference to 

Jerusalem and her children. … Rather than extending over the conclusion of the 

Jewish system, the darkening of the sun, moon, and stars occurred when the 

executionary forces came against Jerusalem. Logically, we can expect a larger 

fulfillment of that part of Joel’s prophecy. … 

Clearly, what Jesus said about ‘the sun being darkened, the moon not giving light, and 

the stars falling’ does not refer to things occurring over the many decades of the 

conclusion of the present system, such as space rocketry, moon landings, and the like. 

No, he pointed to things tied in with “the great and fear-inspiring day of Jehovah,” the 

destruction yet to come. …  

Chapters 17 to 19 of Revelation fit and verify this adjusted understanding of Matthew 

24:29-31, Mark 13:24-27, and Luke 21:25-28.
71

 

1988: The 1260 days of Revelation 11:2 ended in June 1918 

The inner courtyard [of Revelation 11:2] pictures the righteous standing on earth of 

spirit-begotten Christians. … The reference here is to the literal 42 months extending 

from December 1914 to June 1918, when all professing Christians were put to a 

severe test.
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1999: Thrilling changes made to the understanding of Matthew chapters 24 
and 25 

Back in 1877, [C. T.] Russell, who later founded the Watch Tower Society, wrote The 

Object and Manner of Our Lord’s Return. This 64-page booklet dealt with Jesus’ 

return, or future coming. …  

Since the days of C. T. Russell, God’s people have progressively gained a clearer 

understanding of the prophecy Jesus there gave. In the last few years, The Watchtower 

has clarified yet further their view of this prophecy. …  

For decades now, Jehovah’s Witnesses have taught that the current fulfillment of the 

sign proves that a “great tribulation” is yet to come. The present wicked “generation” 

will see that tribulation. … 

Our progress in understanding the prophecy in Matthew chapters 24 and 25 has been 

thrilling.
73

 

1999: A significantly adjusted explanation 

God’s people once understood that the first phase of the great tribulation began in 

1914 and that the final part would come at the battle of Armageddon. (Revelation 

16:14, 16; compare The Watchtower, April 1, 1939, page 110.) So we can understand 

why it was once thought that the latter-day “disgusting thing” must have stood in a 

holy place soon after World War I. 

However, in later years we have come to see things differently. On Thursday, July 10, 

1969, at the “Peace on Earth” International Assembly in New York City, F. W. Franz, 

then vice president of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society, gave an electrifying 

talk. … Then a significantly adjusted explanation was offered.
74

 

2013: The changes keep coming 

The openly admitted changes introduced in the July 15, 2013 edition of The Watchtower involved 

the structure—with the Governing Body grasping to itself alone their significant title as the “Faithful 

and Discreet Slave”—and it introduced significant adjustments to their eschatology. 

 

For a number of years, we thought that the great tribulation began in 1914 with World 

War I and that “those days were cut short” by Jehovah in 1918. … Further 

examination of Jesus’ prophecy … led to several clarifications. (See The Watchtower, 

February 15, 1994, pages 8-21 and The Watchtower, May 1, 1999, pages 8-20).
75

 

Consider now the timing of another part of Jesus’ prophecy—the parable of the 

judgment of the sheep and the goats. Previously, we thought that the judging of 

people as sheep or goats would take place during the entire period of the last days 

from 1914 onward. … What can we conclude? Jesus will judge people of all nations 

as sheep or goats when he comes during the great tribulation. Then, at Armageddon, 

the climax of the great tribulation, the goatlike ones will be ‘cut off’ forever. How 

does that understanding affect our view of our ministry? It helps us to see how 

important our preaching work is.
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In the past, we have stated in our publications that [Matt. 24:46; 25:10, 19, 27] apply 

to Jesus’ arriving, or coming, in 1918. … However, a further consideration of Jesus’ 

prophecy indicates that an adjustment in our understanding of the timing of certain 

aspects of Jesus’ prophecy is needed.
77

 

Jesus began to inspect the spiritual temple in 1914. That inspection and cleansing 

work involved a period of time—from 1914 to the early part of 1919. (Endnote: This 

is an adjustment in understanding. Previously, we thought that Jesus’ inspection took 

place in 1918.)
78

 

As Jesus foretells in his prophecy about the great tribulation, at that dark moment, 

they “will beat themselves in lamentation.”—Matt. 24:30; Rev. 1:7. (Endnote: This is 

an adjustment to our understanding of Matthew 13:42).
79

 

The fulfillment of [Matt. 13:43] still lies ahead. … (Endnote: Previously, we thought 

that both scriptures referred to the same activity—the preaching work.)
80

 

Careful study and prayerful meditation indicate that our understanding of Jesus’ 

words about the faithful and discreet slave needs to be clarified.
81

 

2014: They did not yet grasp the full significance of 1914 

As its full title suggested, the journal Zion’s Watch Tower and Herald of Christ’s 

Presence was deeply concerned with prophecies pertaining to Christ’s presence. The 

faithful anointed writers who contributed to that journal saw that Daniel’s prophecy 

regarding the “seven times” had a bearing on the timing of the fulfillment of God’s 

purposes regarding the Messianic Kingdom. As early as the 1870’s, they pointed to 

1914 as the year when those seven times would end. Although our brothers of that era 

did not yet grasp the full significance of that marked year, they proclaimed what they 

knew.
82

 

2014: The Divine Plan is reviewed and a conclusion is drawn 

We can therefore conclude that the order of events will be as follows: First, judgment 

will be executed upon “the great prostitute,” Babylon the Great, the world empire of 

false religion. Then, Christ will go forth to execute God’s judgments on the rest of 

Satan’s wicked system on earth by destroying it at Armageddon, “the war of the great 

day of God the Almighty.” Finally, the Warrior-King will complete his conquest by 

abyssing Satan and his demons, reducing them to a state of deathlike inactivity.
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THE HIGH CALLING 

The high promises for the 1881 “High Calling” 

Charles Taze Russell’s expectations 

When Charles Taze Russell co-founded Zion’s Watch Tower Tract Society, he was absolutely 

convinced that several key last-day events had already taken place. These included the secret 

Parousia of Jesus Christ in 1874 and that the Millennium had started. Hence his books came under 

the banner “Millennial Dawn” while the subtitle of his magazine was “Herald of Christ’s Presence”. 

Tthe next great event was imminent: the “High Calling” in 1881. This would see the “translation of 

the saints”. More of what Russell expected is presented in the Section, “The Christ”. 

1879: Promises on a higher plane 

God’s giving us the “high calling,” and the promises on the higher plane.
84

 

1879: Called to be the bride, joint heirs, sitting with Jesus on his throne 

To become a part of the Bride company, “joint heirs with Jesus” and members of the 

God family. The chance or opportunity for this high calling closes when the Bride is 

complete. (Probably very soon.)
85

 

1880: Called to be sacrificed with Jesus, be joint heirs, inherit all things 

“Our high calling in Christ Jesus”—called to be consecrated, called to be anointed, 

called to suffer, be sacrificed and die with Him, and called to be joint heirs with Him, 
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to be glorified together, to sit with Him on His throne, and to inherit with Him all 

things.
86

  

Our high calling in Christ Jesus [to be his bride].
87

 

1881: Translated to the high calling by 1881 

The translation of the saints and closing of the door to the high calling by 1881.
88

 

We know not the day or hour, but expect it during 1881, possibly near the autumn 

where the parallels show the favour to Zion complete and due to end, the door to the 

marriage to shut and the high calling to be the bride of Christ, to cease.
89

 

Only for the “little flock” 

1888: High call only for the little flock 

We should remember, that the only “call” yet made is to membership in the little 

flock. … God has not during the Gospel age called some to the human plane and 

others to the “little flock of crown wearers,” and others to the second class or “great 

company of palm bearers.” Only to the one class were any of us called. … Those who 

shall compose the “great company” of palm bearers are those who have not done what 

they could - who … are unwilling to sacrifice present comforts and interests … 

Whoever then is begotten of the Spirit, and therefore able to appreciate and run for the 

prize of the “high calling” of the Gospel age, may know that he is called by the only 

call yet issued.
90

 

1950: The high calling to rule 

The feast of weeks or Pentecost shows that the church would be taken from both Jews 

and Gentiles as a people for Jehovah’s name. The two wave loaves of the firstfruits of 

the wheat harvest picture these two classes that are called to the high calling.
91

 

Those who would be given the high calling to rule with [Jesus] in the kingdom of 

heaven.
92

 

“High Calling” becomes “Heavenly Calling” 

1950: High Calling, or Heavenly Calling, is soon to cease 

Russell’s term “high calling” gradually faded away. The Watchtower magazine of November 1950 

showed the direction that would be taken with the expression “High Calling”, as the expressions 

“high calling to the heavenly kingdom” and “high calling or heavenly calling” indicate. 

The people for Jehovah’s name whom he has called with the high calling to the 

heavenly kingdom … are now about complete. …  There are few who give evidence 

of receiving the high calling. Evidently those few who now receive the high calling 

are favored that way in order to replace any among the spiritual remnant who may 

lose their Kingdom opportunity through unfaithfulness in the midst of this world. So 

the high calling or heavenly calling is soon to cease, the full membership of the 

Kingdom class being finally purchased from among mankind.
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“High Calling” had been the focus for 1900 years 

1955: For 1900 years, anointed ones had focused on the “high calling” 

The following passage claims that the central focus throughout the previous 1900 years, that the 

anointed had only been interested in the “high calling”. Elsewhere, the Watch Tower Society says 

that all of this was a “mystery” that had only just been realized in these “Last Days”. 

After 1931 the anointed witnesses on earth began to see that an earthly group was 

already beginning to associate with them, whom they began to call “Jonadabs.” 

However, it was not until the Washington (D.C.) convention that a full understanding 

was had, on May 31, 1935, concerning the “great crowd” mentioned at Revelation 7:9 

(NW), that it was an earthly class identical with the “families of the earth” to be 

blessed with everlasting life on earth under the Abrahamic covenant. All this meant a 

gigantic transformation of thinking, organization and preaching activity. 

For nineteen hundred years the congregation of anointed ones had been concerned 

primarily with their own salvation, to gain the prize of the “high calling.” Their 

organization was considered merely temporary to keep them together until the time 

would come for their change, to go to heaven to rule with Christ Jesus in his kingdom. 

As to preaching, their efforts were limited to the proclaiming of the high calling to the 

“little flock,” except that in February, 1918, the message began to be proclaimed that 

“Millions Now Living Will Never Die.”
94

 

Women not resurrected as women 

Revelation says that the Watch Tower’s 144,000 are male virgins. The Watch Tower consistently 

calls them as “brothers” of Jesus Christ.  

Women are told they are not allowed to teach the congregation. Only men may serve on the 

Governing Body. Only men have senior positions such as Elders. In illustrations of the earthly 

resurrected, women are portrayed only as mothers, joyfully playing with children. 

In a system that is obsessed with “class”, women are not even second-class. 

And any woman of the “little flock” is told she will cease being a woman when she is resurrected. 

Since this will take place in the “twinkling of an eye”, the shock could be traumatic While those who 

will survive into the New World, are told they will find their faculties and physical attributes will 

improve gradually over time.
95

 

1988: Women with the heavenly calling will not be resurrected as women 

For those called by God to the heavenly calling (Heb 3:1) to be joint heirs with Jesus 

Christ, there is no distinction between men and women in a spiritual sense. The 

apostle writes: “You are all, in fact, sons of God through your faith in Christ …  there 

is neither male nor female; for you are all one person in union with Christ Jesus.” (Ga 

3:26-28) These all must receive a change of nature at their resurrection, being made 

partakers together of “divine nature,” in which state none will be women, for there is 

no female sex among spirit creatures.
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The 144,001 “Kings and priests” are men with beards

97
 

The expression “Heavenly Resurrection” introduced 

1998: Becomes known as “heavenly resurrection” 

The heavenly resurrection takes place during Christ’s presence.
98

 Anointed Christians 

rest their hope in a glorious heavenly resurrection.
99

 

2007: Changed in the twinkling of an eye 

God’s Word does not disclose a precise date for the first resurrection, but it does 

reveal that it occurs over a period of time, during Christ’s presence. The first to be 

resurrected are anointed Christians who died before Christ’s presence began. As 

Christ’s presence progresses, anointed Christians who faithfully finish their earthly 

course are changed “in the twinkling of an eye” into powerful spirit creatures. … The 

majority of the 144,000 are already united with Christ. Only a relatively few remain 

on earth.
100

 

End date of call to “heavenly hope” not known 

2007: No date known for when the calling to the heavenly hope ends 

When does the calling of Christians to a heavenly hope cease? 
The Bible does not reveal a precise answer to that question. … We cannot set a 

specific date for when the calling of Christians to the heavenly hope ends.
101

 

2007: Changes made to the date when the heavenly calling closed 

The November 15, 1933, issue of The Watchtower, the thought was expressed that … 

the 12 hours mentioned [at Matthew 20:1-16] were thought to correspond to the 12 

years from 1919 to 1931. For many years after that, it was believed that the call to the 

heavenly Kingdom had ended in 1931 and that those called to be joint heirs with 
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Christ in 1930 and 1931 were “the last” called. (Matthew 20:6-8) However, in 1966 

an adjusted understanding of that parable was presented, … that it had nothing to do 

with the end of the calling of the anointed. … After 1966 it was believed that the 

heavenly call ceased in 1935.
102

 

2010: Russell’s meaning of the expression “high calling” lost 

The meaning of the term “High Calling” changed. The meaning that had been attributed to the term 

“high calling” disappeared. 

A person is not granted the privilege of oversight in the congregation simply because 

he is a male; it is granted only to those men who truly qualify. Is the role that God has 

assigned to women demeaning? No. Remember, Jehovah God ordains them to a high 

calling—that of publicly bearing witness about him.
103

 

While the original concept remained, replacement terms such as: “Heavenly resurrection” were 

introduced. 

Bodies disposed of like Jesus’ body was 

2015: Changed in the blink of an eye and bodies are disposed of 

It is the time when the remaining ones of the 144,000 will receive their heavenly 

reward. … “Flesh and blood cannot inherit God’s Kingdom.” So those who will be 

taken to heaven will first need to be “changed, in a moment, in the blink of an eye, 

during the last trumpet.” [Footnote: The fleshly bodies of the anointed alive at that 

time will not be taken to heaven. (1 Cor. 15:48, 49) Their bodies will likely be 

disposed of in the same manner that Jesus’ body was removed.].
104

 

Russell’s idea that the Parousia was a past event remains, although the date of the invisible event 

was shifted in the early 1930s from 1874 to 1914. 

Russell’s idea of the imminent translation of the saints to heavenly rule is also retained. Even though 

his expectations were not fulfilled, the Watchtower Society has not learned from Russell’s 

experience, as it still advises of the imminent translation of “the saints” who are to sit with Jesus as 

joint-heirs. 

He called it “high calling”; today the Watchtower uses equivalent terms. The name changes but 

Russell’s mistake is perpetuated. The descriptor is amended while the content and concept remain. 

2003: Anointed definitely have the “heavenly calling” 

Anointed Christians are absolutely sure that they have the heavenly calling.
105
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THE CHRIST 

“The Christ” is complex, Head and Body 

Leading up to the “high calling” due in October 1881, Russell kept promising that unbelievable 

power and authority would flow. 

1879: Bride company, joint heirs 

To become a part of the Bride company, “joint heirs with Jesus” and members of the 

God family.
106

 

1879: Anointed, kings, priests, sharers in Jesus, spirit, character, official 
position and work 

As Jesus is the anointed, so are we, and for the same purpose. He is both king and 

priest, so we are to be kings and priests – kings to rule and priests to bless. To be 

baptised into his name is to become sharers in his spirit, his character, his official 

position and his work.
107

 

1879: Head of the world 

The power given to [Jesus] will be manifested through his saints. He is our Saviour, 

but the body corporate will save the world. He will continue to be our Head, but the 

church will be the head of the world.
108
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1880: Reign with Jesus on His throne 

This prize is to be the Bride of Christ, to be made one with Him, and therefore, to “Sit 

with Him in His throne” and to “inherit all things.”
109

 

To be a joint-heir with Jesus means a great deal. It means to share all the glory, and 

all the power, and to inherit all things. None but “the bride,” “the overcomers” who 

suffer with him shall reign with him.
110

 

1880: The Christ is a complex figure of a man, Head and Body 

The Christ of the Scriptures is a compound being, Divine and human, and that there 

are two stages of His existence after His birth in the flesh; first the natural, afterward 

the spiritual. In the first He was a Divine being in human form, and in the second a 

human being in Divine form. … The Christ of scripture is a complex being, presented 

to our minds by the figure of a man—Head and Body;—Jesus Himself being the Head 

and believers being the many members of the one Body. This being true it follows 

that there is a progressive development of Christ from Jesus in the flesh, until the last 

member of His Body is exalted to glory. What was true of the Head is also true of 

each member of the Body.
111

 

1881 (January): The Christ is Jesus and “the little flock” 

The Christ—Jesus and “the church (ecclesia-body) of the first-born”—these with him, 

constituting the “little flock”. … Christ Jesus the Head, and the members of the 

body—will be born, come into the perfect spiritual condition.
112

 

1881: The body of Christ will be changed to spiritual beings some time 

The WATCH TOWER never claimed that the body of Christ will be changed to spiritual 

beings during this year [1881]. There is such a change due sometime. We have not 

attempted to say when, but have repeatedly said that it could not take place before the 

fall of 1881.
113

 

Failure did not daunt Russell. 1881 passed without manifestation of the predicted “high calling”. 

Undaunted, Russell continued. 

1881 (December): Divine beings, gods, brother of Jesus, joint heirs, full 
membership 

Our high calling is so great … we speak of being “new creatures”—not any longer 

human, but “partakers of the divine nature.” … We are begotten of a divine nature 

and that Jehovah is thus our father, it is claiming that we are divine beings—hence all 

such are Gods. Thus we have a family of God, Jehovah being our father, and all his 

sons being brethren and joint-heirs: Jesus being the chief, or first-born. … So few 

discern this grand relationship, into the full membership of which we so soon hope to 

come.
114

 

The body and the head, the Everlasting Father 

1881: Body and the head will be the Everlasting Father 

After the sacrifice—soon follows the power which will, under him as our head, 

constitute the whole body of Christ the “Mighty God” (el-powerful one) to rule and 

bless the nations—and the body with the head, shall share in the work of restoring the 
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life lost in Adam, and therefore be members of that company which as a whole will be 

the Everlasting Father to the restored race.
115

 

1882: Immanuel, Everlasting Father 

Ques. Jesus has not been called Immanuel (God with us) yet, has he? Does not this 

name apply to the complete Christ—head and body—when exalted and present with 

the world? 

Ans. We think that it is similar to the title—”The Everlasting Father.” As we have 

heretofore seen, “The God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ hath begotten us,” who 

constitute the members in particular of Christ’s body (1 Pet. 1:3); consequently, we 

are members of the body of that “Everlasting Father” or life giver to the world. So 

also with the title Immanuel. Like these, is another title, “The Prince of Peace”—we 

are members in particular of the body of that Prince—joint-heirs with Jesus Christ our 

Lord and Head, if so he that we suffer with him.
116

 

Jesus and the church are The Christ 

1883: Members of The Christ 

You are begotten to the higher (divine) nature which God has promised to those who 

so walk in the Spirit; that you are members of the Christ (the anointed body, of which 

Jesus is the head). So, then, Christ is manifest in your mortal body. When the world 

sees you it sees a member of the Christ, not in glory, but in the flesh; and in us as in 

our Head, only to a less degree, it is still true—God is manifest in the flesh. … We 

suffer as members of the Christ of which the prophets spake when they testified 

beforehand the sufferings of Christ (during this age) and the glory that should 

follow.
117

 

1883: Trinitarians are included in the “little flock” 

Some tell us they cannot understand how the organizations formed by such good men 

as Wesley Calvin, Luther, Knox and others can be properly considered parts of 

Babylon. “Were these not earnest and devoted followers of the Master?” Yes, we 

reply, we esteem all those our brethren who fearlessly stemmed the tide of popular 

opinion and braved persecution on every hand for the truth’s sake. We believe they 

received and walked in the light due in their day. And so far as we are able to judge, 

the Reformers as well as many in humbler stations, whose names have not come 

down to us, were overcomers—part of the “little flock” whose names are written in 

heaven.
118

 

1884: Receive glory, honor and immortality, the divine nature 

And being thus sacrificed with Christ, they will be privileged to partake with him of a 

new nature. (2 Pet. 1:4.) These will receive glory, honor and immortality—the divine 

nature; while the world in general will receive the glory, honor and blessedness of the 

perfect human nature.
119

 

1885: Little flock developed as spiritual beings with the divine nature 

The great company, we read, come up through great tribulation, which the “little 

flock” escapes. … Both companies are developed as spiritual beings, but the little 

flock to the highest order of spiritual being—the divine nature.
120
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1885: The Christ is Jesus and the Church 

The Christ of God is Jesus and the redeemed Church. … God is now visiting the 

Gentiles to gather THE BODY. After the resurrection, Christ will be revealed in 

GLORY AND LIGHT to Israel.
121

 

1903: The “little flock” are the Christ, the promised Messiah 

From the divine standpoint, the promised Messiah, the Deliverer of the world from 

the bondage of sin and death—the Restorer, the great Prophet, Priest and King, whose 

Millennial reign as “the seed of Abraham” is to bring blessing to all the families of 

the earth—is not our Lord Jesus alone, but also with him, and under him as its head, 

the entire church of God—the faithful in Christ Jesus—the “little flock,” whom God 

is selecting from amongst men during this Gospel age—these, unitedly, are the Christ, 

the Messiah which God promised and is providing for the deliverance of the world. 

Grasping this “mystery,” it shows us that the first Advent of Christ—in the flesh—for 

the suffering of death has been in progress for nearly nineteen centuries.
122

 

1888: The members [body parts] share every title of the Head 

Since the overcomers of the Gospel age—those who use their ransomed privilege or 

liberty and become sons of God on the divine plane of sonship—are to be so closely 

identified with their Lord and Head Christ Jesus, as to be called “members of his 

body,” his “bride” and his joint-heirs, it is evident that they with him, and by virtue of 

the ransom which he gave, are to be members in particular of that great Prophet and 

Life-giver Christ, and will share in the work of life-giving, restoring the dead and 

dying world to perfection; hence the term Everlasting Father, as well as every other 

title of the Head, is to be shared by his joint-heirs and coworkers.
123

 

1894: Joint-heirs, divine nature 

The great privilege of becoming joint-heirs with Christ and partakers with him of the 

divine nature was confined exclusively to those who would share with him in self-

sacrifice in the service of the truth.
124

 

1894: Divine nature, 1874 presence 

We know of no other publications than MILLENNIAL DAWN, etc., which teach an 

opportunity of restitution based upon a ransom-price given for all on Calvary; no 

others that distinguish between the human and the divine natures, showing the latter 

to be the heritage of the elect Church and the former the blessed hope set before the 

world; no others that teach distinctly the presence of our Lord, beginning in the Fall 

of 1874.
125

 

1899: Head and body is the great Shepherd 

Thus the entire Gospel age has been the period of suffering with Christ, of dying 

daily, of laying down our lives for the brethren; and not until this sacrifice is complete 

in the close of this age will the New Covenant be thrown open in the largest sense of 

the word to the world of mankind in general, and the great Shepherd be complete—

Head and Body. Then the spirit and the bride will say, Come, and whosoever will 

may come,—whereas now, “No man can come except the Father draw him,” and in 

all a “little flock.”
126
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1901: Seed includes church as members 

But by him of whom Moses, in the law, and the prophets did write—the Christ. … 

The Prophet like unto Moses, the great Law-giver, the great King, the great Mediator, 

will be the foretold “seed of Abraham.” … And this seed of Abraham, as we have 

already seen … consists of our Lord Jesus, as the Head, the chief, and all of his 

faithful elect church as members—as his body.
127

 

1910: Our Redeemer the Lord is Head of the Christ 

We are invited to become members of the spiritual seed of Abraham—the Christ, the 

Messiah, Prophet, Priest, Mediator, King, of which our Redeemer our Lord, is 

Head.
128

 

1911: The Christ – the Messiah – is composed of many members 

The consecrated children of God are spoken of as being “in Christ Jesus.” … We are 

“baptized into Christ.” This the Apostle explains as the mystery hidden from the ages, 

but now made known to us—that God was in Christ reconciling the world unto 

himself. This Christ is composed of many members. The Greek word Christ 

corresponds to the Hebrew word Messiah. In either language the significance of the 

word is, The Anointed. … This Gospel age is the time in which the Messiah is 

prepared. … This age will end when the full number of the “elect” shall have been 

found and tested. Then the body will have been completed. When The Messiah is 

complete, The Christ will be complete. This part of God’s plan is hidden from the 

natural man. … Jesus was the Head of this Messianic body. … God is taking from 

[the Jews] and from all nations those who shall compose this body.
129

 

“Christ” means “Anointed” 

1911: Greek word “Christ” and Hebrew word “Messiah” mean “The Anointed” 

The Greek word Christ corresponds to the Hebrew word Messiah. In either language 

the significance of the word is, The Anointed.
130

 

1919: “Christ” means “Messiah” 

The word Christ translated from the Greek has the same meaning as the Hebrew word 

Messiah, both terms meaning the “anointed one,” the one given authority to rule.
131

 

1920: “Christ”, “Messiah” and “anointed one” have the same meaning 

The Apostle Paul under inspiration defined the seed: [Galatians 3:16 quoted] The 

word Christ here means anointed one. The word Messiah means the same thing.
132

 

Jesus and the church, one body: The Christ 

1915: Jesus is a god, partaker of the divine nature; his bride has the same 
nature as her Head 

Jesus was a god, a Mighty One, higher than the angels, before he became a man. 

When born a babe, he was not a god at all, but a human being; and as the perfect man 

of thirty he was not a god. But when he received the anointing of the holy Spirit, of 

divine power, he became a Mighty One, because of this spirit-begetting. And since his 

resurrection he is a god, greater than ever before, “partaker of the divine nature”; for 

his church are called to this great exaltation, and they are called to the obtaining of the 
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glory of their Lord, that they may be with him, as his bride, and be like him, members 

of his glorious body.—2 Thessalonians 2: 14; 1 John 3:2; Revelation 21:2, 9; 22:17; I 

Corinthians 10:16, 17; 12:12, 13,27; 2 Peter 1:4. Our Lord is the great Head of his 

church, and Head and body must partake of the same nature in glory.  … He was 

resurrected to the divine plane, an exaltation never before given to any creature of 

God. His bride is called to the same glorious nature as her Head.
133

 

1915: Jesus and the church are “The Christ” 

Lord Jesus and the church—The Christ as a whole.
134

 

Psalm [91:15] seems to refer especially to The Christ. These are the ones who bear 

the closest relationship to God.
135

 

1917: “The Christ”, Head and body, is the Messiah or mystery class 

The great drama of the Gospel age opened with the Apostle Paul as the chief 

messenger, or angel, to the church. It closes with Pastor Russell as the seventh, and 

last, messenger to the church militant. … It was the fight of this Laodicean messenger 

[Pastor Russell] in behalf of the people that enabled students of the Lord’s Word to 

see that the mystery of God is THE CHRIST, Head and body; that The Messiah or 

mystery class is developed during the Gospel age.
136

 

1919: Those having faith might partake of the divine nature 

As “this same Jesus” was highly exalted after his suffering, ‘‘being made so much 

better than angels as he had obtained a more excellent name than they,” becoming 

“the express image of the Father’s person,” so those who have obtained the precious 

faith in the Lord’s finished work will be made like him. … They too might become 

partakers of the divine nature.
137

 

1919: Jesus and the 144,000 is “The Christ” 

The Mystery is The Christ, composed of Jesus the head and the 144,000 members of 

his body, called, chosen, and faithful unto death and conformed to his exact image.
138

 

1920: “The Christ” is glorified Jesus and the church 

The Christ consists of Jesus glorified, the head, and the members of his body, which 

constitutes the church.
139

 

The development of the Christ class, the seed.
140

 

1921: The Christ is Jesus and 144,000 members [body parts] 

The Christ is composed of Jesus, the great and mighty head, and 144,000 members. 

… The Christ, the great mystery class; the head representing Jesus, and the other 

members of the body those who are of his church.
141

 

It is important, therefore, for us to know how one becomes a member of the Christ, 

the great mystery of God.
142

 

“The mystery” is the Christ, the anointed class—Jesus the head and his body 

members.
143
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The church, the Christ.
144

 

The church will participate by reason of being a part of The Christ.
145

 

1925: The Christ is Jehovah’s Messenger 

The Christ, Head and Body, constitute the Messenger of Jehovah in carrying out his purposes.
146

 

1927: Jesus Christ is the Head of “The Christ” 

The new creation is The Christ. The Christ is a composite body made up of many 

members. The Head of The Christ is Jesus Christ, God’s beloved Son. Those who are 

taken from amongst men, justified, begotten and anointed by the spirit of Jehovah, 

and who then continue faithful unto death, will constitute the members of The Christ 

complete.
147

 

1926: Jesus is the Head of the Christ 

Christ Jesus is the Head of the Christ, the church being the body.
148

 

1927: “The Christ” is the new creation 

The Christ and the new creation therefore mean one and the same thing.
149

 

1927: “The Christ” is the seed of Abraham, the official channel 

The Christ is the “seed of promise”, or “seed of Abraham,” the official channel 

through which the blessings of all the nations of the earth must come.
150

 

1927: Men and women are part of “The Christ” 

It has pleased Jehovah God … to select others to be members of his body and 

therefore to be a part of The Christ. In doing this he does not select angels to be a part 

of The Christ, but he selects men and women who have the faith like unto Abraham. 

(Heb. 2:16, 17)
151

 

1927: Men become Christians only between the first and second advents 

He also plainly taught that he was coming again at the end of the world to receive 

unto himself those who had been faithful, and that these should be taken to heaven. 

This class is made up of what are called true Christians. There have been some of 

these in the Catholic church, some of the Protestant church, and some outside of all of 

the churches. Men become Christians only between the first and second advents of 

our Lord.
152

 

Evolution in the use of Isaiah 43:10, 12 

1917: No reference to Isaiah 43:10, 12 in any Watch Tower magazine 

No references made in 1917 to Isa 43:10, 12. 

The term “witnesses” is confined to New Testament applications. 

1918: No reference to Isaiah 43:10, 12 in any Watch Tower magazine 

No references made in 1918 to Isa 43:10, 12. 
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“Witnesses” confined to New Testament applications in 1918 

Our Lord declared to his disciples after his resurrection: “Ye shall be my witnesses 

both in Jerusalem and in Judea, and in Samaria and unto the uttermost part of the 

earth.” Primarily, the Apostles were the witnesses who testified to us respecting our 

Lord’s words, his death, his resurrection, his ascension, and his promises of a return 

to accept his faithful followers to a share in his kingdom, when he shall take unto 

himself his great power and reign. In a secondary sense all who receive the apostolic 

testimony and who declare it to others are likewise Christ’s representatives and 

witnesses.
153

 

1919: No reference to Isaiah 43:10, 12 in any Watch Tower magazine 

No references made in 1919 to Isa 43:10, 12. 

“Witnesses” confined to New Testament applications, such as: “Witnesses of Christ’s glory”.
154

 

1920: No reference to Isaiah 43:10, 12 in any Watch Tower magazine 

No references made in 1920 to Isa 43:10, 12. 

“Witnesses” confined to New Testament applications. 

1921: No reference to Isaiah 43:10, 12 in any Watch Tower magazine 

No references made in 1920 to Isa 43:10, 12. 

1921: “Witnesses” confined to New Testament applications. 

We are witnesses for God in the measure that we have his Word. The last words of 

Jesus our Lord come echoing down the centuries, “Ye shall be witnesses unto me”. 

(Acts 1:8) When he had spoken these words he was immediately taken up to heaven, 

and received out of their sight. Thus his last instructions were: “Ye shall be witnesses 

unto me”.
155

 

Strange to say, the very word which most nearly describes the work and position of 

the Lord’s people in the world is the word protestant. The first syllable “pro” is the 

same as the first syllable of the word prophet. It means before or for, just as does the 

prefix pro in the word prophet. Testes is the Latin word for witness, and testans 

signifies witnessing. The same elements are discernible in our words testify and 

testimony. 

Therefore a true protestant is one who witnesses for God. He protests for God and 

against whatever God has pointed out in his Word as evil and displeasing to him. The 

one who thus witnesses is God’s protestant, God’s prophet, God’s spokesman, God’s 

man, “the man of God”. He is not growling or, grumbling out of personal crabbedness 

and dissatisfaction; rather, he protests or Witnesses because he has the word or 

message of God, and, having that word, he is authorized to speak it. “He that hath my 

word, let him speak my word.”-Jer. 23: 28. 

The one who protests against Rome and against nothing else may be doing so out of 

personal animosity. While that should not be forgotten, neither should anything be 

overlooked which stands against Christ’s perfect order.  

Many names are cherished in Christendom; but they are not the divinely-given 

appellations. We call ourselves most easily “Christians”, but that is not the distinctive 

name of the Lord’s people. In the Scriptures they are called Christians only three 

times, but not by the Lord. Once we read that disciples “were called Christians first at 

Antioch” (Acts 11:26); once the term is used as a reproach by Agrippa, “Thou 

wouldst fain make me a Christian” (Acts 26:28); and once when St. Peter exhorts 
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those who suffer as Christians. (1 Peter 4: 16) This word was itself the basis of the 

charge against the early church and later the actual charge, the word used in the 

indictment. In the midst of the persecution under Nero early believers were wont to 

hear the cry: “The Christians to the lions”. So, “if any man suffer as a Christian, let 

him not be ashamed”. It was the name of reproach and derision which was given to 

God’s people by others. 

But there are two words used in New Testament Greek which are very similar in their 

meaning. One of them Signifies to be a prophet; the other to be a witness—prophets 

and martyrs, spokesmen and witnesses. These taken together are used upwards of 

eighty times to describe God’s people of the grace dispensation. And both of these 

ideas are combined in the word protestant. This word does not date from the 

Reformation. It is at least as old as the fourth century; for it is found in the Latin 

Vulgate of Jerome, which was the version made in the year 385 A.D. It stands today 

in every papal Latin Bible in 2 Chronicles 24:19. “Yet he sent prophets to them to 

bring them again unto the Lord; and they testified against them; but they did not give 

ear.” The word for testified against is protestantes; in other words, ‘they protested to 

them’. Thus the word protestant is identified with the old prophets of Jehovah who 

were sent to witness for him where so many were witnessing against him. 

Now, as the last point, let us see how it is that this term is connected with the words, 

“the man of God”. 

“The man of God” was the people’s name for the heaven-sent and heaven-directed 

prophet in Old Testament times. Most other men were for themselves, but this one 

was for God, worked for him. All through the historical books this name is met with, 

used in a popular way. This is the meaning of the expression as we find it in the letters 

to Timothy. Now we are prepared to understand why it is that this expression is used 

in connection with Timothy.
156

 

Initial references to Isaiah 43:10, 12 

1922: Temple class introduced as God’s witnesses; Reference is made to Isa. 
43:8-12 

In 1918 the temple class this side the vail was in restraint of both liberty of person and 

liberty of action. … And so it was with the temple class in 1919. … The temple class, 

having had their lips cleansed, like Isaiah the prototype stood in a waiting attitude. … 

Like Isaiah, the temple class heard the voice of the Lord. … [Isa 43:8-12 cited]. … 

Thus we see that those of the temple class are clearly designated as the Lord’s 

witnesses at this time. … Thus it is seen that God purposes that his name shall be 

magnified, that the people shall know that he is Lord. Thus we see that God purposes 

to have a people in the earth … standing as his witnesses fearlessly crying out the 

message: “The kingdom of heaven is at hand!” … The temple class must continue to 

declare this message of the kingdom. … For nineteen hundred years he has been 

gathering out tile kingdom class from amongst men. Since 1874 the King of glory has 

been present; and during that time he has conducted a harvest and has gathered unto 

himself the temple class. Since 1914 the King of glory has taken his power and reigns. 

He has cleansed the lips of the temple class and sends them forth with the message. 

The importance of the message of the kingdom cannot be overstated. It is the message 

of all messages. … Millions now living will never die. Do you believe it? Do you 

believe that the King of glory is present, and has been since 1874? Do you believe 

that during that time he has conducted his harvest work? Do you believe that he has 

had during that time a faithful and wise servant? … Do you believe that the Lord is 
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now in his temple, judging the nations of earth? … Therefore advertise, advertise, 

advertise.
157

 

1922: 144,000 body members must be true and faithful witnesses concerning 
the divine plan 

Jehovah foreordained that there should be associated with Jesus 144,000 members of 

his body. … These must likewise be true and faithful witnesses concerning the divine 

plan. … those who would be members of the body of Christ must be his witnesses.
158

 

1923: Limited applications of Isa 43:10 

God’s witnesses are gathered and instructed. They are bidden “to awake,” “to shine.” 

([Isaiah] 43:10; 52:1; 62:1). They know the voice of the Lord, and they recognize his 

presence (Ch. 52:10). From 1878 onward these scriptures apply.
159

 

1924: No reference to Isaiah 43:10, 12 in any Watch Tower magazine 

No references made in 1924 to Isa 43:10, 12. 

Typical appearances of “witnesses” 

The members of Zion, the Church, shall be his witnesses and declare this fact to the 

peoples and nations.
160

 

They should be his witnesses—Acts 1:4-11.
161

 

We must be faithful and true witnesses that Jehovah is God; that Jesus is the King, 

and that the kingdom of righteousness is here.
162

 

Leap in references to Isaiah 43:10, 12 

1925: Isaiah 43:10 and/or Isaiah 43:12 referred to 17 times 

Whatever prompted Rutherford, his reference to Isaiah 43:8-12 in 1922 (the year of his Cedar Point 

Convention) blossomed in 1925, the year when Abraham and other worthies were expected, in 

fulfilment of the Divine Plan. 

 

 January 1, 1925, page 9 (Isa. 43:12) 

 January 15, 1925, page 22 (Isa. 43:10-12) 

 February 1, 1925, page 40 (Isa. 43:12) 

 March 1, 1925, page 79 (Isa. 43:10) 

 June 1, 1925, page 167 (Now the Lord says to those who are followers of the light: “Ye are 

my witnesses, ... that I am God.” (Isaiah 43:10, 12)) 

 June 1, 1925, page 175 (Isa. 43:1) 

 June 15, 1925, page 187 (For this purpose God has raised up witnesses.—Isaiah 43: 10) 

 July 1, 1925, page 200 (In harmony with this Jehovah says: “Ye are my witnesses, ... that I am 

God.” And again; that ye are all members of The Christ, bearing the message of peace and 

salvation.—Isa. 43: 12; 52: 7.) 
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 July 15, 1925, page 215 (Isaiah addresses himself to the faithful of Israel, therefore the 

remnant class, saying: “Ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord, and my servant, whom I have 

chosen . Ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord, that I am God.” (Isaiah 43: 10, 12) 

 August 15, 1925, page 242 (Keep in mind always that Jehovah’s words apply to the church 

now: ‘Ye are my witnesses.’ (Isaiah 43: 10) 

 August 15, 1925, page 253 (Isa. 43:10) 

 September 1, 1925, page 261 (Isa. 43:10, twice) 

 November 15, 1925, page 343 (It is this class that the Lord has honored by making them his 

witnesses in the earth.—Isaiah 43: 9-12.) 

 November 15, 1925, page 347 (Jehovah says to those who are his representatives on earth: 

“Ye are my witnesses, ... that I am Jehovah.” (Isaiah 43: 12) 

 December 15, 1925, page 376 (Have always in mind the words of Jehovah: ‘Ye are my 

witnesses that I am God.’ (Isaiah 43: 10, 11)) 

 December 15, 1925, page 382 (Isa. 43:10) 

1926: Isaiah 43:10 and/or 43:12 listed 19 times in Watch Tower magazines 

From no relevant references to Isaiah 43:10 or 43:12 in prior years, the Watch Tower magazines for 

1925 exhibited an amazing leap in their use. The magazines for 1926 continued, listing either or both 

verses 19 times. 

1927: Isaiah 43:10 and/or 43:12 listed 14 times 

The Watch Tower magazines continued to feature these verses from Isaiah, listing them a further 14 

times during 1927. In a letter, a ‘Mrs. David Davidian of California’ wrote of: “our privileges in being 

witnesses of the Lord to vindicate his holy name.—Isaiah 43: 10.”
163

 

1928 to 1930: A further 24 appearance of these verses from Isaiah 

These verses from Isaiah were now a regular feature, appearing 7 times in 1928, 10 times in 1929 and 

7 times in 1930. 

“The Christ” company renamed as “Jehovah’s witnesses”  

1931: Declaration of the name, “Jehovah’s witnesses” 

In the same year that Rutherford stopped seeing any Biblical significance in fleshly Jews or in their 

return to Palestine, he said that all the promises that God had made to those people actually referred 

to his small company, the “little flock”. As part of this process, he announced that this anointed 

group would henceforth be known as “Jehovah’s witnesses”. He explained that there was a need to 

be able to differentiate this group from all other claimants to succession from Russell. He was a 

staunch Zionist and would have been aghast at Rutherford’s actions. 

Rutherford introduced a raft of changes during the 1920s and 1930s. These included the change of 

the date of the Presence (from 1874 to 1914); dropping all references to pyramids; changing the 

organization from a democracy to an autocracy; changing the Great Multitude from the deceived and 

lost to becoming companions of the Jehovah’s witnesses. 

Even though 1931 marked the moment when the name “Jehovah’s witnesses was declared, there was 

no increase in the number of times it appeared in The Watch Tower magazines of that year, being 

listed just 8 times. 
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1931: The Resolution 

The following is an extract from the report on the resolution that the company known as “The 

Christ” would henceforth be known as “Jehovah’s witnesses”. This title was not extended to the 

“Great Multitude” until 4 years after Rutherford’s death. 

The supporting preamble includes the statement that 1874 was a fulfilment of divine prophecy. It 

also stated that Rutherford introduced the new name in order to differentiate his followers from those 

of Charles Russell’s other descendants. 

The background 

Three years had passed since Jehovah’s people had assembled in America in general 

convention. Some of the anointed were becoming footsore and somewhat weary in 

well-doing. The Lord knew the need of his anointed, and the encouragement that was 

necessary for their well-being. Within those three years the faithful had observed 

many falling away … Some in the ranks began to doubt whether or not they were in 

the favor of the Lord. … He makes it possible for each one of his anointed to examine 

himself and to determine from the Word of God and attending circumstances whether or 

not he is in the faith. … That occasion was the general convention of the anointed of the 

Lord held at the State Fair Grounds at Columbus, Ohio, July 24-30, 1931. … It was the 

best convention ever held on earth.
164

 

New Name 

Sunday afternoon, July 26, at 4 p.m., there was presented and read before the 

convention the following resolution: 

NEW NAME 

WHEREAS about 1874, in fulfilment of divine prophecy, the Lord Jesus Christ began 

the work. …  

WHEREAS from and after that date and for a period of more than forty years Charles 

T. Russell, a faithful follower of Christ Jesus and a servant of Jehovah God, led a 

company of his brethren. … 

WHEREAS shortly following the death of Charles T. Russell a division arose 

between those associated with him. … And said opposing ones have formed 

themselves into divers and numerous companies and have taken and now bear such 

names as, to wit, “Bible Students,” “Associated Bible Students,” “Rusellites teaching 

the truth as expounded by Pastor Russell,” “Stand·Fasters,” and like names, all of 

which tends to cause confusion and misunderstanding: 

Now, THEREFORE, in order that our true position may be made known … BE IT 

RESOLVED, as follows, to wit: 

THAT we have great love for Brother Charles T. Russell … yet we cannot 

consistently with the Word of God consent to be called by the name “Russellites”. … 

As a body of Christians forming an association, we decline to assume or be called by 

the name “Bible Students”. … Therefore we joyfully embrace and take the name 

which the mouth of the Lord God has named, and we desire to be known as and called 

by the name, to wit, Jehovah’s witnesses.—Isa. 43:10-12; 62:2; Rev. 12:17.
165
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“The Christ” now known as “Jehovah’s witnesses” 

1931: The name “Jehovah’s witnesses” given to “The Christ” 

In 1918, when the Lord came to Jehovah’s temple and begun judgment, the approved 

servants were taken into the temple and under the robe of righteousness and became a 

part of the elect “servant”, which is the anointed, the Christ of Jehovah. Then it was 

that Jehovah gave to this company a new name, which now they have come to know, 

and which they joyfully take, and which name is “Jehovah’s witnesses”.
166

 

1934: The name “Jehovah’s witnesses” applies specifically to God’s anointed 
ones 

The name “Jehovah’s witnesses” applies specifically to God’s anointed ones who have 

been taken out of the world and made witnesses for Jehovah, and these alone bear the new 

name.
167

 

1934: Those taken into the new covenant, the chosen and anointed, are 
members of the Christ 

When one is taken into the covenant by sacrifice, is brought forth as a son of God, 

taken into the covenant for the Kingdom, chosen and anointed, then he is of the 

firstborn. … Such are members of the Christ.
168

 

“The Christ” still continues 

1942: Eat Jesus’ flesh and drink his blood to become one of The Christ 

“He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood, dwelleth in me, and I in him,” (John 

6:56) That is the only way to be taken into THE CHRIST, and only those who are taken 

into and become members of THE CHRIST.
169

 

1942: Jesus is the Head of the complete Christ 

Yet on earth for God’s purpose there remain the faithful remnant who are in line to be 

of that Greater Jacob’s body members, The Complete Christ of which Jesus is the 

Head.
170

 

1944: The Christ organization is the Kingdom of heaven 

The body (the church) goes with the Head (Christ Jesus); and by thus exalting Christ 

Jesus to the highest place in the universe next to himself and at his own right hand, 

Jehovah God made the Christ organization to be the capital over all his universal 

organization. … The Christ organization, made up of Jesus the Head and the church 

his body, is the Kingdom of heaven, which kingdom has no earthly part or “phase”. It 

is at the top of the universal organization and rules it, the seraphim, cherubim and 

angels being subject to it. Necessarily, the earthly part of the universal organization, 

being lower than the angels, will also be subject to the Kingdom or capital 

organization. Only Jehovah God, as supreme, is above the Kingdom, for he is the 

Head over all The Christ.
171
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Christ Jesus and apostles were Jehovah’s witnesses 

1949: Jesus included as a Jehovah’s witness 

When the following was written in 1949, the Society was just starting to apply the name “Jehovah’s 

witnesses” to the “great crowd”. This passage, however, is referring to the “anointed ones”, the little 

flock of 144,000. 

Christ Jesus was one of Jehovah’s witnesses. He is now and ever will be “the faithful 

and true witness”. (Rev. 3: 14) The apostles, Peter, John, Paul and the others, and the 

thousands of disciples who followed Jesus 1900 years ago, were Jehovah’s 

witnesses.
172

 

Jesus is “The Christ”; not shared in by the anointed 

1969: Jesus’ official position of “Christ” not shared by his anointed followers 

The title “Christ” emphasizes the official position Jesus holds as the Anointed One of 

Jehovah God, an honored position not shared by those of his followers who also were 

anointed by God’s spirit.
173

 

From “The Christ” to “The 144,001” 

Although the Society stopped using the title “The Christ” when referring to Jesus and his 144,000 

anointed followers, the features of “The Christ” were retained, with that group renamed “the 

144,001”. 

Whenever terms such as “the kingdom”, “new heavens”, “temple, and “royal priesthood” appear – 

and these are so numerous—the informed reader understands that the expression means the 

144,001—Jesus along with the 144,000 who are resurrected to rulership as kings and priests in the 

heavenly government.  

“The Christ” continues, albeit under a new title. 

For all practical purposes, the following presents every appearance of “144,001” from 1954. 

 

1954: the 144,001 is a new creation; The Christ is a new creation  

This was a new creation, a royal theocratic organization of 144,001 kings as the 

capital part of his universal organization.
174

 

Compare this with the following from 1927: 

The Christ and the new creation therefore mean one and the same thing.
175

 

1955: The 144,001 is the seed; The Christ is the seed 

Your seed [spiritual Israel of 144,001 anointed ones].
176

 

Your seed [the Kingdom organization of 144,001].
177

 

Compare this with the following from 1920 and from 1927: 

The Christ class, the seed.
178
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The Christ is the “seed of promise”, or “seed of Abraham.”
179

 

1959: The Kingdom seed of 144,001 

A.D. 36, when the calling was extended to the Gentiles, inviting them also to become 

part of this Kingdom seed of 144,001.
180

 

1961: The 144,001 have a part in the first resurrection and reign as kings 

Sharing this glory with Jesus and his eleven faithful apostles will be 143,989 others, 

for a total of 144,001. These all have part in the first resurrection and reign as kings 

and priests.
181

 

1969: The 144,001 are commissioned as kings 

Jesus Christ and those called from earth to heavenly life with him, or the complete 

144,001 who are commissioned as kings.
182

 

1969: the 144,001 is the “new heavens” 

Another term that clearly applies to both Jesus and his body members, or the 144,001 

together, as the heavenly ruling body appointed by God, is “new heavens.”
183

 “New 

heavens” always take in the composite number of the 144,001.
184

 

1969: The 144,001 is the symbolic temple 

“Temple” is also used in a symbolic sense to include Jesus Christ and his body 

members, or the 144,001.
185

 

1969: 144,001 is Abraham’s seed in its broadest sense 

The designation “Abraham’s seed” in its broadest sense takes in the 144,001.
186

 

1969: Collectively, the 144,001 are “royal priesthood” and “holy nation” 

Also referring to the 144,001 collectively are the terms “royal priesthood” and “holy 

nation”.
187

 

1972: The Kingdom and its 144,001 rulers 

To live on earth forever to be subjects of the Kingdom with its 144,001 rulers.
188

 

1973: 144,001 rulers over the earth 

There will thus be 144,001 royal rulers over the earth.
189

 

1975: Kingdom class of 144,001 

This Kingdom class of 144,001.
190

 

The Kingdom class of 144,001 enthroned Christians in heavenly power.
191

 

1976: The 144,001 is the spiritual seed of Christ and joint heirs 

The spiritual seed was a composite one; it was made up of Christ and joint heirs with 

him, later revealed to number, all together, 144,001.
192
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1982: 144,001 heavenly rulers administer the Kingdom on earth 

These 144,001 heavenly rulers will be in a strategic position for administering the 

affairs of the realm of the Kingdom on earth.
193

 

1983 and 1988: The 144,001 is “heavenly Jerusalem” 

The “New Jerusalem” is made up of the 144,000 who are betrothed to the 

bridegroom, whereas the “heavenly Jerusalem” comprises 144,001, this “one” being 

the bridegroom King.
194

 

The New Jerusalem described in Revelation is made up of the 144,000 who are 

betrothed to the bridegroom. The “heavenly Jerusalem” mentioned at Hebrews 12:22 

comprises 144,001, this “one” being the bridegroom King.
195

 

1988: The 144,001 kings and priests raise humankind 

These 144,001 kings and priests rule for a thousand years as they raise humankind to 

perfection.
196

 

1998: Only 144,001 “sons brought to glory 

The ‘many sons brought to glory’ in heaven total only 144,001—Jesus and his 

spiritual brothers.
197

 

Recent multitude of references to the “anointed” 

The word “anointed” is the English translation of the Greek word, “Christ”, and of the Hebrew word, 

“Messiah”. Thus “Jesus Christ” could be rendered as: “Jesus the Anointed One” [actually “Yeshua 

(Joshua) Anointed”]. 

Thus to say that someone is “anointed” is to say they are “Christ”. It is a title, not a name. Russell 

and Rutherford used the term in this manner, thus saying that Jesus and his anointed followers were 

the composite (“multitudinous”) THE CHRIST. When he assigned the name “Jehovah’s witnesses” in 

1931, Rutherford explicitly said that this was the new name of THE CHRIST company
198

. 

The Watch Tower Society uses “anointed” repeatedly, often in unscriptural composite terms such as 

“144,000 spirit-anointed Christians”.
199

 In the 5 years from 2010 to 2014 (inclusive), the word 

“anointed” appears at least 175 times in The Watchtower. There are simply too many to list here. 

 

2006: Anointed ones, like a body with Christ as the Head 

When anointed Christians partake of the Memorial bread, they declare their unity 

within the congregation of anointed ones, which is like a body with Christ as the 

Head.
200
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2014: The anointed were unsure about 1914 and their expectations were not 
met 

Anointed Christians had keenly been anticipating 1914 as the end of the Gentile 

Times, or “appointed times of the nations.” They were not completely sure about what 

would happen. … Some of their expectations about what would happen in 1914 did 

not come about.
201

 

The following statement reveals The Watch Tower Society. It claims that the anointed in 1914 

“readily discerned the sign of Christ’s presence in that year”. 

The meaning of “discern” includes: recognize and understand. The truth is that these people’s 

expectations for 1914 did not come to pass. In addition, Rutherford still held on to the 1874 date as 

late as 1931, when The Christ became known as “Jehovah’s witnesses”. Not one of them discerned 

Christ’s presence in that year of 1914. 

How can it be said that their expectations were not met yet they discerned the sign? 

2014: There are two groups of anointed 

In mentioning “this generation,” Jesus was referring to two groups of anointed 

Christians. The first group was on hand in 1914, and they readily discerned the sign of 

Christ’s presence in that year. Those who made up this group were not merely alive in 

1914, but they were spirit-anointed as sons of God in or before that year. 

The second group included in “this generation” are anointed contemporaries of the 

first group. They were not simply alive during the lifetime of those in the first group, 

but they were anointed with holy spirit during the time that those of the first group 

were still on earth. … At least some of “this generation will by no means pass away” 

before seeing the start of the great tribulation.
202

 

 

If these statements by The Watch Tower Society are taken at face value, the group who “discerned” 

1914 would have been at least 20 years old at the time. Taking an average life span of 70 years 

means that the first group of anointed would have died out around 1970. 

Each member of the second group would have been at least 20 years old, and most likely much 

older, when they were anointed. This means they would have been born about 1950. And if the 

second group dies out after its members reach the age of 70 years, then Watch Tower Society does 

not have much time left. 

Imagine the pressures on the aged anointed who remain alive far longer than the allotted 70 years. 

By staying alive, are they preventing the Divine Plan swinging into action? 

 

[Return to the Contents] 
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THE MYSTERY 

“The mystery” is the “little flock” 

1881 The “mystery” is the selection of “a little flock” 

We are living in the morning of the Millennial Day when the “mystery of God” is 

being finished-completed, and the fragments of truth held by the various 

denominations of Christendom, are taking their places in one great, grand, 

harmonious PLAN, based not on isolated passages of Scripture, but comprehending 

and including every passage in harmony—Showing the selection by FAITH of “a 

little flock”.
203

 

1882: The saints, partakers of the divine nature, are a mystery to the world 

So, too, the same anointing abideth on all the true church. and as he was, so are we in 

the world—a mystery to the world, which “knoweth us not, because it knew him not.” 

The world does not recognize in the saints, “sons of God”—”new creatures,” 

“partakers of the divine nature.”
204

 

1882: The mystery of the divinely-begotten sons 

Very shortly now, this mystery of God, this company of divinely-begotten sons will 

be FINISHED—completed. … They shall arise in power and strength to bless all the 

families of the earth … —for the Jew first, and also for the Gentile. … We believe 

that we are just on the eve of the finishing of this church, or mystery.
205
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“The mystery” is that “The Christ is the church” 

1886, 1913: The mystery is that the Christ is many, the church 

This mystery which has been kept secret in ages past, but which is now made known 

to the saints, is that the Christ (the Anointed) is “not one member, but many”. … This 

was truly a mystery never before thought of—that God intends to raise up not only a 

deliverer, but a deliverer composed of many members. This is the “high calling” to 

which the consecrated believers of the Gospel age are privileged to attain. … 

There has existed a necessity for keeping this mystery hidden. … Had men known, 

they would not have crucified either the Lord of glory or the Church which is his 

body. … Not only is the plan of God, and the Christ which is the very embodiment of 

that plan, a great mystery to the world, but the peculiar course in which this little 

flock is called to walk marks its members as “peculiar people.” …  

Then the “mystery” will have ended; for the world will have come to see that it was 

the spirit of God in Christ, and the spirit of Christ in us—God manifested in the 

flesh—which they had hitherto misunderstood. … The mystery or secret features of 

God’s plan will then be made known and will be clearly seen; and also the “mystery 

of God,” the Church, the embodiment of that plan.
206

 

1904: The Church of Christ is the “Mystery of God” 

We have already called attention to the fact that the Church of Christ is called in the 

Scriptures the “Mystery of God,” (footnote: Vol 1, chap v) because, contrary to 

expectation, the Church was to be the Messianic Body which, under its Anointed 

Head, Jesus, shall rule and bless the world. This mystery, or secret, now revealed to 

the saints, was kept hidden from past ages and dispensations, and is the mystery of 

God which shall be finished now shortly, in the consummation of the New Creation, 

in the close of this Gospel age.
207

 

1909: The “mystery” is that the church is heir to Christ’s entire inheritance 

The “mystery” is that the church, selected from both Jews and Gentiles to be the body 

of Christ, are joint heirs with him in the Abrahamic Covenant and in his entire 

inheritance. Only those who discern the truth of this, which is still a “mystery” with 

the world and the nominal church, are prepared to understand the “divine plan of the 

ages” as a whole.
208

 

1914: The “mystery” is that Jesus is not the completion of the anointed 

Our Lord Jesus is, primarily, the Anointed One. … But he was not the completion of 

the divine arrangement regarding the anointed. The heavenly Father purposed not to 

have Jesus alone, but that he should be the Head of the anointed, and the church the 

body. This was the mystery.
209

 

1914: The mystery is being associated with Christ’s sufferings and glory 

The mystery is that we are to be associated with the sufferings of Christ now, and in 

his glory in the future. Whoever has not yet found this key has not yet found the plan 

of God, in its simplicity and beauty.
210
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1914: The mystery is that the great Messiah is composed of many individuals 

This is the mystery mentioned in the Scriptures: to wit, that the great Messiah so long 

promised should be composed of many individuals; and that these many individuals, 

with the exception of the Head, should be gathered out from the children of wrath, 

from fallen mankind.
211

 

The nation of Israel well understood that their Messiah was to be the promised seed of 

Abraham, who was to bless all the families of the earth; but not until the time of our 

Lord’s first advent was it due to be understood that this seed was to consist of more 

than one individual. … This was the mystery hidden from previous dispensations—

that the Messiah was to be, not an individual, but a company under one Headship. … 

Only a few can understand this mystery. … It is to be understood only by a special 

class, for whom it is designed. … Those who shall become members of this company, 

the antitypical Priest and King. … The entire church will complete the great 

antitypical Prophet, Priest and King—the long expected seed of Abraham.
212

 

1919: The church is the “mystery” class 

The body was practically covered from view, as the church, the “mystery” class, has 

been obscured to the eye of the casual observer.
213

 

The creation of earth waits in groaning until the time this mystery class is 

completed.
214

 

“The mystery” is that “Christ’s body” is not his flesh 

1930: While Jesus has been in heaven, “the body of Christ” has been alive and 
active on our earth 

Now note a mystery which it is now due for all mankind to have made clear to them. 

All the while that the glorified Jesus has been at God’s right hand in heaven, ‘‘the 

body of Christ’’ as the Scriptures call it has been alive and active on our earth. 

Manifestly the crucified flesh of Jesus is not what is meant by the expression “the 

body of Christ”.
215

 

1930: “The body of Christ” is not Jesus’ crucified flesh 

Manifestly the crucified flesh of Jesus is not what is meant by the expression “the 

body of Christ”.
216

 

1930: “The Christ” is not one person, but many 

“The Christ” of the Bible is not one person, namely, Jesus alone, but is many.
217

 

“The mystery” is “kingdom of heaven” 

1948: The “kingdom of heaven” is the hidden mystery 

The “kingdom of heaven” is the hidden mystery spoken of at Ephesians 1:20-23 and 

5:32. … [Christ Jesus] became the heir of all things, including the hidden mystery, the 

kingdom of heaven. God made known to Jesus His purpose to have a capital 

organization over His universe, namely, His government, “the kingdom of heaven,” 

which for ages was a mystery and which mystery was hidden from all others of God’s 

universe until God’s due time to reveal it. When Jesus learned of this, he sold his all 
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to become the heir of it and the head of the kingdom. … The suffering of Jesus had 

nothing to do with purchasing humankind
218

 

“The mystery” is that Messiah includes the Little Flock 
The Mystery is this: that God’s purpose from the first was that the great Deliverer, 

Messiah, should be not only the Lord Jesus, the Redeemer, but should include also the 

elect Little Flock of this Gospel Age.
219

 

THE WATCH TOWER, as ever, teaches that our Lord Jesus is the great Prophet, Priest, 

King, Judge and Mediator for Adam and his race, whom God appointed to this service 

from before the foundation of the world. We still teach that he will fulfil all those 

offices by the close of the Millennium. We still hold, since 1880, that the church is a 

special class “called” to be “copies of God’s dear Son” as his bride and joint-heir in 

all his offices toward “men,” the world. We still hold that these are members of the 

great Prophet, Priest, King, Judge, Mediator; that figuratively our Lord Jesus is the 

“Head” and the church his “body.” We still hold that in the divine purpose this special 

class was foreknown, as well as Jesus, from before the foundation of the world. We 

still hold that this is the mystery hid from previous ages and now made known only to 

the saints, as a special favour through the Word and by the holy Spirit.
220

 

“Mystery” becomes “sacred secret” 

1944: The “mystery or sacred secret” is the member parts of Christ’s body 

In agreement with the fact that flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom, which it 

is the Father’s good pleasure to give to the “little flock” of Christ’s body-members, 

must be understood the mystery or sacred secret which the Lord next reveals by his 

apostle [1 Cor. 15:51, 52 quoted]. … He means only the members of Christ’s body, of 

which he also was and is a member.
221

 

1945: “Sacred secret” 

At Gentile Cornelius’ being grafted in upon the symbolic olive tree God began to 

make known to his consecrated ones “what is the glorious wealth of this sacred secret 

among the nations”.—Rotherham.
222

 

1946: “Mystery or sacred secret” 

This promised “change” was long a mystery or sacred secret.
223

 

1948: “Mysteries” becomes “sacred secret” 

As steward [apostle Paul] was responsible to distribute the mysteries or sacred secret 

truths. … A steward dispensing the sacred secrets of God. … For Paul to peddle out 

these divine mysteries (etc.). … Life-giving knowledge of these sacred secrets. … 
224

 

For four thousand years after that it remained a sacred secret.
225
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1949: The kingdom of heaven, Jesus and the 144,000, was a “sacred secret or 
mystery” 

The kingdom of heaven was a mystery hidden from human understanding for many 

centuries. … The faithful ones that make up the kingdom of heaven are Jesus Christ 

the King of kings and the 144,000 members of his body or church. For more than four 

thousand years this great truth was a sacred secret or mystery.
226

 

1969: “Sacred Secret” for the perfect Government 

Dedicated to the “God of Peace” Who at the Critical Time Finishes His Long-kept 

Sacred Secret for the perfect Government of All Mankind” 
227

 

1969: The Lion of Judah was part of the “mystery or sacred secret” 

Part of the mystery or sacred secret of God, “the Lion that is of the tribe of Judah” 

was to be a just king.
228

 

1969: The 144,000 had been a “mystery or sacred secret” 

How glad [John] must have been to have this mystery or sacred secret opened up as to 

how many the “living God” had foreordained or predestinated to be associated with 

his Son Jesus Christ in the heavenly kingdom! Haw glad we are, also, that John did 

not keep the secret to himself! Under God’s command he wrote: “And I heard the 

number of those who were sealed, a hundred and forty-four thousand …”.
229

 

1969: The sacred secret, the mystery 

“As for the sacred secret [the mystery, AS; RS; the secret meaning, NEB] of the seven 

stars …”
230

 

What is the mystery, the sacred secret, about these?
231

 

He is about to blow his trumpet, the sacred secret of God.
232

 

1969: God’s strict timekeeping holds true for the finishing of God’s “sacred 
secret” or “mystery” 

The finishing of the “sacred secret of God,” or, ‘“the mystery of God.” (Revelation 

10:9, NW, margin, 1950 edition) The Creator of the sun, moon and stars has a fixed 

time for each feature in the outworking of his unchangeable purpose. … This strict 

timekeeping holds true also regarding the “sacred secret of God.” What is that “sacred 

secret of God? [Footnote: For an interesting suggestion on this see The Watch Tower 

as of April 15, 1919, pages 120, 121, under “The Finished Mystery,” particularly the 

final two paragraphs. A reprint of July 1882.]
233

 

The July 1882/April 5 1919 Watch Tower article cited above by the 1969 book, 
“Then is Finished the Mystery of God”, page 254 

During this age the true followers of Christ have been led into a more and more full 

understanding of God’s truth, and a fuller unfolding of the mystery of God. … These 
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trumpets mentioned by the Revelator and by Paul are symbolic of a series of events. 

The sixth of these, we believe, ended Aug. 11, 1840, since which we have been living 

under the “seventh trumpet,” or “last trump,” or “trump of God.” … This, prophetic 

Scriptures show, will not be fully accomplished until A. D. 1914. This is called the 

Trump of God, probably because during its period of time God exercises his great 

power over the nations, breaking them in pieces, and grinding to powder the 

abominable systems of error. … God during this period will finish the mystery by 

letting his saints come to a full appreciation of his glorious plans. …  

There is another sense in which the word mystery is used in Scripture. It is used in the 

same sense as the word church. Thus the true and false churches are called, “The 

mystery of God,” and “The mystery of iniquity.” … The mystery of God began in our 

Head—Jesus—and is being added to by every true member of the vine or body whose 

names are written in heaven. This is the mystery of which Paul says-”This 

MYSTERY .... is Christ (the anointing) in you.” …  

The spirit of the Lord God was in him, anointing Jesus. … So, too, the same anointing 

abideth on all the true church. and as he was, so are we in the world—a mystery to the 

world, which “knoweth us not, because it knew him not.” The world does not 

recognize in the saints, “sons of God”–”new creatures,” “partakers of the divine 

nature.” … 

Very shortly now, this mystery of God, this company of divinely-begotten sons will 

be FINISHED—completed. … 

The final two paragraphs of the July 1882/April 5 1919 Watch Tower article that 
are particularly referenced by the 1969 book, “Then is Finished the 
Mystery of God”, page 254 

Paul tells us that God gave him wonderful revelations concerning the mystery, “To 

make all see what [are the conditions of] fellowship of the mystery.” (Eph. 3:3-6, 9.) 

And it is to Paul as our Lord’s instrument that we are indebted more than to any other 

Apostle, for a clear record of the conditions on which we may become members of 

this mystery band, and as such be in due time revealed in glory of power. He tells us 

that we must have fellowship in the sufferings of Christ, if we would have share in 

His coming glory. We must with our Head become dead to the world, its ambitions, 

its prizes, if we would become heirs of the glory which God hath in preparation and 

reservation for this mystery church of which Jesus is the Head. 

We believe that we are just on the eve of the finishing of this church, or mystery. You 

and I, my brother, are, by our covenants, candidates for a crown of life and a position 

in the throne of the coming kingdom. Let us make our calling and election to that high 

position sure, by so running our race as to be approved of God, as living sacrifices for 

the gospel of truth. We have full little enough time to fulfill all our covenant; let us 

lay aside every weight and all besetting sins, and run, with patience, the race for the 

prize of our high calling, that when the church is complete—the mystery finished—

we may be among the glorified members. Then no longer the mystery, we shall be 

Jehovah’s agents in blessing all the families of the earth. 

1969: “Mystery” or “sacred secret” 

This mystery or “sacred secret of God” is “according to the good news which he 

declared to his own slaves the prophets.”.
234

 

At Revelation 10:7 God’s angel solemnly, on oath, declared: “… the sacred secret of 

God …”. Or, according to the American Standard Version: “… the mystery of 

God”
235
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They do not have to sleep for any length of time in death but are instantaneously 

resurrected to heavenly life as spirit creatures clothed with the “divine nature.” Once 

this fact was a mystery or “sacred secret.”
236

 

1988: “Sacred secrets” and “other ‘mysteries’” 

The sacred secrets of God and other “mysteries” of the Bible.
237

 

The Watch Tower Society is not a “mystery religion” 

1988: Why the Watch Tower Society is not a “mystery” religion 

The great difference between the sacred secret of God and the secrets of mystery 

religions is, first of all, in content: God’s secret is good news and is not a lie or man-

made deception. Second, those who are chosen to understand the sacred secret of God 

are bound, not to keep it secret, but to give it the widest possible proclamation and 

publication.
238

 

All “sacred secrets” relate to the Messianic Kingdom 

1988: All “sacred secrets” are related to the Messianic Kingdom 

All “the sacred secrets” of God have to do with his Messianic Kingdom.
239

 

1988: The “sacred secret” involves a government, the Messianic Kingdom 

At Ephesians 1:9-11 [Paul] speaks of God’s making known “the sacred secret” of his 

will, and says: “It is according to his good pleasure which he purposed in himself for 

an administration at the full limit of the appointed times, namely, to gather all things 

together again in the Christ”. …  

This “sacred secret” involves a government, the Messianic Kingdom of God. “The 

things in the heavens,” to which Paul refers, are the prospective heirs of that heavenly 

Kingdom with Christ. “The things on the earth” will be its earthly subjects. Jesus 

pointed out to his disciples that the sacred secret had to do with the Kingdom when he 

said to them: “To you the sacred secret of the kingdom of God has been given.”—Mr 

4:11.
240

 

1988: The sacred secret involves the congregation, the 144,000 plus Jesus 

The sacred secret includes the congregation, of which Christ is Head. These are his 

joint heirs, with whom he shares the Kingdom. They are taken from among both Jews 

and Gentiles.
 
… This congregation is shown in vision in the Revelation to John to be 

composed of 144,000 persons. … Jesus Christ is enthroned, and his loyal spirit-

anointed followers share his Kingdom rule. The resurrection of such ones to 

immortality and incorruption during the time of Christ’s presence is one of the 

features of God’s dealings with the congregation, “a sacred secret” in itself.
241

 

1988: The congregation (144,000) knew accurately what is the sacred secret 

“The congregation of the living God” had the truth, and it knew accurately the 

mystery, or “the sacred secret,” of true godly devotion, and the congregation had not 

only the form but also the power of such godly devotion. Hence, it could be the “pillar 

and support of the truth”.
242
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It was a mystery, or “sacred secret.”
243

 

This finishing of the sacred secret is closely connected with the seventh angel’s 

blowing of his trumpet.
244

 

The sacred secret of God is finished at the time that Jehovah begins his Kingdom by 

means of his Messiah.
245

 

The sacred secret; an administration, not a government 

2006: The sacred secret is an administration, not a government 

Paul wrote: “He made known to us the sacred secret of his will. … an administration 

at the full limit of the appointed times.” … Jehovah’s “good pleasure,” or purpose, 

would be fulfilled by means of “an administration.” Paul used a word that literally 

means “household management.” It refers, not to a government, such as the Messianic 

Kingdom, but to a way of managing things.
246

 

2006: The sacred secret is closely related to the Messianic gvernment 

The sacred secret was closely related to his Messianic Kingdom government. He told 

his disciples: “To you it is granted to understand the sacred secrets of the kingdom of 

the heavens [“kingdom of God,” Mark 4:11].” (Matthew 13:11) One aspect of that 

secret involved Jehovah’s selecting a “little flock” of 144,000.
247

 

2006: Sacred secret – non-Jews are included among the future Kingdom 
government humans 

Another part of the sacred secret with regard to the future Kingdom government was 

God’s will to include non-Jews among the small number of humans who would be 

called to reign with Christ in heaven. … Today, if it were not for the help of the holy 

spirit, we would not understand these “deep things of God.”
248

 

2006: Israelites are not part of the Messianic Kingdom 

Spiritual Israel is composed of anointed Christians taken into the new covenant. … 

Fleshly Israel were no longer Jehovah’s covenant people. (Hebrews 8:7-13) … The 

privilege of being a part of the Messianic Kingdom was taken from them and given to 

the 144,000 members of spiritual Israel.
249
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THE MEDIATOR 

Mediator: One who interposes between two parties at variance to reconcile them; an 

intercessor; an intermediary agent, or go-between. In the Scriptures the term is 

applied to Moses and Jesus, the mediators respectively of the Law covenant and the 

new covenant.
250

 

The Christ, the body with Jesus, is the Mediator 

1882: Jesus and his body will restore life 

One of the titles of Christ is “The Everlasting Father.” … When Jesus and his 

brethren, or Jesus and his bride, or, Jesus and his body, are made ONE—the Christ 

complete: then that anointed ONE will be the restorer of life to humanity. That ONE 

will be the Father (life-giver) to the race.
251

 

1885: Deliverer to Israel 

We are living in the harvest of the Christian age, the dawning of the Millennial age; 

that the selection and trial of “the Church which is His (Christ’s) body” is about 

complete. It proves that the DELIVERER (head and body) is come, and the blessing 

coming to Israel is but a premonition of the coming blessings upon all nations, of 

which they are the first-fruits. Look again, but in another direction. Note the increase 

of special healing of diseases since 1874.
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1888: the body is the fountain for life 

The Gospel church now being selected—the body of Christ—will, with the Head, 

have immortality, inherent life, and will be the source of supply to the world, who 

will come to this fountain for life, and live thereby.
253

 

1902: The Christ is the Mediator of the New Covenant 

The New Covenant is given to Israel and the world only indirectly: the Father’s 

dealings are not with Israel nor with the world under this New Covenant, but with the 

Mediator of the New Covenant,—the Christ. During this Gospel age he is accepting 

the church as the members of the body of this great Mediator, through the merit of the 

Head. When the entire Mediator shall be complete, the covenant will come into 

force.
254

 

1906: One Messiah, the Head and the members 

Assuredly this is the thought then, that from God’s standpoint there is the one great 

Messiah, the elect Head and the elect members of his body. These, as one loaf, 

constitute from God’s standpoint the bread of everlasting life for the world.
255

 

1910: Multitudinous Messiah 

A superior New Covenant, of which Messiah is the Mediator. … Becoming a joint-

heir with Christ as a member of Messiah’s body during this Gospel age. … The 

“mystery” of a multitudinous Mediator.
256

 

1910: Jointly the Mediator during the Millennium 

Our Lord has not yet saved the world, nor has he acted as the Mediator of the New 

Covenant; but he will accomplish both purposes during the Millennial age. … Our 

Lord was privileged to offer his church a share with himself in his Mediatorial 

kingdom. … And sharing his glory and throne as his joint-sacrificer and joint-heir of 

the promise she would be with him jointly the Mediator between God and men—the 

world—during the Millennium.
257

 

1910: The body, with Jesus, will be the Mediator of the New Covenant 

The church is now called to a “heavenly calling” under the Abrahamic Covenant—to 

be members of the body of Christ, who, with Jesus her Head, will constitute the 

Mediator of the New Covenant.
258

 

1910: The church as members of the Mediator 

The church is … required to sacrifice restitution rights to the attainment of “the high 

calling” life and glory on the spirit plane as members of the Mediator of the New 

Covenant.
259

 

1910: Members of the Mediator 

The New Commandment mentioned by our Lord is not the Father’s commandment at 

all, but the command of our Head, our Teacher, to all those who have entered the 

school of Christ and who are hoping to become “members” of the Anointed One—

members of the Mediator, Prophet, Priest and King of the new dispensation.
260
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1916: The Christ prospectively the Mediator 

The Christ, Head and Body, are, therefore, the Mediator for the world in a prospective 

sense—in the same sense as Jesus, the Babe, could be spoken of as the Savior and the 

King.
261

 

1920: The Society is the channel the Lord is using 

It is the conclusion, therefor, of the Editorial Committee—and in this the officers of 

the Society concur—that the Society is the channel the Lord is using to carry on his 

work; that it has a divine commission, a work to perform, and which it is endeavoring, 

by the Lord’s grace, to perform. If others have a different view, let them enjoy that 

view, but let us dwell together in peace. There is no occasion for controversy. We 

have no quarrel with any one who hold a different view. 

While we may admit that there are many others who have truth and transmit it and 

who are not working in harmony with the Society, yet with frankness, but with all 

reverence and love, we must say that we believe the Society is the Lord’s channel 

through which he is carrying on his specific work and that there is no other channel 

for the Lord’s specific work. Therefore the Society does not recognize competition 

and has no controversy with any one who takes a position different from this stated. It 

merely states its position and grants the privilege to each and every one to take his 

own course. If any other body of Christians feel that they have a commission from the 

Lord to do a certain work, then with zeal they should press forward in that work. We 

are not, therefore, chargeable with the original thought that thy Society is the channel, 

because, as shown by the above quotations from Brother Russell’s pen, that was his 

thought long years ago: that he organized the Society with that thought in mind, and 

we are concurring in his conclusion.
262

 

Only those in the organization will survive 

1934: Jehovah’s organization, city of refuge 

The antitype of the cities of refuge is Jehovah’s organization.
263

 

Jehovah’s loving-kindness has made provision for’ those outside of his organization 

that they may seek and find refuge by associating themselves with his organization, 

that is, be wholly devoted to him; but those who will avail themselves of such refuge 

must first be informed about it and then comply with the rules the Lord has laid down 

for their guidance.
264

 

1934: Must remain in the organization or they will die at the battle of the great 
day of god Almighty 

The Jonadab class, having sought and found refuge with God’s organization, must 

remain in the chariot or organization of the Lord with the Greater Jehu, and must 

continue in heart sympathy and harmony with the Lord and his organization and must 

prove this proper heart condition by cooperating with Jehovah’s witnesses until the 

office of the high priest class yet on the earth be finished. Thus the people of good 

will must do if they would have their lives spared during the battle of the great day of 

God Almighty and be of the “millions” class that shall not die.
265
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The Jonadab company must keep in company and in harmony with Jehovah’s 

anointed and aid them in their work; otherwise the great Avenger will overtake 

them.
266

 

1934: Christ, the Executioner, will not spare those outside the organization 

Christ, the great Avenger and Executioner, will not spare any of the Jonadab company 

that get outside of Jehovah’s safety arrangement made for them in connection with his 

organization.
267

 

1934: Jehovah will wield his sword on Jonadabs who turn to the world 

The sword of Jehovah wielded in righteousness at Armageddon, and that alone, will 

satisfy divine justice. God is no respecter of persons. Those who have taken their 

stand on the side of the Lord and hence are called Jonadabs cannot with safety turn· 

again to the world.
268

 

1934: To live, all must abide in Jehovah’s organization 

All who have taken their stand on the side of Jehovah must abide in his organization 

under Christ, if they would live. There is no exception to this rule.
269

 

1934: God’s organization is “Zion” and “Jerusalem” 

God’s anointed organization is represented by “Zion”. The term” Jerusalem” applies 

generally to Jehovah’s organization, and to which organization the Jonadab class have 

attached themselves.
270

 

1942: Flee without delay 

Flee without delay to God’s organization of refuge.
271

 

1942: Flee, take refuge or perish 

Flee from “Christendom” and take refuge under Jehovah and his Theocratic 

Government by Christ Jesus. To remain in “Christendom” would mean to perish at 

Armageddon.
272

 

1942: For refuge from Jehovah’s wrath, remain in Jehovah’s organization 

They have found refuge in Jehovah’s organization under Christ Jesus, where they 

must remain until the day of Jehovah’s wrath is passed.
273

 

1950: Do not commit spiritual suicide 

Jehovah’s visible organization can use you, but [it] can get along without you too. But 

you cannot get along without it. Fruitless ones are eventually pruned off and never 

missed as new ones are grafted in. Pruned-off branches soon wither and die, being cut 

off from the circulating, life-giving sap. Likewise, if a hand or foot is cut from the 

human body the severed member perishes. … So it is with Jehovah’s visible 

organization. … Get the life-giving spiritual food that God circulates to his people 

through the organization, get the new truths that take away old ideas. … Don’t 

amputate yourself from the organization and commit spiritual suicide.
274
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1950: God’s witnesses, his “prophet among them” 

Christendom will go on refusing to accept the knowledge of Jehovah God at the 

mouths and hands of his witnesses. But the awesome hour draws near when she will 

be made to know that these have been God’s witnesses, his “prophet among them”.
275

 

1952: Flee to these cities of refuge, God’s organization 

Take advantage of the merciful provision of Jehovah by fleeing to these cities of 

refuge, God’s organization.
276

 

1956: Rebellion against the slave is rebellion against God 

Let us view with proper mental perception that whatever the ‘faithful slave’ does is 

for our good. The slave is thereby fulfilling its own obligation before Jehovah in 

getting His work done. Therefore the slave’s will is Jehovah’s will. Rebellion against 

the slave is rebellion against God. … The faithful servant will be careful to show due 

respect to authority at all times, appreciating that these representatives speak in the 

name of Jehovah. … To speak abusively or disrespectfully of authority, Jehovah’s 

representatives, is a sin serious enough to remove one “outside the camp,” the 

theocratic organization. Let it be known that “it is a fearful thing to fall into the hands 

of the living God.”
277

 

“Mediator” renamed as “God’s Channel” 

In a step of further rebadging those who mediate on behalf of the great crowd, the earthly “kings and 

priests” on earth are known as: “God’s channel of communication”. It is not made clear whether this 

means the Faithful Slave does mediate to Jehovah on behalf of those for whom Jesus does not 

mediate or whether the communication is in one direction only—from the Faithful Slave towards the 

masses. 

1959: The composite faithful and discreet slave is God’s channel of 
communication 

Christ has a composite “faithful and discreet slave,” the remaining ones of the body of 

Christ, to represent him. This slave serves as God’s channel of communication.
278

 

 

1959 The composite “faithful and discreet slave” is God’s channel 

Christ has a composite “faithful and discreet slave,” the remaining ones of the body of 

Christ, to represent him. This slave serves as God’s channel of communication.
279

 

 

1962: Must be in touch with God’s channel, his earthly representatives 

For one to receive holy spirit he must also be in touch with God’s channel of 

communication, … his earthly representatives.
280

 

1967: To assure everlasting salvation, stay with God’s visible organization 

If we want to assure our everlasting salvation, we must stay within the bounds of 

Jehovah God’s loving provision associated with his visible organization.
281
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1969: FDS is Jehovah’s channel of communication 

Jehovah has, not only a heavenly, but also an earthly, visible organization of people 

doing his will. Jesus foretold that among his people there would be a “faithful and 

discreet slave” class who would be providing the spiritual food to God’s family of 

devoted servants on earth, acting as his channel of communication.
282

 

God’s prophet 

1972: ‘They Shall Know that a Prophet Was Among Them’ 

While the Watch Tower Society was strongly intimating to its followers that the year 1975 was a 

significantly marked year in Biblical prophecy, it likened its anointed witnesses to the Bible prophet 

Ezekiel. Drawing several examples from Ezekiel’s experiences to its own, the Watch Tower Society 

claimed that it is today’s equivalent. 

As this Study consistently demonstrates, the messages from this self-proclaimed modern Ezekiel are 

subjected to constant changes and reversals.  

Further, in The Watchtower of March 15, 2015, the organization distanced itself from the use of 

types and antitypes, of shadows and their supposed reality, unless explicitly stated in the Bible. The 

following completely depends on a self-created type/anti-type. 

Does Jehovah have a prophet to help them, to warn them of dangers and to declare 

things to come? … These questions can be answered in the affirmative. Who is this 

prophet? … This “prophet” was not one man, but was a body of men and women. It 

was the small group of footstep followers of Jesus Christ, known at that time as 

International Bible Students. Today they are known as Jehovah’s Christian witnesses. 

… It is easy to say that this group acts as a “prophet” of God. It is another thing to 

prove it. The only way that this can be done is to review the record. What does it 

show?  

During the World War I period this group, the International Bible Students, was very 

active in preaching the good news of God’s kingdom … These Bible Students had 

long been concerned with Ezekiel and his prophecy. In 1917 they published a book 

entitled “The Finished Mystery,” explaining the book of Ezekiel. …  

Ezekiel himself and his acts were pictorial of things to come. … This group of 

anointed followers of Jesus Christ, doing a work in Christendom paralleling Ezekiel’s 

work among the Jews, were manifestly the modern-day Ezekiel, the “prophet” 

commissioned by Jehovah. … It is significant that, in 1931 … these followers of 

Christ embraced the name “Jehovah’s witnesses”. … 

To Ezekiel, in his vision, and, symbolically to the modern-day “prophet,” the spirit-

begotten, anointed ones who are the nucleus of Jehovah’s witnesses today, God gave 

something to eat. … 

Jehovah’s witnesses today make their declaration of the good news of the Kingdom 

under angelic direction and support. … The nations will see the fulfillment of what 

these witnesses say as directed from heaven. … 

The time must come shortly that the nations will have to know that really a “prophet” 

of Jehovah was among them. Actually now more than a million and a half persons are 

helping that collective or composite “prophet” in his preaching work and well over 

that number of others are studying the Bible with the “prophet” group and its 

companions.
283
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1979: Faith in the organization brings the crown of life 

What, then, should be our position today? Is there any cause for us to lose faith in 

Jehovah’s visible organization because of mounting difficulties in this world? … 

“Absolutely not!” In demonstration of such faith, we will keep on sticking to it and 

working with it without slacking the hand. Our unwavering faith will be rewarded 

with victory and the crown of life!
284

 

Jesus does not mediate for the “great crowd” 
1979: Jesus mediates for spiritual Israelites 

Jesus Christ in heaven is the Mediator between God and the spiritual Israelites, while 

these are still in the flesh as men and women.
285

 

1979: Great crowd needs to remain united with spiritual Israelites 

Today, according to authentic records, there is a “great crowd” of dedicated, baptized 

Christians who actively collaborate with the small remnant of spiritual Israelites. … 

They zealously join the remnant of spiritual Israelites in preaching “this good news of 

the kingdom”. … They recognize that they are not spiritual Israelites in the new 

covenant mediated by Jesus Christ. … Yet they do benefit from the operation of the 

new covenant. They benefit from this just as in ancient Israel, the “alien resident” 

benefited from residing in among the Israelites who were in the Law covenant. … To 

keep in relationship with “our Savior, God,” the “great crowd” needs to remain 

united with the remnant of spiritual Israelites. Why? Because these spiritual 

Israelites are the “holy nation”. … In the heavens spiritual Israel will be the New 

Jerusalem in which Jesus Christ will reign as King over the surviving “great 

crowd”.
286

 

1981: Road to life requires being in touch with God’s FDS 

But Jehovah God has also provided his visible organization, his “faithful and discreet 

slave,” made up of spirit-anointed ones, to help Christians in all nations to understand 

and apply properly the Bible in their lives. Unless we are in touch with this channel of 

communication that God is using, we will not progress along the road to life, no 

matter how much Bible reading we do.
287

 

1983: God requires association with God’s channel 

What does God require of those who will reside forever upon his Paradise earth? … A 

third requirement is that we be associated with God’s channel, his organization. … 

The fourth requirement is connected with loyalty. God requires that prospective 

subjects of his Kingdom support his government.
288

 

1988: Only association with spiritual Israel is acceptable to God 

Those of spiritual Israel still remaining on earth make up “the faithful and discreet 

slave.” Only in association with them can acceptable sacred service be rendered to 

God.
289

 

Will Jehovah then be able to say of these human servants: ‘I am their God, and they 

are my people’? Yes. … Because of their faith in Jesus’ shed “blood of the covenant” 
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and their subjection to the heavenly kings and priests, who when on earth were the 

Israel of God.
290

 

1988: God reveals through his channel 

Through God’s channel of communication He lovingly reveals ahead of time what it 

is good for man to know.
291

 

1988: Christ is the Mediator for only the 144,000. 

Those for Whom Christ Is Mediator. …  

[Christ Jesus] mediates the new covenant between God and those taken into the new 

covenant, the congregation of spiritual Israel. 

Christ … assists those who are to be brought into the new covenant to be ‘adopted’ 

into Jehovah’s household of spiritual sons; these eventually will be in heaven as 

Christ’s brothers, becoming a part with him of the seed of Abraham.  

He has transmitted to them the promised holy spirit, with which spirit they are sealed 

and are given a token of what is to come, their heavenly inheritance. The total number 

of those who are finally and permanently sealed is revealed in Revelation 7:4-8 as 

144,000.
292

 

The organization hands out the benefits 

Who then would mediate before Jehovah God on behalf of the “other sheep”? Where are the means 

of communication between them and God, of pleading their case before him? 

The solution was simple—just as “The Body” of “The Christ” had operated as the Mediator, this 

role continues to be provided through the “little flock”, which is now known as “The Faithful and 

Discreet Slave” Class. Until 2012, this Slave Class included all on earth who considered themselves 

destined for heavenly rule, but the Governing Body restricted that title to itself. 

1988: The 144,000 administer the blessings 

Blessings to Mankind in General. … Those in the new covenant [the 144,000] are 

first blessed by Christ, the primary Seed, being brought in as associate members of 

the seed [Christ]. Being made kings and priests by reason of the new covenant that he 

mediated, they will share in administering the blessings of Jesus’ sacrifice and of his 

Kingdom rule to all the nations of the earth.
293

 

1988: “The Israel of God” are brought to this position 

Christ’s mediatorship, having accomplished its purpose by bringing “the Israel of 

God” into this position, thus results in benefits and blessings to all mankind.
294

 

Jehovah communicates only through his organization 

1990: How Jehovah gets his messages to his servants on earth 

In heaven (1) Jehovah God originates his utterances; (2) then his official Word, or 

Spokesman—now known as Jesus Christ—often transmits the message; (3) God’s 

holy spirit, the active force that is used as the medium of communication, carries it 

earthward; (4) God’s prophet on earth receives the message; and (5) he then publishes 

it for the benefit of God’s people. Just as on occasion today a courier may be sent to 
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deliver an important message, so Jehovah at times chose to use spirit messengers, or 

angels, to carry some communications from the heavens to his servants on the 

earth.
295

 

1991: The “Faithful and Discreet Slave” is “God’s channel of communication” 

The controlling Governing Body trumpets that it is “discreet”. But this is an incongruous statement, 

for the word “discreet” does not describe the nature of a group that demands absolute and 

unquestioned allegiance, even above one’s own family.  

The dictionary meaning of “discreet”
 296

: 

1. Judicious in one’s conduct or speech, especially with regard to respecting privacy or 

maintaining silence about something of a delicate nature; prudent; circumspect.  

2. Showing prudence and circumspection; decorous. 

3. Modestly unobtrusive; unostentatious. 

That faithful and discreet slave has also been called God’s channel of 

communication.
297

 

1992: God feeds through the faithful slave 

Loyal elders never try to influence others to reject any of the spiritual food provided 

by God through the faithful slave.
298

 

All of us must be loyal to him and to his organization.
299

 

1999: Salvation depends on the support given to the anointed 

In the parable of the sheep and the goats … who will be judged, and with what result? 

… Sheeplike men and women will be separated to Jesus’ right side of favor. Why? 

Because they used their opportunities to do good to his brothers—anointed Christians. 

… In line with the parable, millions of sheeplike Christians have recognized Jesus’ 

spiritual brothers and have been working in support of them. As a result, the “great 

crowd” have the Bible-based hope of surviving “the great tribulation”.
300

 

2001: Jehovah reveals truth through the “faithful and discreet slave” 

Truth as it is revealed by Jehovah God through his Son, Jesus Christ, and “the faithful 

and discreet slave.”
301

 

2001: Jehovah provides our bible-based publications 

Jehovah has provided his Word and Bible-based publications.
302

 

Take advantage of the provisions Jehovah has made to sustain you spiritually, such as 

our Bible-based publications.
303

 

2001: Jehovah has stuck with his organization 

Loyalty to God also includes loyalty to his organization. Necessarily, over the years 

there have been corrections and adjustments to our understanding of certain 
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scriptures. The fact is that no one is as spiritually well fed as we are. Unquestionably, 

Jehovah has stuck with his modern-day organization.
304

 

2003: Jehovah gives counsel through “the faithful and discreet slave” 

Jehovah gives us sound counsel through his Word and through his organization, using 

the publications provided by “the faithful and discreet slave.”
305

 

2005: Jehovah uses the faithful and discreet slave class to provide spiritual 
food 

Through the faithful and discreet slave class, Jehovah has provided us with helpful 

publications and rich programs at meetings, assemblies, and conventions—all of 

which fill our spiritual needs... Jehovah has provided this spiritual food.
306

 

Possible communications from resurrected ones 

2007: A resurrected one may have communicated directly 

It seems that resurrected ones of the 24-elders group may be involved in the 

communicating of divine truths today. Why is that important? Because the correct 

identity of the great crowd was revealed to God’s anointed servants on earth in 1935. 

If one of the 24 elders was used to convey that important truth, he would have had to 

be resurrected to heaven by 1935 at the latest.
307

 

Jehovah takes care of his people through the organization 

2008: Jehovah is caring for his people today through a faithful and discreet 
slave class 

God has established an arrangement by which a faithful and discreet slave class 

provides spiritual food at the proper time. We should humbly recognize that this is the 

way Jehovah is caring for his people today. Be like the faithful apostles. When some 

disciples were stumbled, Jesus asked the apostles: “You do not want to go also, do 

you?” Peter replied: “Lord, whom shall we go away to? You have sayings of 

everlasting life. 
308

 

2010: By following the Governing Body they are following Christ 

The anointed and their other sheep companions recognize that by following the lead 

of the modern-day Governing Body, they are in fact following their Leader, Christ.
309

 

2012: Salvation depends on support of the anointed 

The other sheep should never forget that their salvation depends on their active 

support of Christ’s anointed “brothers” still on earth.
310

 

Jesus has judged the organization as being true 

2013: Jesus judged the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society leaders to be true 
Christian wheat 

In late 1914, some Bible Students were disheartened because they had not gone to 

heaven. During 1915 and 1916, opposition from outside the organization slowed 

down the preaching work. Worse, after Brother Russell’s death in October 1916, 

opposition arose from inside the organization. Four of the seven directors of the 
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Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society rebelled against the decision to have Brother 

Rutherford take the lead. They tried to cause division among the brothers, but in 

August 1917, they left Bethel—a cleansing indeed! Also, some Bible Students gave in 

to the fear of man. Still, as a whole they willingly responded to Jesus’ cleansing work 

and made the needed changes. Hence, Jesus judged them to be true Christian wheat, 

but he rejected all imitation Christians.
311

 

2013: Amended identification of the “faithful and discreet slave” 

Do all anointed ones on earth make up the faithful slave? No. The reality is that not 

all anointed ones have a role in dispensing spiritual food. … Also among the anointed 

are humble sisters, who would never try to assume the role of teachers in the 

congregation. …  

Who, then, is the faithful and discreet slave? In keeping with Jesus’ pattern of feeding 

many through the hands of a few, that slave is made up of a small group of anointed 

brothers who are directly involved in preparing and dispensing spiritual food during 

Christ’s presence. Throughout the last days, the anointed brothers who make up the 

faithful slave have served together at headquarters. In recent decades, that slave has 

been closely identified with the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
312

 

2014: Jesus directs through “the faithful and discreet slave” 

Jesus also conveys Jehovah’s voice to us as he directs the congregation through “the 

faithful and discreet slave.” We need to take this guidance and direction seriously, for 

our everlasting life depends on our obedience.
313

 

2015: Submit to theocratic direction to prepare for everlasting life 

Are we submitting to theocratic direction now? If we are doing so, we are preparing 

for everlasting life under Jehovah’s rulership. We can prepare for life in the new 

world not only by submitting to Jehovah’s present-day arrangements but also by 

working.
314
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THE MEMORIAL 

The communion of the “little flock” in Jesus 

1887: Emblems of the Lord’s sacrifice and of the little flock’s covenant 

The eating and drinking of the bread and wine, emblematic of his flesh and blood 

signifies our complete justification. … All believers in the ransom are thus privileged 

to celebrate or commemorate it, and the blessings it brings. But among those 

“believers” there is a class, a “little flock,” to whom it means all this and more. …  

To these the emblems (bread and wine) are not only remembrances of the Lord’s 

sacrifice, but also of their own covenant to share the sacrifice with him … and be 

accounted worthy to be “made partakers of the divine nature,” and to be with him, his 

“joint-heirs” and co-workers in blessing all the people. 

“The loaf which we break, is it not the communion of the body of Christ [the “little 

flock,” the Church, of which our Lord is the head]? the cup of blessing which we 

bless, is it not the communion of the blood of Christ [the entire anointed company]? 

For we, though many, [members] are one loaf and one body, for we are all partakers 

of that one loaf.”—1 Cor. 10:15-17. 

All must eat of the flesh and blood of our Lord Jesus.
315

 

1888: Solitary ones are in heart communion 

And even the solitary ones may break the bread and partake of the wine, in heart 

communion with the Lord and with the scattered fellow members of the one body.
316
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1888: Those partaking more frequently are not spurned by God 

But let no one misunderstand us to teach, that those who have commemorated the 

Redeemer’s death at inappropriate seasons are therefore condemned of our Lord. No, 

thank God, the Gospel church is not placed under Law, but under grace, in this as in 

every matter. And those who in heart sincerity have so partaken of the emblems of 

our Lord’s body and blood, while they may suffer loss in the sense that the occasion 

by its too frequent remembrance has lost some of the power it was designed to have 

on their hearts, have nevertheless not been spurned by him.
317

 

1888: All eat the bread; a few partake of the wine. These symbolise the Lord 

The typical lamb by which the Children of Israel foreshadowed Christ and the coming 

deliverance, (except the blood which was sprinkled upon the house as a protection,—

an atonement) was eaten by all. So with the emblems by which we are instructed to 

remember the real lamb. The bread is to be eaten by all; the wine may only be 

partaken of by a few. The bread and wine symbolize the body and blood of our 

Lord.
318

 

1888: The “bread” symbolises the Son of God, which all must eat 

The Son of God as a heavenly or spiritual being, as he was at first, was not bread for 

man, and had he given his spiritual body as bread, we of a different nature (human), 

could not have appropriated it, … Man is of human or flesh nature; hence if the 

spiritual Son of God would give to dying men the bread of life, it must be flesh, full of 

life-giving nutriment. 

The preparation for this was the change of the Son of God from spirit to flesh. To this 

end he humbled himself when he was “made flesh and dwelt among us.” The flesh 

was to be the life-giving bread; and since he who had been in the heavenly or spirit 

state had become earthly or human, being made flesh, it is truly said that this bread 

came down from heaven, from the heavenly or spirit condition to the earthly or 

human nature. This is the bread of life of which a man may eat and not die. … 

So, then, it is a mistake to suppose that truth is the bread of life. … Our Lamb was 

slain for us, on our behalf, because he was the bread of which all must eat, to have 

life.
319

 

1888: Eating his flesh means appropriating all the rights, liberties and life of 
the sinless Christ Jesus 

The eating of his flesh would consequently mean, the appropriating to his own use by 

the eater, of all the rights, liberties, and life which the perfect sinless “man Christ 

Jesus” possessed.
320

 

1888: Each sinner must eat for himself the flesh of the Lamb 

So it is with sinners, each must eat for himself of the life-giving flesh of the Lamb of 

God, which taketh away the sin of the world. It is for every man; hence every sinner 

must have an opportunity to eat and live, and none can be cured and brought to life 

(perfection) without eating this bread of life. None can eat it ignorantly (though many 

eat its symbol ignorantly); hence none of the heathen have yet had a chance to eat and 

live, and since all must come to the knowledge of this truth, this of itself would be a 

proof of the judgment (trial) to come, in the great Millennial Day; for it must be 

testified to all IN DUE TIME in order that all, if they will, may eat and live forever.
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1888: The church receives the bread of life now 

We, the church, who receive this bread of life now, and eat or appropriate it, do not 

experience a gradual restitution of our human powers to perfection, nor in any 

measure our restitution to human rights and privileges, etc. Ours is only reckoned, and 

not actual.
322

 

Immortality requires eating Jesus’ flesh, drinking his cup 

1888: Blood represents death; all eat the flesh but not all drink his death 

The blood, symbolized by the wine, represents death; “the blood is the life” of 

anything; and when it is “shed,” or taken from it, it implies the death of the creature. 

So the shed blood of Christ signifies the death of Christ—the life given up for the sins 

of the world. In the typical Passover, the lamb was eaten, but the blood was not. No 

Israelite was allowed to eat blood. This was symbolic of how all are to eat the flesh of 

the Son of man but all are not to drink or partake of his death. Those to whom our 

Lord gave the Wine as representative of his blood, were invited to partake of and 

share in his death, which was proper, because they were to be members of his body; 

and not only he, the Head, should taste death for every man, but we his body should 

be “made conformable to his death” (Phil. 3:10), and become dead with him. (Rom. 

6:81) The “cup” then is the symbol of death—by partaking of it (intelligently) we 

pledge our lives even unto death in the service of our Lord and Redeemer. 

Whether or not we shall be found worthy of restitution and lasting life depends on our 

eating (accepting and. appropriating) his flesh; but whether we shall be found 

acceptable as members of his body, his bride and joint-heir, depends upon whether 

after eating his flesh by faith in the present age, we shall drink of his “cup,” 

consecrate ourselves entirely to his service—unto death.
323

 

1888: Lasting life depends on eating his flesh; acceptance as body members 
depends on drinking Jesus’ cup 

Whether or not we shall be found worthy of restitution and lasting life depends on our 

eating (accepting and appropriating) his flesh; but whether we shall be found 

acceptable as members of his body, his bride and joint-heir, depends upon whether 

after eating his flesh by faith in the present age, we shall drink of his “cup,” 

consecrate ourselves entirely to his service—unto death. This being true, how 

appropriate that the giving of the wine was after the eating of the bread, and to those 

only who had eaten it.
 324

 

1888: Those who eat the flesh and drink the blood have immortality; the rest 
eat and obtain a dependent life. 

Only those who both eat his flesh (appropriate his merits—justification) and drink his 

blood (share with him in his sacrifice by rendering their justified humanity a sacrifice 

to his service) dwell in him, as members of the one “body of Christ,” as members of 

the “true vine.” Only such can have inherent life; that is, life independent of all 

conditions—Immortality.  The balance of mankind, by eating (appropriating) the 

sacrificed rights of the “man Christ Jesus,” obtain a dependent life.
325

 

1888: “Unworthily” means “without properly recognizing the meaning”, and 
the condemnation is symbolic 

The common translation improperly renders the above (1 Cor. 11:21-29) damnation, 

whereas it should be condemnation. Yet to the great mass of those who ignorantly do 
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this unworthily, i.e., without properly recognizing the meaning of the emblems and 

the value of the Lord’s death which they symbolize, there is no actual blood-

guiltiness but merely a symbolic guilt. In symbol or figure they break the Lord’s body 

and take his blood upon them. The symbol rightly understood speaks peace and 

forgiveness of sins, and fellowship with the Lamb, but not understood it could only be 

interpreted, under the Law, as a symbolic confession of murder. But as it is all 

symbolic, the condemnation could only be symbolic condemnation. Only such as 

come first to a knowledge of the ransom effected by the Lamb of God which taketh 

away the sin of the world, can really come under the actual condemnation which the 

improper use of this symbol signifies.
326

 

1888: Drinking of the blood ends when the glory ushers in 

When the glory ushers in, the drinking of the blood will be at an end, as well as all 

opportunity to share in that “high. calling” as joint-heirs with Christ.
327

 

1890: Partaking is not a law, and can be partaken of alone 

We need not here repeat the strong evidences that our Lord instituted his supper to be 

a yearly memorial of his death. … The date of the anniversary this year will be April 

3rd, any time after 6 o’clock in the evening. This date corresponds to the day and hour 

at which our Lord and the apostles celebrated the first memorial supper. Yet, like all 

of the Lord’s commands to his church, it is not given as a law, accompanied by a 

penalty for violation or neglect. Like all of his commands it is an easy yoke; instead 

of carrying a penalty it should be esteemed a privilege, and our Lord merely says, “If 

ye love me, keep my commands.” So, then, we exhort all who know and love the 

Lord as their Redeemer to commemorate the ransom price which he gave—with 

others if you can, or alone if you have not that privilege.
328

 

1908: The church is a part with the Lord in the Loaf and participants in the cup 

The church is now privileged to be a part with the Lord in the Loaf that is being 

broken, as well as to be participants in the cup of ignominy and self-sacrifice.
329

 

1913: All one blood; one Priest of many members; the death of Christ and of all 
the members 

The blood of our Lord and the blood of his body, is all one blood. It is one Priest of 

many members. It is one atonement for all for the sins of the whole world. The blood 

represents not only the death of Christ, but also the death of all the members of his 

body, to whom merit is imputed. This the Apostle expresses in the same connection, 

saying, “The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not the communion [common 

union, or participation] of the blood of Christ. The bread [loaf] which we break, is it 

not the communion [common union, participation] of the body of Christ?” that is to 

say, a union in common with him, a partnership, as represented in the cup and in the 

bread [loaf].
330

 

Opportunity in the next age to eat the flesh 

1913: In the next age, all may eat the flesh but may not drink Jesus’ blood 

The world, when dealt with in the next age, by Jesus, will indeed have the opportunity 

to eat of his flesh-to appropriate the merits of his sacrifice; but they will have no 

opportunity of sharing in his cup-of drinking his blood.
331
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The emblems also represent his members 

1913: The bread also represents us; the wine also represents the blood of the 
church 

There is a difference, we believe, maintained in the Scriptures between the bread, 

which symbolizes the Lord’s flesh, and the wine, which symbolizes his blood. The 

church, in order to be accepted of the Lord as members of his glorified body, must 

share in both of these by participation. The loaf, as the Apostle explains, not only 

represents to us our Lord, as the Bread of Life necessary for us, but it also represents 

us as his members to be broken as our Lord was broken; and the wine represents not 

only our Lord’s blood, but also the blood of the church.
332

 

1934 (Jehovah book): All must eat the bread; only The Christ drink the blood 

All mankind must by faith eat the bread, but only The Christ drink the blood.
333

 

Those who worthily partake of the emblem must be in Christ, of the capital 

organization of Jehovah, and hence in the temple. … All of such capital organization 

are “one bread and one body”, and the breaking of the bread and the drinking of the 

cup show forth that all who do so properly are one with Christ Jesus, that is to say, in 

unity with him as members of his body and therefore in the temple. Such, therefore, 

properly partake of the emblems of the Memorial.
334

 

1934 (Jehovah book): The blood pictures that the new covenant has been 
inaugurated 

It is true that the blood signifies that those under it say, “I accept Christ Jesus’ blood 

as my redemptive price”; but to the remnant it means much more. … The blood … 

picture(s) that the new covenant has been inaugurated toward the remnant.
335

 

1934 (Jehovah book): The bread represents that Jesus was put to death for 
your benefit 

The Bread. … [Jesus] meant that ‘this bread stands for or represents my body, and the 

breaking of the bread represents that I am broken or put to death for your benefit’.
336

 

1934 (Jehovah book): Eating the bread represents faith in the sacrifice 

The eating of the bread at the Memorial means that those properly eating thereof 

believe and rely upon Christ Jesus as their Redeemer and God’s provision for them to 

have life. It represents their faith, in the great ransom sacrifice.
337

 

1934 (Jehovah book): The wine means that you must share with Jesus in his 
death 

Paraphrasing [Jesus’] words, he said: ‘This cup contains wine, and it symbolically 

stands for my blood; and my blood is shed for the remission of sins, and it is the blood 

of the new covenant. … It means that you must share with me in my death in order 

that you may have immortal life.’
338
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“Till he comes” refers to Jesus at the temple 

1934 (Jehovah book): “Till he come” relates to time when the Lord Jesus 
appears at the temple of Jehovah and gathers his faithful 

What significance is to be given to the words of the apostle, to wit, ‘Ye do show forth 

his death till he come’? … The word “come” in this text relates to the time when the 

Lord Jesus appears at the temple of Jehovah for judgment. … The time when the Lord 

Jesus gathers his faithful unto himself. … The time when he comes to be glorified in 

his saints.
339

 

“The cup” means more than Jesus’ death 

1934 (Jehovah book): The cup represents God’s purpose concerning his 
anointed ones, The Christ 

Jesus, however, did not limit the cup and its contents symbolically to mean his death. 

… It was in 1914 that Jehovah placed his King upon his holy hill of Zion. It was three 

and one-half years thereafter (A.D. 1918) that Jesus Christ the King and Judge came 

to the temple of Jehovah. … [Since] the faithful disciples are the ones to whom the 

words of Jesus were primarily addressed, it follows that these would be the first to be 

awakened out of death. It would seem to certainly follow that the Lord Jesus there 

began the drinking of the fruit of the vine new with these faithful resurrected ones at 

that time. What, then, would the drinking of the fruit of the vine “new” represent? 

Understanding that the cup, including its contents, symbolizes or represents God’s 

purpose concerning his anointed ones, then we know that it represented more than the 

suffering and death of Christ Jesus. … The fruit of the vine which Jesus drinks new 

with his faithful ones in the kingdom, therefore, must represent joy and a time of 

rejoicing. Such was a part of the purpose of Jehovah concerning The Christ.
340

 

1937: Study the Jehovah book, chapters 2 and 3 

The book entitled Jehovah contains a detailed explanation of the Memorial. Carefully 

and prayerfully study chapters two and three thereof.
341

 

1938: Confusion exists over who may partake 

It appears that there are today many who love God and Christ Jesus and who have 

consecrated themselves to do God’s will that are in doubt as to whether or not they 

should partake of the emblems of the bread and wine at the Memorial feast.
342

 

1938: The wine represented Jesus’ blood 

The wine in the cup which represented [Jesus’] lifeblood.
343

 

1938: Distinguish between the body of flesh and the body of THE CHRIST 

Those in Christ Jesus must and will discern the body of Christ; that is to say, they will 

clearly distinguish between the body of flesh and the body of THE CHRIST.
344
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“Till he comes” refers to the last member of the body 

1938: “Till he come” means until the last member of the body finishes his 
earthly course 

“Till he come,” therefore, is properly construed to mean until the last member of the 

body on earth finishes his course and is changed from human to spirit.
345

 

“My body” means The Christ, the Church 

1938: “This is my body” could not have referred to Christ Jesus 

To remain faithful and true to his Father Jesus must receive the most severe test and 

prove his faithfulness thereunder in order to become Jehovah’s Vindicator. It is the 

will of God that Jesus shall have associated with him in his work as Vindicator 

144,000 members of his body, all together constituting one body or royal house of 

sons of God and every one of which must undergo a test similar to that to which Jesus 

was subjected and must suffer and die with Christ Jesus as a condition precedent to 

entering into the glory of the Lord. … His words “This is my body” could not have 

referred to his human organism, because of Jesus it is written: [Ps. 34: 20]—John 

19:36. The man Jesus did not die by reason of any part of his body being broken.
346

 

1938: Breaking of the bread means the members of the body of Christ must be 
broken and die with him 

The breaking [of the bread] is of very great importance and cannot be ignored or 

passed over. … It means that they must become members of the body of Christ and be 

broken with him and therefore die with him. … The breaking of it discloses what 

must be done to those of the body of Christ. … The words of Jesus meant that his 

body members are partners in his suffering and death is fully supported by the apostle. 

… This bread you see me break represents the body of Christ, or the members, all of 

such must be broken together. … The apostle uses the word “communion”, which 

word means “partnership”, that is, sharing together. The text according to another 

version reads: ‘The cup that we bless, is it not a sharing together of the blood of THE 

CHRIST? The loaf which we break, is it not the sharing together of the body of THE 

CHRIST? Because one loaf, one body, we the many are, for we all of the one loaf 

partake.’—Rotherham. … 
347

 

1938: The Memorial emblems picture the suffering and death of Christ, the 
body members alone have a part 

The Memorial emblems picture the suffering and death of Christ in which the body 

members alone have a part, and which they must gladly endure.
348

 

1939: Study the 1938 article in The Watchtower 

The article “Memorial” in The Watchtower March 1, 1938, will be studied with 

profit.
349

 

1942: The breaking and drinking symbolize Jesus’ death 

The breaking of the bread and drinking of the wine both picture the death of Jesus.
350
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“Till he comes” refers to the last member of the body 

1942: “Till he come” means until the last member of Christ’s body finishes his 
earthly course; only they partake 

“Till he come,” therefore, is properly construed to mean until the last member of 

Christ’s body on earth finishes his course and is changed from human to spirit. Only 

such as are in a relationship to the Lord similar to that between the apostles and the 

Lord could be taken into the covenant for the Kingdom. Therefore it is only those 

who are in Christ and who share in his death that have a part in the Kingdom, THE 

THEOCRACY. This excludes everyone but the spiritual and anointed ones, and these 

alone properly partake of the Memorial emblems. … The Jonadabs are a class 

consecrated to do God’s will, but are not spirit-begotten. They are not justified. … 

They have found refuge in Jehovah’s organization. … Since they cannot share in the 

death of Christ Jesus, and hence cannot partake of his resurrection, it would be 

entirely out of order and improper for them to partake of the emblems.
351

 

Breaking the bread and drinking the wine both symbolize the identical thing.
352

 

The emblems refer to the congregation 

1949: Bread and wine indicate invitation to the high calling with Christ Jesus 

At the Memorial season of each year Jehovah’s witnesses and people interested in 

their work assemble to celebrate the death of the Lord Jesus Christ; and 376,393 

persons were in attendance Thursday night, March 25, 1948. Of this number, 25,395 

partook of the bread and wine, which indicated their belief that they had been invited 

to the high calling with Christ Jesus in his heavenly kingdom.
353

 

1951: “One body” or “one loaf” with Christ Jesus 

At the Memorial the Lord Jesus was referring to the “congregation, which is his 

body”. It is, as Jesus said, “my body.”
 354

 

The body of Christ was represented by the “one loaf”, and the members of that 

spiritual body “are all partaking of that one loaf.”
355

 

We cannot be “one body” or “one loaf” with Christ Jesus and at the same time be 

idolaters.
356

 

1951: The loaf represents the 144,000 “little flock” members of the body 

The loaf represents the “body of Christ” in which Jesus’ little flock of Kingdom joint 

heirs share. … Jesus Christ to be Head of the body and the 144,000 members of the 

“little flock” to be the body.
357

 

1951: Those baptized into the body of Christ are symbolized by the Memorial 
loaf 

Those who are incorporated into the “body of Christ” (symbolized by the Memorial 

loaf) must be baptized into his death if they wish to be part of his glorified “body” in 

the heavens.
358

 

The loaf of bread symbolized the unity of the body of Christ.
359
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Memorial partakers must keep clearly in mind that they are “Christ’s body”, 

symbolized by the one loaf.
360

 

1952: The “body” is the members of the congregation 

Paul said: “Let a man test himself; then he can eat from the loaf and drink from the 

cup. For he who eats and drinks without a proper sense of the Body, eats and drinks to 

his own condemnation. That is why many of you are ill and infirm, and a number 

even dead.” So what “Body” is Paul here speaking about? Why, about “Christ’s 

Body”, which is composed of the members of his congregation under him as Head. … 

A person who partakes of the bread at the Memorial must discern or recognize that 

there is such an organization or congregation as “Christ’s body”. … So doing, he then 

confesses by eating the Memorial bread that he also partakes of the “body of the 

Lord”, that is to say, he is a member of it. 

The poured-out blood of Christ signifies death, not merely for a new covenant to be 

made over a dead victim, but primarily for vindicating Jehovah’s sovereignty, name 

and word. And in this death for Jehovah’s vindication the “body of the Lord”, Christ’s 

body-members, share. 

So to the wine-drinker the cup pictures the sufferings which the heavenly Father has 

poured like a potion for all the Christ company, the Head and the body. … By 

drinking of the Memorial cup one confesses that he is determined to suffer with Jesus 

till death.
361

 

1953: By “this is my body”, Jesus meant the Christian congregation 

To what body was Jesus referring when he said, “this means my body”? … Time and 

again throughout the Christian Greek Scriptures the Christian congregation is referred 

to as the “body of Christ”.
362

 

1953: Partaking of the loaf means sharing as a member of the body of Christ 

Partaking of the loaf … also means one’s sharing as a member of the body of Christ 

in his sufferings and death. … For one to partake of the loaf and the cup without 

living up to what these emblems represent would make him guilty of hypocrisy.
363

  

1954: The loaf represented the Christian congregation, not Jesus’ human body 

It was after the passover supper and after Jesus had dismissed Judas that he “took a 

loaf and, after saying a blessing, he broke it and, giving it to the disciples, he said: 

‘Take, eat. This means my body.’” (Matt. 26:26; John 13:21-30, NW) To which body 

was Jesus referring here? To his fleshly body? Hardly, for concerning it we read that 

not a bone was broken, whereas Jesus broke the loaf. (John 19:36) Rather, he was 

referring to his spiritual body, the Christian congregation, which in the Scriptures is 

termed a body or Christ’s body more than forty-five times. That this is the correct 

conclusion is apparent from Paul’s words: “The loaf which we break, is it not a 

sharing in the body of the Christ? Because there is one loaf, we, although many, are 

one body, for we are all partaking of that one loaf.” Clearly the loaf pictures not 

Jesus’ fleshly body but his body members, the Christian congregation.
364
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365
 

 

The emblems refer to Jesus, not to the congregation 

1956: The loaf represented Jesus’ own physical body 

Jesus did put a special meaning upon the loaf that he broke and gave them: “This 

means my body which is to be given in your behalf.” … He did not transmute the 

loaf, but merely used it to symbolize his body. His body? Yes; his own body, his 

whole body, head and all, that he was to give for them. Jesus meant his own body, the 

body with which he next associates his own blood when speaking of the cup. For 

thirty-three and a half years that body had held the blood.
366

 

The loaf that [Jesus] broke and distributed … must mean his body of flesh which he 

gives for the life of those who gain the new world.
367

 

The personal, fleshly body of Jesus which is symbolized by the loaf of unleavened 

bread.
368

 

The one unleavened loaf does not symbolize this “one body” under Jesus. That loaf 

symbolizes the human body that Jesus sacrificed.
369

 

Eating the flesh during the 1000 years 

1973: Mankind on earth will symbolically “eat the flesh” during the 1000 Years 

For the thousand years … this wifelike body of kings and priests will care for the 

human family, applying the benefits of Christ’s ransom to mankind, including the 

resurrected dead. (Acts 24:15; John 5:28, 29) Mankind on earth will then 

symbolically “eat” of Christ’s flesh as “food” for everlasting life.
370
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“Until he arrives” refers to Jesus’ arrival 

2003: “Until he arrives” is the time when Jesus receives his anointed followers 

How long would the body of anointed Christians observe the Memorial of Christ’s 

death? “Until he arrives,” said Paul, evidently meaning that these observances would 

continue until Jesus’ arrival to receive his anointed followers into heaven by a 

resurrection during his “presence.”
371

 

Literal wine not drunk in heaven 

2003: Will not be drinking wine in heaven 

Jesus would not be drinking literal wine in heaven, he obviously had in mind the joy 

sometimes symbolized by wine.
372

 

2003: Bread and wine are emblems of Christ’s flesh and blood 

The Memorial bread and wine are emblematic in nature, representing Christ’s flesh 

and blood.
373

 

Religious but not spiritual 

2003: A religious observance with no spiritual significance 

The breaking of the Memorial bread has no spiritual significance. … The Lord’s 

Evening Meal is the only annual religious observance among Jehovah’s Witnesses.
374

 

The sacrifice by the Christians 

2006: The “sacrifice” by the Christians (the “little flock” members) 

The apostle Paul later spoke of Christians’ being “baptized into [Christ’s] death.” The 

anointed live a life of sacrifice. Their death is sacrificial in that they renounce any 

hope of everlasting life on earth.
375

 

The meaning WAS changed 

2013: The meaning was changed 

The bread that the apostles could see and would soon partake of meant Jesus’ body. 

Which body? At one time, God’s servants felt that … the bread meant “the body of 

the Christ,” the congregation of anointed ones. 

In time, however, it was appreciated that both reason and Scripture indicate that the 

bread represents Jesus’ human body. … Thus, at the Lord’s Evening Meal, the bread 

represents that physical body in which Jesus “bore our sins.”
 376
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Partaking constant for 40 years, now increasing 

Quite contrary to the expectation and teachings of the Governing Body, after an 

initial rapid decrease, the number of partakers remained constant for almost 40 

years. Since 2007, there has been a surge in partakers. This followed the removal 

of the 1935 close for the calling, with the statement, “we cannot set a specific date 

for when the calling of Christians to the heavenly hope ends.” (w07 May 1 p.31)
377
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THE THEOCRACY 

A democratic institution 

1920: The exclusive privilege of the ecclesia is to determine who shall be its 
elders or servants 

Has the Society the authority to direct various ecclesias to propound to those who 

stand for office the question: “Are you in harmony with the Society and its work?’’’ 

No, certainly not, because the Society does not elect such elders or servants. … It is a 

privilege to serve an ecclesia as an elder or servant; and it is the exclusive privilege of 

the ecclesia to determine who shall be its elders or servants. Such is the Scriptural, or 

divine, order of things. No individual has the privilege or right to demand that an 

ecclesia elect him to any position; and if he is not elected no one has occasion to be 

offended.
379

 

1920: The Society has no jurisdiction over whom the local ecclesias shall elect 
as elders 

In summing up, then, we say that in our judgment Brother Russell was the Lord’s 

chosen servant; that he organized the Society to do the work after his death as his 

successor; that the Society is the servant of the church; that it has no authority or 

jurisdiction over the local ecclesias as to whom they shall or shall not elect as elders 

or servants; that it has jurisdiction and authority to determine what are the 

qualifications of those who stand for officers or servants of the Society: that the 

majority should rule, both in local ecclesias and in the whole body; that there should 

be freedom of conscience and no attempt to put a test of fellowship upon another 
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aside from the Scriptural requirement; that Volume VII. STUDIES IN THE 

SCRIPTURES, and the V. D. M. questions have never been made a test of fellowship 

and should not be; that the basis of fellowship and unity in the church is and should be 

the relationship of the members to Jehovah through Christ, and harmony with the 

divine arrangement, and that this means that all who believe in the Lord Jesus Christ 

as their Redeemer, who have consecrated their lives to do his will, and who are 

striving to walk in his footsteps, manifesting the fruits and graces of the spirit, should 

be received in full fellowship: that where there is a difference of opinion as to the 

construction of the Scriptures, such differences should be stated in a kind, loving 

manner: that all should “follow peace and holiness”, as admonished by the Apostle. 

“Ye are all one in Christ Jesus.” (Galatians 3 28) Hence there should not be, and. in 

fact, cannot be, any permanent division in the body of Christ.
380

 

1919: A struggle between the elective elders and central counsel and direction 

By 1919 the elective elders in the Dublin congregation were actively resisting the 

counsel and direction coming from Jehovah’s organization. They resented anything 

that interfered with their control of the congregation. Their personal views and ideas 

became paramount. (Rom. 12:3) Although these elders read to the congregation the 

letters sent from the Society, they ignored any counsel or direction these offered. A 

few faithful ones in the congregation kept doing what they could in the way of 

distributing tracts as well as books like The Divine Plan of the Ages, but the majority 

had no desire to get involved in such work.
381

 

From a democracy to a theocracy 

The following analysis was written in 1955. As the reviews show, the change from democracy to 

“theocracy”, from bottom-up management to top-down control, was forced, not voted on. 

How else could a democratic society have become “theocratic” without having exercised its 

democratic rights and taken a vote on the change in operation? 

The germ of theocratic direction began in the fall of 1919 

In the advancing of the new witness work and the building of a more centralized 

organization … considerable resistance was encountered from unprogressive “elective 

elders” in the local congregations of Jehovah’s people. Many of these insisted on 

living in the past—in the time of Pastor Russell, who by them was claimed to be the 

sole channel of Scriptural enlightenment and whom they called “that servant” of 

Matthew 24:45. …  

Now that there was much new spiritual light being flashed from Jehovah’s heavenly 

temple these “elective elders” should not retard or prevent the local congregations 

from keeping abreast with the accelerating witness work. … Warning was given not 

to accept private interpretations and blindly follow self-styled leaders into darkness. 

Rather, all should keep together with the Society. … However, at this time the Society 

… did not extend its full jurisdiction over the ruling affairs of the local congregations. 

The germ of theocratic direction really began in the fall of 1919 with the launching of 

the work of “The Golden Age,” which new magazine was released in October, 1919. 

…  For the first time authority began to be taken from the democratically controlled 

congregations under their “elective elders,” to reside more directly under the 

Society’s international supervision. Thus there began a partial theocratic supervision 

by the Society of the congregation’s field service, operating alongside the body of 

“elective elders” who continued to control congregational studies and lectures in a 

democratic manner. 
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In 1921 the Society began to discourage the idea that some local “elective elders” 

were advancing to the effect that they comprised a local “board of directors” that 

could pursue independent democratic ways apart from the headquarters organization. 

An effort was made to define more clearly the relationship of the local elders to the 

congregation.
382

 

1927: Democracy does not exist in “Christendom” 

Democracy means a government of the people, for the people, and by the people. No 

such government now exists in what is called “Christendom”. On the contrary, in the 

land fraudulently called “Christendom” the government of the peoples is by the 

unholy alliance of “Big Business” and big politicians supported by big preachers, and 

in the interest of the unholy alliance and against the interests of the common people. 

The oppression does not stop there.
383

 

1927: IBSA is not a religious organization 

The International Bible Students Association is not religious organization. A religious 

organization is composed of men and women who observe certain forms and 

ceremonies in the acknowledgment of a supreme power. The International Bible 

Students Association is made up of a body of men and women who are Christians, 

fully consecrated to do the Lord’s will.
384

 

1929: Democracy can not bring order out of chaos, it brings men into bondage. 
One central government is needed 

Today many who have had faith in government by kings have witnessed its failure, 

and some turn with hope toward rule by democracy, believing that a supposed 

inherent common sense and self-interest would save the world; but it is as evident that 

the people, the democracy, can not, bring order out of chaos that monarchs and their 

abettors and sharers in the spoil failed to do so. The world at present is getting; some 

examples of rule by a dictator, as in Italy, or, in another form, in Russia. But no form 

of government devised by man shows any probability of doing more than affording 

some temporary help; and it is certain that every form of government and every 

attempt to remedy the matters of any nation produce irritation, and tend rather to bring 

men into bondage than to give them liberty, happiness and peace. 

The Scriptures show that it is Jehovah’s purpose to give the earth that which it surely 

needs, namely, a strong ruler who will suppress all opposition to righteousness, and 

who will be a ready helper along the upward road to moral rectitude and life to every 

man who yields obedience. Under his rule there will be one policy, one central 

government. There can be no warring factions, as between the nations; and the rule 

will be for the benefit of the people.
385

 

1938: The Society is not a democracy; the word “theocracy” made to mean “a 
rule of God” 

The following analysis was written in 1971. It shows that even after theocracy was gradually being 

enforced for almost 20 years, there was a need to state the position in 1938. The following shows 

that the Society amended the language (“in the twentieth century”) to make “theocracy” suit its 

political agenda. It is noteworthy that the Society lambasts other administration for “forcibly 

establishing” their forms of rule. 

The word Theocracy was coined to mean a “rule of God,” a government by the Most 

High God as Ruler, in contrast with a government “committed to a single person” (an 
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autocracy) and a government committed “to the people” (a democracy) and a 

government committed to the rich people (a plutocracy) and a government committed 

to many bureaus (a bureaucracy). 

The historian Josephus applied the term Theocracy to the government that was 

established by the legislator Moses at the command of God, who told Moses that His 

name was Jehovah (or Yahweh). 

In our twentieth century, however, the term Theocracy has been used in connection 

with the true Christian church or congregation, in these times when political 

democracies have increased and political communism has been forcibly established in 

many lands. 

Accordingly, the Christian congregation is a theocratic organization, governed by 

God the great Theocrat, Jehovah. In full recognition of this the issue of The 

Watchtower dated June 1, 1938, page 163, paragraph 1, said: 

“Jehovah’s organization is in no wise democratic. Jehovah is supreme, 

and his government or organization is strictly theocratic. This conclusion 

is not open to successful contradiction.”
386

 

1944: Congregations still erroneously electing “so-called ‘elders’, ‘deacons’, 
‘bishops’ 

Congregations have … fallen to the idea of independent local democratic rule of a 

congregation over its own affairs and have elected so-called “elders”, “deacons,” 

“bishops,” etc., to office by vote of all members of the congregation. This is contrary 

to Theocratic rule. 

Such rule takes note of a visible governing body under Jehovah God and his Christ, 

and it therefore lays upon such governing body the duty to make the appointments of 

special servants in the local congregations or companies of Jehovah’s faithful 

witnesses. The Theocratic organization is not ruled from any or all congregations 

upward as the source of power and authority, but from Jehovah, The Theocrat, down 

through his Head of the church Christ Jesus the King.
387

 

1944: Professing Christians fell away to religion, opposed Theocratic rule, and 
instead they came under hierarchic rule 

After the apostles and their close colaborers, such as Timothy and Titus, died, the 

Theocratic organization was lost sight of and the vast majority of the professing 

Christians fell away to religion. … As they got away from Theocratic rule, the 

nominal Christians came under hierarchic rule, which means that religious priests set 

themselves up as the governing body to rule all professors of Christianity. 

Such hierarchic rule reached its summit in the pope of Rome. The Roman Catholic 

Hierarchy are the leading ones among the religionists of all sects and cults that are 

bitter opponents of Theocratic rule and organization. They and their religious allies, 

Protestant and Jewish, fight against The Theocracy, which is Jehovah’s kingdom by 

Christ Jesus. Therefore they viciously oppose and persecute those who uphold The 

Theocracy and who follow Theocratic rule and organization, namely Jehovah’s 

witnesses.
388

 

The move from democracy 

“Elective elders” supervised congregational activities for many years. With the 

coming of 1932, however, a temporary change took place. Older members of the 

Brooklyn Bethel family still recall the meeting held on Wednesday evening, October 
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5, 1932, at Apollo Hall in Brooklyn. Some 300 members of the New York 

congregation then passed a resolution ending the electing of elders in New York city. 

(See The Watchtower of September 1, 1932, pages 265 and 266, as well as the issue 

of October 15, 1932, page 319.) Nearly all other congregations promptly stopped 

electing elders, passing similar resolutions. Thus the year 1932 witnessed the 

replacement of “elective elders” with a group of mature Christian men called a 

“service committee,” elected by the congregation to assist the local service director 

who had been appointed by the Watch Tower Society. 

Instituting the new arrangement in 1932 led to some problems, and certain individuals 

left the organization. However, the vast majority of the congregations and those 

associated with them accepted the organizational adjustment gratefully. 

OTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

For many years only brothers who were anointed followers of Jesus Christ filled 

positions of responsibility in the Christian congregation. But in 1937 there was a 

change. Writes Grant Suiter: “Organizationally we were assisted by the counsel of 

The Watchtower of May 1, 1937, to the effect that those who were of the Jonadab 

class [having earthly prospects] might be appointed to positions of service in the 

congregations. … The August 15 issue of The Watchtower pointed out that Jonadabs 

could serve on service committees and in other similar capacities in the companies 

[congregations].” According to The Watchtower, “Jonadabs” could become “company 

servants,” or presiding overseers, if qualified members of the anointed remnant were 

not available to serve. “We see how Jehovah was paving the way in preparation for 

the great increase that was yet to come in,” said Norman Larson, adding: “It certainly 

opened new horizons for those, like myself, who were of the earthly class.” 

In 1938 there was another significant organizational development. The Watchtower 

articles “Unity in Action” (May 15) and “Organization” (June 1 and 15) showed that 

authority to appoint overseers and their assistants did not rest with individual 

congregations. It was suggested that congregations throughout the world consider a 

resolution presented in The Watchtower, requesting that “The Society” organize the 

congregation for service and “appoint the various servants thereof,” that is, all those 

who would fill the positions of responsibility locally. (See The Watchtower for 1938, 

pages 169, 182, 183.) Most congregations adopted this resolution, and the few that did 

not soon lost their spiritual vision and the privileges they had in connection with 

Kingdom service.
389

 

Russell is “The Faithful and Wise Servant” 
Up to 1925, Rutherford wrote that Charles Russell was the “faithful and wise servant”. 

Practically all in present truth, if not all, we believe, concur in the thought that the 

“man … clothed with linen, with a writer’s inkhorn by his side” (Ezekiel 9:2) 

foreshadowed Brother Russell; that Brother Russell had a commission from the Lord 

to do certain work; and that he finished that work and reported the same. (Ezekiel 

9:11) It is another picture of “that servant”.
390

 

Truly that was the work the Lord did by and through his faithful and wise servant, 

Brother Russell.
391

 

The Lord came, and began to send out his message of truth to the people. He selected 

a faithful servant and made him wise unto the truth and put into the mind of that 

servant the pure food for the household of faith. Brother Russell was that favored 
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servant and he was faithful to his charge. He was greatly honoured of the Lord and he 

proved his faithfulness and devotion and showed a proper appreciation of that 

honor.
392

 

There is no mention of the “faithful and wise servant” in any Watch Tower of 1926, the closest being 

“faithful and true”, but this is applied to the ancient worthies and especially to Jesus
393

. 

In 1927, Rutherford continued applying the “Faithful and True” to Christians and especially to Jesus: 

The chief duty and obligation laid upon all true Christians now on earth is to be 

faithful and true witnesses of Jehovah. One of the titles given to the Lord Jesus for his 

service was “The Faithful and True Witness”. No greater honor can ever be conferred 

upon any man than to be called the faithful and true witness of the Lord. … Beloved 

in the Lord, now are ye the sons of God; and now also collectively, as members of the 

body of Christ, ye are the servant of God.
394

 

 “The Christ” is “The Faithful and Wise Servant” 
Then, in 1927, using the following reasoning, Rutherford deduced that the “Faithful and Wise 

Servant” is not an individual (that is, not Russell). Instead, it is a “class” that was examined years 

after Russell’s death in 1916. 

1. The “Parousia” refers to Christ’s invisible “Presence”, which took place in 1874: 

The proof is quite clear and convincing that the second presence of our 

Lord dates from 1874.
395

 

2. The Greek word “parousia”, meaning presence, is different to the Greek word 

“erchomai”, which means coming: 

The presence of the Lord, referred to in the beginning of Matthew 24th 

chapter, is from the Greek word parousia. But the word used with reference 

to his coming when he finds his Servant faithful and wise is from an entirely 

different word, to wit, erchomai, and means to arrive.
396

 

3. The Lord “came” (erchomai) in 1918: 

The Lord came to his temple in 1918.
397

 

4. Jesus’ words regarding his “coming” (erchomai) cannot refer to his “presence” 

(parousia) in 1874: 

“In such an hour as ye think not, the Son of man cometh [arrives]. Who then 

is a faithful and wise servant, whom his Lord hath made ruler … when he 

cometh [arrives] …”—Matt. 24: 42, 46. It does not seem reasonable to 

apply these verses to the time of the presence of the Lord in 1874.
398

 

5. No one was examined and approved in 1874. (Indeed, Russell did not come to believe 

that Christ’s Parousia had taken place in 1874 until a few short years later.) 

There was no one at that time who was specially examined and found 

approved and made ruler over all of the Lord’s goods. There was no one in 

1874 feeding the household of faith meat in due season.
399
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6. The “faithful and wise servant” was therefore “The Christ”, which means a class 

consisting of Jesus and his faithful anointed. 

The scriptures heretofore cited prove beyond a question of a doubt that 

God’s chosen Servant whom he approves and in whom he delights is The 

Christ; that the Christ consists of Jesus and the faithful members of his 

body; and that the Scriptures often speak of the body members as the Lord, 

because they are a part of the Lord. The inference must now be drawn that 

when the Lord comes to his temple he finds a faithful and wise Servant 

class.
400

 

In 1921, Rutherford published his book, The Harp of God. The reference to Russell’s analogy of a 

harp could be incidental. The subtitle of the 1921 book is: Proof Conclusive that Millions now 

Living will never Die, which he had coined in 1919. 

In 1928, Rutherford released an updated edition of Harp of God. This edition, now without the 

embarrassing subtitle, presents a most illuminating insight. At pages 237 to 240, Rutherford heaps 

Russell with praise upon praise, such as: 

“Charles Taze Russell, who afterwards became better known as Pastor Russell, was the greatest 

preacher of modern times” (Harp of God, page 238, 1921 edition) 

“Without a doubt Pastor Russell filed the office for which the Lord provided and about which he 

spoke, and was therefore that wise and faithful servant, ministering to the household of faith meat in 

due season”. (page 239) 

When Rutherford released the 1928 edition of Harp of God, he had removed every mention of 

Russell and his work. (see pages 240 to 248 of the 1928 edition of Harp of God.) An illuminating 

change. 

1930: The faithful and wise servant is not an individual 

When Jesus speaks of “a faithful and wise servant” he does not mean an individual, 

but means the members of his body collectively who are faithful and true.
401

 

1930: Some think the “faithful and wise servant” was one man, and no more 
truth has been revealed since Charles Russell died 

Prior to 1918 certain of the purposes of Jehovah unfolded and matured, and exactly on 

time. Some who had made a covenant with the Lord induced themselves to believe 

that the “faithful and wise servant” of Jehovah was one man, and they take an unwise 

course accordingly. In consequence they stumble into the error that no truth has been 

revealed by Jehovah to his people since 1916.
402

 

1934: Jonadabs are the “millions” class 

The time is now here for the instruction of the Jonadab or “millions” class, which 

mean one and the same thing.
403

 

Totalitarian religionists are intolerant 
1956: Totalitarian religious rule is at war with democratic individuality 

There are religious systems that are totalitarian in their rule. History shows one of the 

oldest of these to be the Roman Catholic religious system. By its spokesmen the claim 

is made that the salvation of all mankind rests upon the obedience of everybody to the 
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pope at Vatican City. Because it considers itself to be the only agency for human 

salvation, that religious system has undertaken the program of world conquest. … 

Where these totalitarian religionists are in the majority this use of force has resulted in 

the practice of intolerance; but where they are in the minority they call for toleration 

and plead for it and demand it. Just as soon as they get the upper hand, then they 

abuse their power and position and they themselves practice intolerance and all other 

methods to take away religious liberty from others. … 

The totalitarian system, therefore, has to be enforced by compulsion and is at war 

with all democratic individuality.
404

 

1956: Democratic rule has no mandate 

A system contrary to totalitarian rule is that of so-called “democracy. … Do the 

people generally want democracy? No, for not everything they see about it is good. … 

Democracy has been given no mandate to democratize this world. She must allow 

other people throughout the earth the freedom to choose their own local or national 

government. That is their right.
405

 

The Society calls itself a “theocracy”, a government ruled by God. The resected Merriam-Webster 

Dictionary defines theocracy as: 

1: government of a state by immediate divine guidance or by officials who are regarded as 

divinely guided  

2: a state governed by a theocracy.
406

 

Examples of theocratic countries:  

Iran, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Yemen, Afghanistan, United Arab Emirates, Pakistan, and 

Mauritania are Islamic theocracies. The Vatican City is the only Christian theocracy, 

although its laws are still limited to the secular laws of Italy. Most theocracies are usually 

authoritarian in nature and often jail religious and political dissidents.
407

 

Although it denounces “democracy”, the Watch Tower Society makes full use of the facilities and 

features that it provides. This includes its use of democracy’s legal system, where it argues for rights 

such as the right of assembly and free speech, while at the same time denying these rights to its own. 

The Governing Body is “The Faithful and Discreet Slave” 
2013: Restricting the “Faithful and Discreet Slave” to the organization’s 

Governing Body 

Until 2012, the “Faithful and Discreet Slave”, as it became known, consisted of the anointed on 

earth, with the Governing Body acting as its representative. In The Watchtower of July 2013, the 

Presidency having evolved into a Governing Body, announced that it was now the sole owner of the 

title: “Faithful and Discreet Slave”. 

Who, then, is the faithful and discreet slave? … That slave is made up of a small 

group of anointed brothers who are directly involved in preparing and dispensing 

spiritual food during Christ’s presence. Throughout the last days, the anointed 

brothers who make up the faithful slave have served together at headquarters. 

In recent decades, that slave has been closely identified with the Governing Body of 

Jehovah’s Witnesses. Note, however, that the word “slave” in Jesus’ illustration is 
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singular, indicating that this is a composite slave. The decisions of the Governing 

Body are thus made collectively.
408

 

2013: All anointed do not make up the faithful slave class 

Do all anointed ones on earth make up the faithful slave? No. The reality is that not 

all anointed ones have a role in dispensing spiritual food to fellow believers 

worldwide.
409

 

2013: In any case, there are women among the anointed 

The “faithful and discreet” slave’s role includes teaching, preaching, and managing. Since there are 

women who claim to be of the anointed, this shows that the title Faithful and Discreet Slave cannot 

be applied to any wider than the Governing Body: 

Sisters, although anointed, did not teach in the congregation.
410

 

Among the anointed are humble sisters, who would never try to assume the role of 

teachers in the congregation.
411

 

The Religious Order 

A religious order is a lineage of communities and organizations of people who live in some way set 

apart from society in accordance with their specific religious devotion, usually characterized by the 

principles of its founder’s religious practice. The order is composed of initiates (laity) and, in some 

traditions, ordained clergy. Religious orders exist in many of the world’s religions.
412

 

“The Society” is a collective name for the organization’s corporations 

A number of corporations are in use by Jehovah’s Witnesses. … “The Society” has been 

used as a collective term for these corporations. 

The oldest and most prominent of their corporation names, “Watch Tower Society”, has 

also been used synonymously with the religious organization of Jehovah’s Witnesses, 

even in their own literature. Particularly since 2000, Jehovah’s Witnesses have 

maintained a distinction between their corporations and their religious organization. 

Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of Pennsylvania is … the main legal entity used 

worldwide by Jehovah’s Witnesses, often referred to as “The Society”. … 

The society was founded in 1881 with William Henry Conley, a Pittsburgh businessman, 

as the first president and Charles Taze Russell as secretary-treasurer. The society was 

incorporated as Zion’s Watch Tower Tract Society in Pennsylvania on December 15, 

1884, with Russell as president. The corporation was officially renamed Watch Tower 

Bible and Tract Society in 1896; similar names had been in unofficial use since at least 

1892.
413
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Correspondence from The Religious Order of Jehovah’s Witnesses 

 

TO ALL SPECIAL FULL-TIME SERVANTS IN THE UNITED STATES 

Special full-time servants are known worldwide …  for living lives dedicated full time 

to supporting and spearheading the all-important Kingdom proclamation work and in 

caring for the needs of the congregation. … For some time now those serving in this 

manner have been known as members of the Order of Special Full-Time Servants (the 

“Order”). … 

Our religious order was recently incorporated as a separate legal entity in the United 

States. The name of the corporation is the Religious Order of Jehovah’s Witnesses 

and the name that will be used for the order is Order of Special Full-Time Servants of 

Jehovah’s Witnesses. Because of the formation of this new legal entity and for several 

other reasons, the Governing Body has directed that everyone currently in the Order 

should take and sign a revised Vow of Obedience and Poverty (“Vow”). … Doing so 

demonstrates willingness on the part of every member of the Order to serve under the 

direction of the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses. …  

Signing the enclosed Vow demonstrates that members of the Order are committed to 

live simple, nonmaterialistic lives of service to Jehovah and our brothers. … 

All in the Order, members of the worldwide Bethel family, missionaries, special 

pioneers, traveling overseers and their wives, Assembly Hall overseers and their 

wives, international servants, and Kingdom Hall construction servants, are subject to 

the provisions set forth in the Vow. … 

A religious order is an arrangement to accomplish a common religious, rather than 

profit-motivated, goal. Members of the order agree to work toward its 

accomplishment, often under a segregated arrangement. In the case of members of the 

Order of Special Full-Time Servants of Jehovah’s Witnesses, membership 

requirements include a whole-souled desire to devote all of one’s energies to the 

advancement of Kingdom interests, following the principles set out in God’s Word, 

the Bible, and the directions of the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses. All live 

in unity of religious purpose and adhere to a common set of rules. … 

It means that those in special fulltime service have formally entered into an 

arrangement in which they agree to expend their fulltime efforts toward the 

advancement of a religious goal. It also means that they are doing so without any 

expectation of being paid, as one would be in a secular setting: Members can enter 

into this arrangement because the Order sees to it that each member’s basic 

necessities of life are cared for. Although the term “poverty” is used in the Vow, this 

does not mean that the Governing Body is asking you to relinquish ownership in 

property that you now possess or that you may acquire in the future. Rather, this 

expression means that you agree to forego the expectation of being paid for your 

endeavors while serving in the Order and that you also agree to not seek gainful 

employment while serving in the Order. 
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Ordained ministers … of the Worldwide Order 

2013 Yearbook: Worldwide, a total of 21,612 ordained ministers staff the branch 

facilities. All are members of the Worldwide Order of Special Full-Time Servants of 

Jehovah’s Witnesses.
414

 

2014 Yearbook: Worldwide, a total of 22,719 ordained ministers staff the branch 

facilities. All are members of the Worldwide Order of Special Full-Time Servants of 

Jehovah’s Witnesses.
415

 

2015 Yearbook: Worldwide, a total of 24,711 ordained ministers staff the branch 

facilities. All are members of the Worldwide Order of Special Full-Time Servants of 

Jehovah’s Witnesses.
416

 

“Religious Order” members not necessarily “anointed” 

Year Anointed Religious Order Source 

2012 12,604 21,612 2013 Year Book 

2013 13,204 22,719 2014 Year Book 

2014 14,121 24,711 2015 Year Book 
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The WTS seeks the benefits of the democratic society 

Ironically, the Watchtower Society is never backward in using the institutions set up by democracies 

whenever it seeks democratic freedoms for its people, such as freedom of assembly and freedom of 

speech, while at the same time it denies these democratic rights to its own followers. Imagine what 

would happen should the organization discover that a Jehovah’s witness had actually witnessed a 

non-Watch Tower religious ceremony! 

The “democracy” that is so forcibly rejected 

The word ‘democracy’ has its origins in the Greek language. It combines two shorter 

words: ‘demos’ meaning whole citizen living within a particular city-state and 

‘kratos’ meaning power or rule. It is generally agreed that liberal democracies are 

based on four main principles: 

 A belief in the individual. … 

 A belief in reason and progress. … 

 A belief in a society that is consensual: based on a desire for order and co-

operation not disorder and conflict; 

 A belief in shared power: based on a suspicion of concentrated power (whether 

by individuals, groups or governments).  

A liberal democracy (that is, one that champions the development and well-being of 

the individual) is organised in such a way as to define and limit power so as to 

promote legitimate government within a framework of justice and freedom. There 

are four critical elements to the framework: 

 legitimacy; 

 justice; 

 freedom; and 

 power.
417

 

The fact that Rutherford found it necessary to declare that the organization had become a 

“theocracy”, and that the historical moment is reflected on by the Society, shows that this was a 

significant change from the past. The fact that Rutherford had to specifically argue against it being a 

“democracy” indicates the organization’s prior arrangement. His experiences of the election in 1919 

while he was in prison left its scar, one that continued throughout his life and a date that continues to 

be focused on by the Watch Tower Society. 
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LANGUAGE 

Language conveys a message only when the meaning of the words is shared by the deliverer and the 

recipient. But when a word has a different meaning for each person, then the recipient cannot 

recognise the message, even though the same word is being used. It is as if they are communicating 

in different languages. 

For those who partake of the new meanings, the language becomes a means of identification within 

the community; a secret, mystery language of bonding, of identifying who is “in”, who is “new”, and 

who is “out”. 

The following few examples are provided as sample illustrations. 

Redefining the meaning of words 
1887, 1888: Imposing the new language on to the text of Scripture 

 “The loaf which we break, is it not the communion of the body of Christ [the “little 

flock,” the Church, of which our Lord is the head]? the cup of blessing which we 

bless, is it not the communion of the blood of Christ [the entire anointed company]? 

For we, though many, [members] are one loaf and one body, for we are all partakers 

of that one loaf.”—1 Cor. 10:15-17.
418

 

1914: “New heavens” and “New earth” defined 

The new heavens, the new ecclesiastical ruling power, will be the church of the future 

in glory, the bride of Christ, enthroned with him. The new earth will be the new order 
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of things on the earth, which will be in the hands of the ancient worthies, “whom the 

Lord will make princes in all the earth,” when his kingdom shall be fully 

established.
419

 

1919: The new vocabulary 

St John saw the incoming of the Golden Age, and sublimely described it thus: “And I 

saw a new heaven [invisible ruling power of the Christ] and a new earth [new 

organized society on earth]: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away 

[the old order of things perished] and there was no more sea [no more radical, 

anarchistic element]. And I John saw the holy city [symbolic of Messiah’s kingdom], 

the new Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride 

adorned for her husband [thus describing the righteous kingdom of the Lord, the 

Messiah taking possession of the things of earth]. And I heard a great voice out of 

heaven saying, Behold the tabernacle [dwelling place] of God is with men [on earth, 

not in heaven] and he will dwell with them and they shall be his people, and God 

himself shall be with them, and be their God.—Revelation 21: 1-5.
420

 

 

1963: Dictionary-style definitions 

In 1963, The Watchtower magazine defined some key terms. But in doing so, it introduced an 

inconsistency  

1963: Usually, “the kingdom” relates to the 144,001; and it can also be 
referring to Jesus alone 

Recent articles in The Watchtower clarify that the 144,000 is the administration, whereas the term 

kingdom refers to Jesus’ government over several elements. 

Usually “the kingdom” in such expressions as “the kingdom of the heavens” has 

reference to Jesus Christ and those called from earth to heavenly life with him, or the 

complete 144,001 who are commissioned as kings. However, Jesus used the same 

designation to apply in a restricted or limited sense in connection with him alone.
421

 

1963: “New heavens” means the 144,001 

Another term that clearly applies to both Jesus and his body members, or the 144,001 

together, as the heavenly ruling body appointed by God, is “new heavens.”
422
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“New heavens,” always take in the composite number of the 144,001, Christ Jesus 

and his body.
423

 

1963: “Temple” means the 144,001 

“Temple” is also used in a symbolic sense to include Jesus Christ and his body 

members, or the 144,001.
424

 

1963: “Royal priesthood” means the 144,001 

Also referring to the 144,001 collectively are the terms “royal priesthood” and “holy 

nation,”
425

 

1963: “The Christ” does not include the members of Christ’s body 

Having just listed a series terms that must be seen as meaning “the 144,001”, the Watchtower article 

continues by addressing the expression, “The Christ”. 

This expression “The Christ” had been used by the WTS for almost 100 years to describe the 

combination of Jesus (the Head) along with the anointed Christians (the Body). 

In this article, the Society declared that the term “The Christ” does not include “Christ’s body”, the 

144,000. Significantly, the Society heavily promotes the “anointed”, which is the English meaning 

of the word “christ”. Hence with its repeated references to “The Anointed”, the Society is using the 

English of “The Christ”. 

What about the expressions “the Christ” and “Christ”? Does the use of the article with 

“Christ” designate something different from when no article is used? Might it be that, 

whereas the term “Christ” refers to Jesus Christ alone, the term “the Christ” could 

also include the 144,000 members of his body? Do the Scriptures support this thought 

or distinction? 

No, they do not. … There are many scriptures that distinguish between “the Christ” 

and the members of his body. 

The expression “the Christ” of itself at no time includes the members of Christ’s 

body. So the title “Christ,” with or without the definite article, refers to Jesus 

Christ.
426

 

The fact that Christians are said to be “in union with Christ” does not mean that they 

can be spoken of as “the Christ.”
427

 

How, then, are we to understand 1 Corinthians 12:12? … Does not the term “the 

Christ” in this instance include the body members? No, apparently not.
428

 

1971: The word “theocracy” redefined 

The following says that “theocracy” was “coined” (a new meaning struck?) to refer to the “Christian 

church or congregation”, which means that with the term “theocracy” The Watch Tower Society is 

referring to the “anointed”? How can that be if theos (God) is not involved in “theocracy”? 

The word Theocracy was coined to mean a “rule of God,” a government by the Most 

High God as Ruler, in contrast with a government “committed to a single person” (an 

autocracy) and a government committed “to the people” (a democracy) and a 
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government committed to the rich people (a plutocracy) and a government committed 

to many bureaus (a bureaucracy). 

The historian Josephus applied the term Theocracy to the government that was 

established by the legislator Moses at the command of God, who told Moses that His 

name was Jehovah (or Yahweh). 

In our twentieth century, however, the term Theocracy has been used in connection 

with the true Christian church or congregation.
 429

 

2006: The “administration” is only part of the “government” 

The Society differentiates between the “administration” and the “government” The former term 

refers to the 144,000 co-rulers while the term “government” refers to God’s Kingdom, which is run 

by Jesus Christ. This illustrates the importance of understanding the ideas attached to words. 

By redefining terms in light of its pre-existing theology, the Watch Tower Society imposes its 

prejudices upon Scripture, while the uninformed does not recognise what is being understood by a 

Jehovah’s Witness. 

Paul wrote: “He made known to us the sacred secret of his will. … an administration 

at the full limit of the appointed times.” ….” It refers, not to a government, such as the 

Messianic Kingdom, but to a way of managing things.
430

 

This difference is shown in the illustration at page 26 of God’s Kingdom Rules! (2014) 

2006: “New heavens” means the governing authority. The 144,000 anointed are 
gathered “in the Christ” to rule 

The “new heavens” here promised refer to the new governing authority, the Messianic 

Kingdom. “The things in the heavens” mentioned by Paul in his letter to the 

Ephesians are to be gathered “in the Christ.” They are the limited number of humans 

chosen to rule with Christ in the heavens. (1 Peter 1:3, 4) These 144,000 anointed 

Christians.
431

 

Unfortunate language 

The manner in which the Watch Tower Society amalgamates unrelated elements produces unfortunate 

terms such as: “wifelike body of kings and priests”
432

 and unscriptural terms such as “144,000 

anointed”
433

 

“Generation” 

The ways that The Watch Tower Society has used the expression “this generation” has attracted 

widespread comment and criticism. 

It might have been that the writers of Jesus’ words simply meant exactly what they wrote: just as the 

Watch Tower Society expects the divine intervention to be imminent, so did the writers of those 

words. They expected an imminent “coming”. It might be that they were referring to the generation 

of Jews. 

Regardless of the exegesis or eisegesis, in its need to manage the length of time from its key date of 

1914, the Watch Tower Society has had to mangle the language by saying that “this generation” 

actually means “two generations” that overlap. How much longer can this second generation of “this 

generation keep the Watch Tower Society in business? 
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“This generation” means “two generations”
434
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PALESTINE 

Russell, the Zionist Christian 

Russell was such a strong advocate for Zionism that the organization was named Zion’s Watch 

Tower Tract Society while the magazine was named Zion’s Watch Tower. 

1876: In 1914, Jerusalem shall be delivered forever 

In A.D. 1914; when Jerusalem shall be delivered forever, and the Jew say of the 

Deliverer, “Lo, this is our God, we have waited for Him and he will save us.”
 435

 

1879: Fleshly Israel will be the chief nation 

Scripture teaches that in the Millennial age fleshly Israel will be the chief nation, “The 

joy of the whole earth.”
436

 

1879: Return of the Jews to Palestine and their recognition of the Messiah 

Here are a number of events—The “Time of trouble such as was not since there was a 

nation,” &c.; The return of the Jews to Palestine and the reorganization of the Jewish 

nation though not independent; The gathering of great wealth to Jerusalem which 

tempts the hordes of Gog, Togarmah and many peoples to go up “to take a spoil;” 

“The battle of the great day of God Almighty” fought at Jerusalem; The partial 

success of the invaders and in the hour of darkness to the Jew the power of Messiah 

manifested in some way effecting their deliverance; Their recognition of the long 

waited for Messiah and the cry, “Lo, this is our God, we have waited for Him and He 
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will save us;” Then their recognition of Him as the one whom they had once rejected, 

and as they look upon Him “whom they have pierced”. God will “pour upon them the 

spirit of grace and supplication” and they shall mourn for their sin, and be accepted 

again into fellowship with God. Thus in its close it is “The day of Jacob’s trouble but 

he (Israel) shalt be delivered out of it.” These events we expect in about the order 

mentioned. As most of our readers are aware, we believe that the Word of God 

furnishes us with indubitable proof that we are now living in this “Day of the Lord”; 

that it began in 1873, and is a day of forty years duration as was “the day of 

temptation in the wilderness,” when Israel proved God and saw His works forty 

years.” And it is astonishing how very rapidly these things once looked at as absurd 

and impossible are becoming realities.
437

 

1880: We will be “changed” before the Jews are restored 

We believe that fleshly Israel will, in the near future, be recognized as the chief nation 

of earth. … Nor have we any objection to its being seen that some of the prophecies 

will have a very literal fulfillment in them, but we do object to the ignoring of our 

birthright in Christ, and the statement that it is through fleshly Israel only that the 

promise made to Abraham shall be fulfilled. …  

The great and glorious part of it belongs to “the seed which is Christ,” … When the 

spiritual children of Abraham are all selected from the world and glorified, then in 

their “blessing all families” we understand prophecy to teach that fleshly Israel will 

be the principal instrument through which the blessing will flow. 

We watch the Jews because in their preparations we see that God is making ready the 

instrument. Before their restoration is complete we expect to be “changed” and made 

“like unto Christ’s glorious body”—or, in a word, that “The Kingdom of God” will be 

set up (organized). …Yes, our redemption precedes theirs.
438

 

1880: Restoration of literal Israel is the subject of prophecies 

Bible students of the past, as well as those of the present day, have noticed that the 

dispersion, and ultimate restoration of the Jewish nation—literal Israel—is the subject 

of considerable portions of both Old and New Testament prophecies. … As has been 

many times shown, the times of the Gentiles last about thirty-five years from the 

spring of 1880; and the return of the Jews to Palestine is rapidly becoming an 

indisputable fact. … So we might quote largely from Is., Jer., Ezek., Amos., Zeph., 

Zech., and other prophets showing that the children of Israel will return to their own 

land. … The apology for presenting this subject, is, that the return of the Jews, and the 

time of trouble are becoming apparent facts; and it is believed that the two facts will 

be the means, in the next 35 years, of the conversion of the 144,000 Jews, and the 

great multitude of all nations, who will come up out of or after the great tribulation.
439

 

1882: The prophecies are clear that the Jews are to repossess Palestine 

The following is extracted from a letter in an English paper by Mr. Charles Reade, the 

well-known novelist, whose remarkable conversion occurred last year: “The Jewish 

nation, though under a cloud, will eventually resume their ancient territory, which is 

so evidently kept waiting for them. The prophecies are clear as day on two points: 

That the Jews are to repossess Palestine, and, indeed, to rule from Lebanon to 

Euphrates; and that this event is to be the first of a great series of changes leading to a 

vast improvement  in the condition of poor, suffering mankind and of creation in 

general.
440
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Prophetic expectations for the Jews were fulfilled 

1914: Jews are no longer downtrodden 

Gradually the Jewish people have been emerging from their down-trodden 

condition—persecuted for eighteen centuries. The time is here when the message has 

been and is still being delivered to them, as recorded in Isaiah 40:1, 2: “Comfort ye, 

comfort ye my people, saith your God. Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry 

unto her, that her warfare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned; for she hath 

received of the Lord’s hand double for all her sins.–Isaiah 40:1, 2. This prophecy was 

fulfilled, as pointed out in the STUDIES IN THE SCRIPTURES, in the year 1878; 

and ever since that time, the star of Judaism has been rising; the Jews have become 

more prosperous ever since, as they themselves realize. Nowhere have they been so 

prosperous as in these United States, where they have received their greatest blessing; 

while in Russia and Germany they have been persecuted to some extent, but not in the 

same degree as formerly. 

JERUSALEM NO LONGER DOWNTRODDEN 

The treading down of the Jews has stopped. All over the world the Jews are now 

free—even in Russia. On September 5, the Czar of Russia issued a proclamation to all 

the Jews of the Russian Empire; and this was before the times of the Gentiles had 

expired. It stated that the Jews might have access to the highest rank in the Russian 

army, and that the Jewish religion was to have the same freedom as any other religion 

in Russia. Where are the Jews being trodden down now? Where are they being 

subjected to scorn? At present they are receiving no persecution whatever. We believe 

that the treading down of Jerusalem has ceased, because the time for the Gentiles to 

tread down Israel has ended.
441

 

1914: The Gentile Times have ended, so the Jews may possess Palestine 

Gradually the Jewish people have been emerging from their downtrodden condition—

persecuted for eighteen centuries. The time is here when the message has been and is 

still being delivered to them, as recorded in Isaiah 40:1, 2: “Comfort ye, comfort ye 

my people, saith your God. Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her, that 

her warfare is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned; for she hath received of the 

Lord’s hand double for all her sins.” 

This prophecy was fulfilled, as pointed out in the STUDIES IN ThE SCRIPTURES, 

in the year 1878; and ever since that time, the star of Judaism has been rising; the 

Jews have become more prosperous ever since, as they themselves realize. Nowhere 

have they been so prosperous as in these United States, where they have received their 

greatest blessing; while in Russia and Germany they have been persecuted to some 

extent, but not in the same degree as formerly. 

JERUSALEM NO LONGER DOWNTRODDEN 
The treading down of the Jews has stopped. All over the world the Jews are now 

free—even in Russia. On September 5, the Czar of Russia issued a proclamation to all 

the Jews of the Russian Empire; and this was before the times of the Gentiles had 

expired. It stated that the Jews might have access to the highest rank in the Russian 

army, and that the Jewish religion was to have the same freedom as any other religion 

in Russia. Where are the Jews being trodden down now? Where are they being 

subjected to scorn? At present they are receiving no persecution whatever. We believe 

that the treading down of Jerusalem has ceased, because the time for the Gentiles to 

tread down Israel has ended. 

As to a government in Palestine, the Jews have just as much of a government as any 

other people there. Nominally, the Turkish government has the rule. When we have 
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the opportunity, we intend to call the attention of our Jewish friends to the fact that 

the time of their disfavor and the times of the Gentiles have expired, and that they 

may re-establish their kingdom in Palestine; for there is nothing now that intervenes. 

Some years ago, we called their attention to the fact that the Gentile times were fast 

closing; and the message, by the way, went all over the various countries of the world 

where Jews live, it having been printed in the Yiddish and the German languages. 

That Message has carried peace to them, telling about their restoration and pointing 

out to them this very time. Now we are able to tell them that the Gentile Times have 

expired and that they may go up and take possession of the land. We do not know 

how soon they will take possession. According to their faith it will be unto them. A 

proper conception of the divine plan and arrangements shows that now is the time for 

the Jews to get the land of Palestine from the Turkish government. 

… The Turks realize that if they lose in the present war, they would lose Palestine; in 

this favorable time the sale of that country would be of some value to them. There is 

nothing in our Lord ‘s statement, “Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles 

until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled,” that would militate against this thought. 

On the other hands everything is in its favor; for the treading down of the Jews has 

ceased. Now it is merely for them to go up and possess their land.
442

 

Support continued for the Jews’ return to Palestine 

1919: Jews’ return to Palestine marked Jesus’ Presence and the end of the 
world 

To better understand the situation that Russell and then Rutherford were responding to, read the 

story of events at that time, such as is provided at: 

http://www.zionism-israel.com/zionism_history.htm  

 

 

The 1920 mandate for Palestine 

 

[Jehovah] would bring [Israel] back into Palestine and again show them favor. Their 

returning to Palestine, Jesus mentioned, would mark the time of his presence and the 

end of the world. … Accordingly, in 1878 favor began to return to the Jews and was 

marked progressively by the advance of Zionism and Jews returning to Palestine, until 

the end of forty years, to wit, in the spring of 1918, when a distinct event happened. 

… The Allied armies under General Allenby had wrested the possession of Palestine 

for the purpose of establishing in Palestine a separate and distinct nation for the 

Jews.
443
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1920: The promises involve literal and physical restitution for the land of 
Palestine 

The ancient worthies and those believing Jews will coöperate with them are to share 

in this building work. … These promises involve literal and physical restitution for 

the land of Palestine. … That the building is by divine authority is shown by the 

words addressed, more particularly to Israel after the flesh [Ezekiel 36:33-36 quoted]. 

… In writing to the Romans [Paul] said: “And so all [fleshly] Israel shall be saved: as 

it is written, there shall come out of Zion a deliverer.” … This great Deliverer Class 

has been in process first of development then of birth throughout this gospel age. The 

Head was born more than eighteen centuries ago; and now the body is being brought 

to the birth in the first resurrection. When the body is complete, all the members 

thereof shall be established with Jesus, their Head, on Mount Zion.
444

 

1922: The Jews returned in 1918 and the prophecy is fulfilled 

Bible chronology shows that the favor would begin to return to the Jews in 1878 and 

would reach a climax forty years thereafter. Exactly on time the Berlin Congress in 

1878 opened for Jews rights in Palestine they had not enjoyed for more than eighteen 

centuries; and exactly forty year later, to wit, in 1918, the Jews under the direction of 

the British empire, began to build their government in their homeland, Palestine. The 

Jews have returned, and this prophecy is fulfilled. When a prophecy is fulfilled, that 

should be sufficient proof that the prophets were right in their prediction and that see 

have reached the time foretold by them.
445

 

1925: Time is due for God’s favor to the Jew 

The world has ended, that the new order of things is here, that the time is due for 

God’s favor to the Jew, and shortly thereafter the blessings to all the nations of the 

earth.
446

 

1925: No Christian desires to proselyte Jews 

The persistent effort to proselyte the Jew has served to drive the Jew away from the 

Bible. No Christian who really understands the Bible has any desire to proselyte.
447

 

1925: The present activities in Palestine are fulfilment of prophecy 

Can any Jew who is familiar with the history of his people, and particularly with 

God’s dealing with that people, have any doubt about what the present activities in 

Palestine mean? The return of the Jews to that land, the building of houses and roads 

and waterways, planting vineyards and trees, and otherwise improving the land, is but 

in fulfillment of prophecy.
448

 

1925: God arranged that 206 delegates would form the Zionist organization 

The Lord raised up Theodor Herzl a Jew who loved his people and who was glad to 

serve them. Mr. Herzl said: “The miseries of the Jews was the propelling force that 

induced the formation of the scheme of Zionism.” It was this noise and shaking of 

persecution and agitation that caused the bones, to wit, the Jews, to come together and 

form the skeleton organization looking to their return to Palestine and to the 

rebuilding of their homeland. A human skeleton is made up of 206 bones. Zionism 

was organized into a body at Basel, Switzerland, in 1897; and in that congress which 

perfected the organization there were exactly 206 delegates, the same number of 

bones that go to form the human body. That was not merely an accident but a physical 
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fact prearranged by the Lord, showing how God looks after the minutest things 

relative to the recovery of the Jews in bringing them back to himself.
449

 

1925: When God brings back Israel, he will make a new covenant with all Jews 

God has promised that when he brings back Israel into her own land he will make 

with Israel and with Judah, thus joining all the Jews in one, a new covenant. This 

should forever settle in the negative the question as to whether the Anglo-Saxons are 

the chosen people of God. It is with the house of Judah and the house of Israel, that is 

to say, with those who are Jews because of being natural descendants of Israel and 

Judah, and who have faith in the promises which God made, to the effect that through 

the house of Judah should the great Deliverer come-these are the ones with whom 

God will make the covenant.
450

 

1925: Abraham will be established as a mighty one in the land of Palestine 

Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David and the prophets will be brought forth and be made 

leaders of the people. We may expect their return soon, because the favor of God has 

begun to return to Israel. … The fact that God made promise to Abraham that he 

would give to him the land of Palestine is certain that in due time he shall fully 

establish him in that land and make him a mighty one in the earth.
451

 

1926: “Jerusalem” undoubtedly refers to the Jewish people 

“And Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles 

be fulfilled.” (Luke 21: 24) “Jerusalem” here undoubtedly refers to the Jewish people, 

because the text distinguishes them from the Gentiles.
452

 

1927: The Jews’ return marks beginning of the new earth 

The return of the Jews to Palestine marks the beginning of the new earth.
453

 

1927: Jews rebuilding Palestine is proof of the Lord’s presence 

In the spring of the year 1918, the Jews began to rebuild Palestine; and now it is a 

commonly known fact that thousands of Jews have returned to Palestine and they are 

buying the land and building houses and otherwise improving the country exactly as 

the Lord foretold. This is another physical fact or circumstantial proof of the Lord’s 

presence at the end of the world.
454

 

1927: Jews return to Palestine is testimony that the end of the evil world has 
begun 

A TESTIMONY to the Rulers of the World: The International Bible Students 

Association in general convention assembled declare … this testimony to the 

governing powers of the world. … [FOURTH] That beginning with 1914 divine 

prophecy in the course of fulfilment gave testimony that the end of the evil world had 

begun in this, to wit, the World War, famine, pestilence, earthquakes, revolutions, the 

return of the Jews to Palestine. …
455
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The Jews’ return fulfilled prophecy 

1927: Return of Jews to Palestine is one sign that marks 1914 

That world ended with 1914, and according to the Lord’s prophecy was marked by 

the World War, famine, pestilence, revolutions, return of the Jews to Palestine, and by 

general distress and perplexity now existing on earth.
456

 

1927: Return of Jews to Palestine a fulfilment of prophecy 

The end of the Gentile times. Jesus pointed out that that day should be indicated by a 

World War, famine, pestilence, revolutions, return of Jews to Palestine, and distress 

of nations. These prophecies began to have their fulfilment in1914.
457

 

1927: Rutherford is a vigorous supporter of Jews’ claim to Palestine 

JUDGE RUTHERFORD, known throughout the world as a friend of the Hebrew 

people, is vigorously supporting the claim of the Jews to the Holy Land. He is 

opposed to proselyting the Jews, holding that such is not only wrong but contrary to 

the Scriptures. His lectures to large audiences, which have been broadcast throughout 

the world, on “JEWS RETURNING TO PALESTINE”, have created an intense 

interest. … This volume … is the first unbiased presentation of the subject from the 

Scriptural viewpoint published.
458

 

1928: The Jews are rebuilding Palestine, which is a strong sign or proof 

As a further sign or evidence, Jesus said the Jews would be trodden down until the 

Gentile Times should end and then God’s favor would begin to bring them back into 

their homeland. Every one knows that it was in 1918 that the movement to reestablish 

the Jews in Palestine took on a great impetus. The Jews are rebuilding Palestine. This 

is a strong sign or proof.
459

 

1929: The regathering of the Jew to Palestine marks the end of the Gentile 
times and of the world 

By his prophet Jehovah foretold the end of the Gentile times, the end of the world, 

and the beginning of the reign of Christ, and stated that it would be marked by the 

World War, quickly followed by famines, pestilences, distress of nations, the 

regathering of the Jew to Palestine, and the federation of the organizations of 

Christendom.
460

 

1930: The return of the Jews to Palestine fulfils prophecy 

Beginning with 1914 divine prophecy in the course of fulfilment gave testimony that 

the end of the evil world had begun in this, to wit, the World War, famine, pestilence, 

earthquakes, revolutions, the return of the Jews to Palestine.
461

 

Reference to the Jews’ return wanes 

1931: Proof of 1914 omits reference to the return of the Jews 
(The year – 1931 – when the name “Jehovah’s witnesses” was introduced.) 

By the events of the World War, famine, and pestilences, and great distress that befell 

the nations during and after 1914, the second coming of Christ and his kingdom are 

clearly proven.
462
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1931: God’s Word does not necessarily mean the Jews will be brought back to 
Palestine 

The Israelites will be ashamed of their wickedness before the Lord, and those of 

Christendom will also bear their shame. The shame of both Israel and Christendom 

will be greater than that of Sodom and Samaria. Nor does God’s Word necessarily 

mean that the Jews will be brought back to the land of Palestine.
463

 

Jews’ return to Palestine is not prophetic fulfilment 

1932: Jehovah is not speaking concerning the Jews in Palestine 

“THE HOLY LAND” 

It has been thought
464

 that Jehovah is speaking concerning the Jews in Palestine when 

he says: “Thus saith the Lord God, When I shall have gathered the house of Israel 

from the people among whom they are scattered, and shall be sanctified in them in the 

sight of the heathen, then shall they dwell in their land that I have given to my servant 

Jacob.” ([Ezekiel] 28: 25) This is not the correct conclusion. The Jews that are now 

gathered to Palestine are not there to the glory of God, because they are gathered in 

unbelief and they do not believe or serve God. The reference in this last-quoted 

scripture is to God’s anointed remnant.
465

 

1932: The “servant” class is in the holy land condition 

The birthright has been taken from Esau and given to this “servant” class, and they 

are God’s servants. They are therefore “in the holy land” or condition rather than in 

the literal land of Palestine, which is now under the control of the seventh world 

power.
466

 

1932: Prophecy fulfilled on Jehovah’s faithful people, not upon Palestine 

“The mountains of Israel” must also have a spiritual application and that the prophecy 

concerning the same is fulfilled upon Jehovah’s faithful people and not upon the land 

of Palestine.
467

 

1932: Complete fulfilment is not upon the literal land of Palestine 

There was a partial fulfilment of [Ezekiel 36:6] upon Palestine in the days of Ezekiel 

and Nehemiah. The complete fulfilment could not apply to the literal land of 

Palestine. The Jews were evicted from Palestine and ‘their house left unto them 

desolate’ because they rejected Christ Jesus, the beloved and anointed King of 

Jehovah. To this day the Jews have not repented of this wrongful act committed by 

their forefathers. Many of them have been returned to the land of Palestine, but they 

have been induced to go there because of selfishness and for sentimental reasons. 

During the long period elapsing from the time of their expulsion to the present day the 

Jews have not “borne the shame of the heathen” for Jehovah’s sake, nor for the name 

of Christ. During all this period of time, and particularly during the World War, the 

true followers of Christ Jesus devoted to God, and to his kingdom, have been bearing 

the shame of the heathen and have been hated by all the nations for Christ’s sake and 

for the sake of Jehovah’s name. In contrast to this, during the World War the Jews 

received recognition of the heathen nations. 

In 1917, the Balfour Declaration, sponsored by the heathen governments of Satan’s 

organization, came forth, recognized the Jews, and bestowed upon them great favors. 
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In this the seventh world power took the lead. Now Big Business and other wings of 

Satan’s organization place the Jews alongside of and in the same category as the 

Gentiles. 

Heretofore even God’s people have overlooked the fact that the affairs of God’s 

kingdom with reference to the things of earth are of far greater importance than the 

rehabilitation of that little strip of land on the eastern side of the Mediterranean sea. 

The Jews have received more attention at their hands than they have really deserved. 

Therefore this prophecy must have its chief fulfilment upon the true people of God’s 

kingdom which are now on the earth.
468

 

1932: More wonderful work than bringing the Jews back to Palestine 

The work in behalf of “desolate places’’, the “prisoner” or “great multitude” class, is 

progressing and the name of Jehovah is being made known to the “prisoner” class. 

This is far more noteworthy and of far greater importance and is a more wonderful 

work than the bringing of the Jews back to the land of Palestine. Why should God 

give any attention to the Jews who continue to defame his name?
 469

 

1932: Return of the Jews does not vindicate the name of Jehovah God 

Does the returning of the natural descendants of Israel to the land of Palestine 

vindicate the name of Jehovah God? It certainly does not.
470

 

1932: Primary application is to God’s anointed, not to natural Israel 

When the Jews are actually restored to Palestine and then obey God and fully accept 

Christ as their Redeemer, and then walk in the way of righteousness, then these texts 

would have an application to natural Israel, but the primary application of these texts 

clearly is to God’s anointed people which people were foreshadowed by Israel or 

Jacob.
471

 

1932: Chief application of prophecy is to the spirit-begotten ones and the 
“great multitude” 

Heretofore this prophecy has been made to apply exclusively to the people of fleshly 

Israel brought into the land of Palestine. It now seems quite certain that such 

application, if correct, is but a secondary fulfilment of the prophecy. The chief 

fulfilment of this prophecy must be upon spiritual Israel, that is, the spirit-begotten 

ones including the remnant and the ‘‘great multitude”.
472

 

1934: Abraham and his descendants will not inherit the earth 

There is no Scriptural reason to conclude that the man Abraham and his descendants 

will inherit the earth. God’s promise to Abraham was fulfilled in miniature and in a 

typical manner, but the greater fulfilment is to those of Jehovah’s organization.
473

 

Nor is there any Scriptural reason to conclude that Abraham and the other faithful 

men of old shall ever be changed from human to spirit creatures, as was once thought. 

Their position, as the Scriptures clearly show, will be that of “princes in all the earth”, 

that is to say, the visible governors of earth, the direct representatives of Christ to 

whom God has given the earth as his inheritance, and as such princes they will rule 

under Christ and rule in righteousness.
474
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1955: “Back to Palestine” Zionist movement was by the spirit of Jehovah’s 
archfoe, Satan 

Restoration of genuine worship of the living God in 1919 did not mean gathering 

together throngs of native or natural “orthodox” Jews in a so-called “Holy Land” 

(Palestine) under the slogan of “Zionism.” Indeed, such a long-expected and 

popularly heralded event the earnest students of the Bible came to understand by 1932 

as being not Jehovah’s way but only the way of self-serving men subtly stirred into 

action for creatures’ purposes and benefits. By the publication of Volume 2 of the 

book Vindication that year, Jehovah’s witnesses came to see that such a “back to 

Palestine” movement was by the spirit of Jehovah’s archfoe, Satan, who has deceived 

the entire inhabited earth.
475

 

The Watch Tower Society rewrites its history 

1988: Watch Tower Society’s summary of their interest in the Jews’ return to 
Palestine 

Completely ignoring Russell’s focus on Zionism and rewriting Rutherford’s interest, the Watch 

Tower Society provides a biased and incomplete assessment of the organization’s deep interest in 

the return to the Jews to Palestine. 

Following the first world war, Palestine became a mandated territory under Great 

Britain, and the way opened for many Jews to return to that land. In 1948 the political 

State of Israel was brought forth. Did this not indicate that the Jews were in line for 

divine blessings? For many years, Jehovah’s Witnesses believed that this was so. 

Thus, in 1925 they published a 128-page book, Comfort for the Jews. In 1929 they 

released an attractive 360-page volume, Life, designed to appeal to the Jews and 

dealing also with the Bible book of Job. Great efforts were made, especially in New 

York City, to reach the Jews with this Messianic message. Happily, a few individuals 

responded, but the Jews by and large, like their forefathers of the first century, 

rejected the evidence of Messiah’s presence. 

It was obvious that Jewry, as a people and as a nation, was not the Israel described in 

Revelation 7:4-8 or other Bible prophecies related to the Lord’s day. Following 

tradition, the Jews continued to avoid using the divine name. (Matthew 15:1-3, 7-9) In 

discussing Jeremiah 31:31-34, the book Jehovah, published by Jehovah’s Witnesses 

in 1934, stated conclusively: “The new covenant has nothing to do with the natural 

descendants of Israel and with mankind in general, but … is limited to spiritual 

Israel.” The Bible’s restoration prophecies relate neither to the natural Jews nor to 

political Israel, which is a member of the United Nations and a part of the world that 

Jesus spoke of at John 14:19, 30 and 18:36. 

In 1931 God’s slaves on earth had received, with great joy, the name Jehovah’s 

Witnesses. … They could clearly discern that spiritual Israel alone had been brought 

into the new covenant. Unresponsive natural Israel had no part therein, nor did 

mankind in general. This understanding cleared the way for a brilliant flash of divine 

light.
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“Israel Restored” was part of the Divine Plan 
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